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The Workman
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$1.50 per vear if paid in advance ; $2.00
if paid at six months.
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on application.
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Oralu, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids.
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Jno. Pessink & Bro. were the busiThe Michigan Press Association will
Holland on the Fourth.
hold its annual session at Grand RapThey had their usual large patronage.
ids next week. The citizens of the
est people in

Shorthand will

be taught at the Valley City are making great preparaNettie Sooy, of tions to make the visit of the newspaCoopersville, will have charge of the per men to their booming town a sucT?AlBBANEB.I., Jn«tlceof the Peace, Notary
cess iu every particular.Nothing is
Public and Pension Claim Agent River St. TlT’UiMS.P.,Pump manufacturer, and dealer
ever
done by halves in Grand Rapids
near Tenth.
Ik any more tramp printers inquire
ind the knights of the quill will cerT>OBT, J. C- Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
where the local editor lives, please inMerchant Tailors.
lainly have a good time.
IT Office: Poet'a Block, corner Eighth and
River streets.
form them that he has moved out of
JgBUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
the city.
The
“fighting editor’’ of the News
Bakeries.
has been in active training the past
Meat Markets.
|>LOM, 0., Jr., dealer In Bakers' Goods, CooMonday and Tuesday were the hot- month. He states that he can skip a
IJ fectlouery,Foreign Fruits. Tobacco aud
Cigars. Blom s new block,Eighth street.
De KRAKER * DE K08TEB, dealers In all test days, so far, of the year. The rope one thousand times, without feelkinds of Fresh and Balt Meats, River street. thermometer registered 98 degrees in
fWTY BAKERY, J. Pesstnk&Bro., Proprietors,
ing the least fatigued, and as for hitthe shade.
\J Fresh Bread and Bakers' Goods, Confectionting
the bag, he put his fist clean
ery, etc , Eighth street
hand. Eighth etreet. near
7
through
it the other day. He says he
The High School picnic has been
Bank.
does
not
know whether his serviceswill
postponed until next Wednesday. RePhotographer.
TJOLLAND CITY BANK, foreignand domestic
be
required
this season, but it is always
member the date and all go and have a
Xl exchange tunght and eold. Collections
best
best
to
be
prepared
for emergencies.
good
time.
promptly attended to. Eighth street
2nd
Attorney at Law. Collection*
promptly attended to. Office, Van der
Veen'* block. Eighth street
J..
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Physicians.
Tk AU MG ARTEL, W., TonsorlalParlors,Eighth
and Cedar streets. Hairdressing promptly
attended to.
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Tramps entered the Kok

Clothing.
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on Fish street last Sunday night, but

lyOBMAN. J. W., Merchant Tailor, k.eps thu
largest stock of Cloths aud Keady maue
Clothing iu the city. Eighth street
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but is as likely to return to his class as h t” ,
accompanied
otherwise. The report was a fresh in- L
, ,)rot,ieriBenjamin Bosman, restance of newspaper gossip, affording
^ !ier home* Freeport, HI., last
a maximum of fictioh with a minimum Monday artenK)on.
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Henry Koeningsbergdid some iwear-

Suicide.

neatly dressed

lng

Monday ln

J

1181106 po*t’s office. It
his becoming assist-

was occasioned by

young man, about *nt

postmaster at Ottawa Beach.

^

28 years of age, entered the Union Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl
Square Hotel, New York, at midnight, Newark, N J? where

left Frtriev

Sunday and registeredas Edward Lang to-morrow, Sunday, in one of the largest
of Chicago. He wa» excited as if from Presbyterian clnmhes of thaUlty*^
too much drink. He left instructions mim \fftrv p
y
to be called at
hM returned

hnm

lOo’clock.

vi u

r

found
tl“® 8ummer

j

and

hidden behind the heating register
came to the conclusionthat it was

t.

^

^1“ t^,Tn.U^g’

At that hour he was found dead in
bed. Deputy Coronet Donlln
two halt ounce bottles of morphine

a

Mr*
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w"'attead

Hope College,

A- Thomas, the painter,

and

cornet player, accompaniet

case of suicide by morphine.”- CAtoo- ill6 0i]m 001,1161 to Bo™8 City, Ind.,
go Tribune, July
Ihursday,where they furnishedmusic

“Edward Lang, of

Chicago, who sui- for the Fourth ot July celebration held

ln
L ,

I

cided at the Union Square hotel Sun-

day night was identifiedas J.C. Hoedemaker, who has been employed by

city,

F' ?* WftI(fron, of the Grand
Democrat, made the News

DruggistMuller, in University Place. 0,1 ^ a l,lea8antcall Wednesday. He
W. S. Morris, master mechanic of
Hoedemaker belongedto a good family 8tlite8 t,iat he had Bplendid success iu
the Wabash road, received notice Monin Holland. He had been in America Iiol,and* and secured a number of new
day that he would be retained in his
four years.”- Chicago Tribune,July S. “ubscrlbers for the Democrat.
present position by the new manageHoedemaker was formerly a clerk
^r* Ceo. II. Souter and family aud
ment. This evening lie announces it as
R. A. Schouten’s drug store of this ^fr* and Mra* J. R. Schepers spent the
his intention to resign at once to
city. He is the oldest son of Dr. Phil- Fourth by picnlcing on the shore of
accept the position of superintendent
lip Hoedemaker, lately a professor of Lake Michigan, two miles north of
of motive power on the Detroit, Lanthe University at Amsterdam, Neth- Ottawa Beach. Mr. Schepers, teacher
sing & Northern road with headquar
erlands. He was buried in New York of tl,e Van Dyk school, Holland Town-

in

tens at Detroit, to take effecLJul

Chicago Times, r

pn

Friday-

_
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_LeiUirc.
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8l,,Pidowd a successfulterm last

week

I'riday,.knd has 'been re-engaged for
next year.

i

were frightened away before they had
The summer normal ‘for teachers
time to lay their hands on anything.
A gang of hoodlums of the city went
opens in Hope College next Tuesday,
YTOB8T. W„ Tailor. Benovatlug and repairing
July
9th.
The
attendance
promises
to
to
Ottawa Beach last Saturday night,
oiothluga specialtycheap aud good. River
List of letters remaining in Post
*11
street
be large, at least two hundred. The on the last trip of the Lizzie Walsh. The marriageof Miss Anna Osborne1
Office at Holland, Mich.t July 4th,
school will be conductedby Prof. J. W. They behaved themselves fairly well to Sterret 8. Beggs, of New Bedford,
SE??7’r^I "HAl^'’<1®a
Liquors.
Commission Merchant.
and Clears. Saloon in First Ward three 1889: Mr. Ed. Vandernader.
Humphrey, of Hope College, assisted until the return home, when, under the Pa*» was solemnized at the residence
doors eaat «)f City Hall.
' ,are®
'J. G. Van Pltthn, P. M.
TlBAGH, W. H , Commission Merchant and
by Prof. P. A. Latta. of Allegan, Prof. influence of liquor, obtained from a
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs
£> dealerin Grain, Flour and Produce Highest
Second Hand Store.
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
Mr. Geo. H. Souter presented the A. W. Taylor of Nunica, and Pro- bow keg, which they had smuggled Geo- Osborne, one mile south of the
•tore, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
IJOSMAN, A. B.. proprietorof Second Baud local editor this week with a box full of fessorsJ. H. Kleinheksel. J. B. Nykerk, aboard unknown to the crew, they be- city, last Tuesday evening. The house
Elghth
iU
ate.,
Drags and Medicines.
pansies. They were handsome speci- and Henry Boers, of Hope College. came the participants in a most dis- waa flHed with a large number of
mens.
and representedabout eighty With this able corps of instructors,the graceful scene. They were quietly re- &ue8t?, who came to witness the hapCENTRAL DRUG STORE, H. Kremers, M. D.,
Watches and Jewelry.
varieties.
success of the normal is assured.
quested several times tocease their foul Py ovent.
OTTO. Watchmaker.Jeweler,and
talk, but the friendly advice given
The wedding
rvOESBURG, J. O., Dealer In Drugs aud Medishortly after
SJ clues, Palote and Oils, Brushes,ToUet «dEiJ*hSlta!i2?rtood''
c°ra" kuu> H. Boone and a party of friends At the last regular meeting; held no
seven o’clock.Th
v.
J.
Talmadge
Articlesand Perfumes,Imported Havana, Key
spent the Fourth at Saugatuek. He re- Tuesday evening, of Holland City
Wait, and DomesUe Cigars.
It is a common thing, too common in Borgoat pastor of
tope
Church
perports a good celebration there aud a Lodge, No. 192, 1. 0. 0. F., the followfact, for the young man of the period fonaad the cere
QCHOUTES, F J.. M. D., proprietorof First
iy.
Miss
Jennie
big crowd. His pet horse “Maggie B.” ing officers were installedfor the ensu0 Ward Drug Store. Prescrtitionscarefully
to sow a certain quantity of wild oats Osborne, Miss /
Huntley, and
compounded day or eight. Eighth street
ing six months: James Graham, N. G.;
won the free for all race.
Miscellaneous.
before he settles down to enjoy life, but Miss Minnie Mvkh
acted
as brideeDavid Cronin, V. G.; Millard HarringTITALSH, HEBF.R, Drncgist end Pharmacist; [AEST, MRS. B. B., has a very flue line of
that the young
men referred m|dda* Mr.
--- n—'-"
--7naa WCBI
Osborne was
best
The first load of new hay to be ton, Sec’y; C. J. Richardson, P. Sec’y; we are sure--------YY a full stock of goods a)rpertaluii.g to the
business.
brought to this city this year, was John Hummel, Treas.;J. Wise, Waiden; to above have forever disgracedthem- man and Mr. Geo. W. Haan and Mr
Cedar streets.
VATE9 & KANE, druggists and booksellers
hauled by Jas. Boyes last Saturday. It A. S<»if. conductor: L. S. String, I. selves in the eyes of those who were Fred- Osborne were groomsmen. Miss
Stock always fresh and complete, cor Eighth
Ci New,PftP*'r Periodical was from the farm of E. J. Harrington Guard; W. Damson, O. Guard; R. A. obliged to listen to their vile remarks. Bika Boone of this city played the
i and Biver streets.
^„.8.^‘c ip oD,A8^cy.Leave order for any
A young man, having any self-respect at adding march,
publicationin U. S. or Canada with him at BO
and was of excellent quality.
Hunt, R. S. to N. G.: John Holliquist,
Dry Woods and groceries,
all, or regard for the feelingsof others, Tl10 Mde wore a cream Radame
L. S. to N. G.; Titos McMaster, R. G.
A prominent business man of this
no matter how intoxicated he becomes, 8i,k» etl hain, with over dress of point
'DEBTSCH, Dj dealer lu'Dry Goods, Fancy
to V. G.; J. Van Hnnften, L. 8. to V.
place has been missing wood from his
Goods and Furnishing Goods, Eighth street.
would not pollutethe air with such foul d'sprit, orange blossomsaud diamonds,
G.: John Kruisingu, R. 8. S.; B. P.
woodpile. About two cords have been
After the ceremony was performed!
pOOT A KRAMER, dealer in Dry Goods. No
Higgins, L. 8. 8.
tlotis, Groceries, Ftour, Feed, etc., Eighth
taken altogether, and if the aforesaid
Magaslnes.Office, De Qroudwet bulidlm?.
Holland
has many bright and promis- aud the assembled guests had offered
etreet next to Bank.
individuallays his eyes on the culThe Mabel ISrudsliuw.
ing young men, but some of them, under their congratulations, the entire com/‘IBANDALL.S. R .doalei In Department Goods
prit, woe betide him.
the
leadershipof hardened toughs, have Pany* headed by the newly wedded
\J aud proprietor ot Holland City Basaar,
This Plegant new steamer, which is
—
^ •
-«
Eighth street.
begun to trod the downward path. We C0UPl®> repaired to the supper table,
We are again obliged to inform tho:
run from Holland to Chicago, came
F. & A. M.
TYEJONGH C., dealerm Dry Gouds, Groceries,
appeal to their manhood, and for the M*1®!1 had been spread on the lawn,
who send us anonymous communic
0 the Park, on the Fourth, on her way
Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes,etc.,Tenth
sake of those who are near and dear to Th® elegant repast was heartily enstreet opp
Union School building.
tions for publication, that they will n
to Grand Haven for inspection.The
be inserted under any circumstance boat was visited by hundreds of people them, to let liquor severely alone, which j°yed hy the two hundred guests presTYE VRIES, D,, dealer in General Meruban<ilse,
in the end, if they continueits use, will ent*
“i*®!,2' Ju y i0, Au^»t 7, Sept. 4, Oct. 2
and Prcduoe. Fresh Eggs sod Dairy ButThe sender’s name should be giv,
at the resorts; and the unanimous vern01^' 0'k^£'
dotui’a days Jute 24 and
ter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.
prove to them a curse. Become gentle- The wedding presents were many and
December
o Lalpple W st
Please bear this in mind. ^ t
dict wasthat she was a perfect “daisy”.
0. BnxTMAK. Fec'p. LA*PPLE' " M.
QTEKETEE.BASTIAN, general dealer In Dry
We intend to give our readers a com- men once more, and enjoy the pleasure C08t,y among which we noticed the fol
0 Goods and Groceries.Flour and Feed. The
of feeling that you have friends who ,owhig: A beautiful cake basket, preMiss Minnie Hunt, daughtertof M, J
finest stock of Crockery in the city, cor Eighth
K. O. T. M,
plete description of this beautiful
and River streets.
love and respect
sented by the superintendent and
R. A. Hunt, experienced a severe shoe
H^*TirT,nt’NoMUlnnt,'ln K. 0. T. m|
steamer on her first appearance at Hoi5* 'P? p tn . on Monday night next All by the lightning during the heavy rail ^
'IT AN DER HAAR, H . general dealer In fine
Among
the crowd were three railroadteachers of the Holland public schools;
^and.
?,hr1.ED,fh,tra? 000,1111y ‘brtted to attend
Y Orocerhs, etc. Oysters in season. Eighth Cheapest
Life In-uraueeOrder known Fnl storm last Saturday afternoon. She
men. We wonder if the heads of their a napkin ring and sugar spoon, by the
street
particularsgiven on application. '
Allielatlc.
departments
allow them to conduct PuPBs of D$pt. No. 5 of. the City
has
entirely recovered. Mr. Tenuis
W. A. Holley, Commander.
IT AN PUTTEN, G. A hONH, General Dealers In
themselvesin such a disgraceful man- schools, of which department the bride
Keppel was also stricken, but nothing
Geo. E. Hunt, R. K.
Y Diy Goods, Groceries.Croxery, Hats aud
The last number of the Anchor conCeps. Flour, Provi.-ione, etc. Biver street
terious.
bad been teacher for the past year; a
tains an article advocating the estabTTTISE, J., dealer in Notions and Fancy Goods,
One
of the toughs threatened to ^t ot fruit knives, by the graduating
lishment of a gymnasium at Hope ColCity EaU*0 HlIr Work' E,gbth *tre#* oppovite
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E.
pound the local editor of this paper in- c^a88 of .’89; a handsome upholstered
lege. It certainly would be a step in
PRODUCE, ETC.
Church will give an ice cream social in
to jelly, if he dared to publish a word c,,air* °B paintings, cake baskets,
the right direction,for the students of
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Furniture.
the lecture room of the church next
about the affair. But he considers it booliSt silver tea set, cut glass water
Hope are lacking in the physical trainWHOLESALE.
RETAIL.
Wednesday evening. A cordial invita\|BYER, BBOUWEB A CO., Dealers in all
ing, which is so necessary to young his duty to give them a little free “ad- 8et8» vas®s, berry spoons, fruit, tea
tion is extended to every one to come
iVi aiuds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
................. ivc E|M» .................
men, who are about to enter upon life's vertisiug,”regardless of consequences, and dlnner kuives, pickle castors, table
Carpets,Picture Frames, etc., Biver street.
and enjoy a pleasant eveningand a dish
........... . Vito
hoping that they will try and reform, linen and various other elegant gifts,
duties. Walking and rowing arecapital
...............
°Djooe .................
of cream.
T7ERBEEK, W., dealer in Furniture, Wall Potatoes
...............
and
lead better lives. He desires
Among those present from abroad
Potetoes
........ 25 to 30o
exercises, if indulged in moderately.
v Paper, PictureFrames,HouseholdDecoratlma aud Novelties. Eighth street.
state, however,that if the disgracefulwere: Mrs.S. Stiles and little daughter,
Horseback riding, perhaps, is better
CRAIN. FEED. ETC.
Hon. G J. Diekema was 'present
scene of last Saturdaynight is repeated, Valparaiso, Ind.; Mr. Geo. W. Haan,
‘ban
either. Very few of the students,
(Corrected
every
Friday
by
W.
H.
Beach.)
Flour Mills.
with a gold-heided cane and a ha-,,
he will give the names of all partici- Crown Point» Jnd.; Mrs. F. Weller and
WHOLESALE.
RETAIL.
some silver tea set, by the members of mwever, enjoy any of the above
pants, no matter who they
MR* Mamie Hartshorn, Muskegon,
TITALsH DE BOO A CO., Manufacture)*of Buckwheat ..........50c Buckwheat ........ 750
•rts. If a gymnasium could not be
the legislature,as a token of esteem
Y V
RollerFlour, proprl> tors of Standard Roll, 2™!** Y WO
...... 60c Bran, V lOOlhs..’‘700
DMiey, Y.cwt
v owt .. ------•r Mills. Daily capacity, 3ju oanels.
Barley,
.gl. 00 Barley, $1 100 lbs. |i 93
:ted, we would suggest the organirJ'Cb';*0f-trd MrS* KnowIe*'
and an appreciationof his excellent
Mr' nnd Mrs. Hewlett,Grand Rapids
lation of an athleticclub, the members
8SKS^::»:S?
service
as
speaker
of
the
house
Hardware.
Com, rhelled ........38c Coro, ebelled ........4So
Mr. Henry Breyman is home from Prof* Hummer and wife, Rev. Dr.
of
which
could
have
many
of
the
benerepresentatives.
Ftour ..............*4.60
rnft/in Wis.
u ___
Grafton,
Scott, president of Hope College, and
RANTERS BROS., dealersin generalhardware. FYomml^ 100tb.il, 20 ^our ..............$5.(10
fits of a gymnasium at a very small
Elghth^SNet^*1
No. 52 gjJI.Vton ....... SW.OO
Mr. John Pieters visited his Holland wife, Dr. and Mrs. Yates, Rev. and
At the last rev.ew of Crescent Tent expense. The young men of the
Mrs. Bergen, Prof. Kollen, Dr. and
MiLiingB ym tts^eoc
No. 68, K. 0. T. M., Sir Knight Daniel city, outside of the college, also friends a few days this week.
DER VEKN, E ^ dealer In stovee, hard- 2** ................ *8o
................. SIS,
Mrs.
Wetmore, Mr. and Mrs. Jas.
ware, cuUery. etc. Tin and sheet iron ware. Bye ..................
Wise was elected delegate to represent need exercise,and cooperation, as sugProsecuting AttorneyLillie, of Grand
— Biver aid Eighth streets.
Peerl Barley *>i00lbs.i4Pearl Barley YlOOIbejU
Huntley, Mr. and Mrs. W. Harrington,
the tent at Muskegon, August 13 and gested in the Anchor, would not be a Haven, was in the city last Saturday.
Timothy Beed:.....|2.oo
Mr. And Mrs. A. Visscher,Mrs. A.
Hotels.
Coro ear .............40c 14, when the annual meeting of the bad idea.
Mrs. Preston, of South Haven, was
Steketee,
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Post
N. Williams, Proprietor, LueuterBed..... ..85c
great camp wiU be held. Sir Knight
the guest of Mrs. P. Conley a few days
A Correction.
—is hotel In the city. Is
and Mt. and Mrs. Chapel were among
Holley was appointed to act as alternate.
this week.
center of the town and
the guests from the city.
Have you tried the domestic goods
_d beet sample rooms in
We
recently published an item
connection with the ' ‘
Mrs. M. Sooy, of Wayland, is visiting
at the city bakery? Remember that
Amid a shower of rice the bridal
The plate social, given by the D. R., copied from a daily paper stating that
the bakery department is now in the
her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Humphrey, party departed for the depot, where
at the Odd Fellows’ hall last week Fri- four New Brunswick students had rehands of experienced workmen, and
this week.
they took the 9:30 train for Grand Hathe goods are bound to give satis- day evening, turned out a very pleasant nounced the Reformed church, and
faction. The best of materials are affair to all who attended. The social would enter the ranks of the Episcopal Miss Cofa Maddern and Mrs. J. Burns, ven. FrodMhere they proceed * '
used, and all work is executed in a was also a success financially.The proChurch. The following from the of Evart, Mich., are visiting their sister, Milwaukee by boat. They will
clean and first-class manner.
their honeymoon visitingC!
Mrs. Leonard Kleyn.
ceeds will be used towards jmying for a Christian
—
Intelligencer shows that the
.
witll0utj‘
'
agara Falls, Clevelandand
handsome organ, which now ornaments report was
Mr. G. Van Schelven returned home
from Lansing in time to enjoy tte ford, Pa., the groom’s *
line
receptionwill he *
Fourth with his family.
Saloons.
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A new sidewalk has been built in
Jh5r«IoJ“» Surgeon. Office
TT ELDER, J. D., the cheapest place in the city
of
$*1 8tlro- RwUence. corner front of Brusse Bros, store, which is a
FL to buy Boots and Shoes, River street.
,n th* house formerly
by L Sprletsema.Office Rours: 9 to great improvement.The sidewalks all
fTAN DUREN BROS., dealers In Boots aud occupied
10 a. m., aud 3 to 5 p. tn.
Shoes. A large assortment always on band
Eighth street

been heard from,

student has not

Sunday
7

Mr

----

something of the kind & needed in this
Arie Woltman has purchased a lot
pHOENIX PLANING MILL. B. L. Scott, Pro- on'Twelfthstreet, where he will erect part of the state, as it recently took
^Prij^dgkrtn lumber, lath, shiogleeand
tifteen days for a letter which we mailed
a handsome residence this season.
here to reach Chicago.
n i

ittoraejg and Jnstiees.

U

of

ia Holland, the" gueite oVldra

milk shake is appreciated. Jno. Pessiuk ter could be conveyed at the rate of two expectations of entering the ministry iinishwi
& Bro. make the best.
hundred miles an hour. We think of the Reformed Churh. The fourth now <*1]^ ^

Terms of Subscription:

lYBKEHA. O.

hSVe

leZi1"™'0'?*
heard
from, each renud atimr th«
lieatd from, each repudiating the

—

read an article a few days ago in statement, and announcing their in-!
a New York paper, which gave an ac- tention to complete their course of I
the kind of weather when the count of a machine by which mail mat- study at New Brunswick, and their

--

Publisher.

^

rrSaU,iCWWChWa9"
ueiween

Manufacturing Co.

will start up their furniture factory
on 8*'- next Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Holmes, ot Jfhite
Mr. and Mrs.
*

rill

make

their

m

p

.

m;
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BMptoiong circnmettincea two mouths

a speech at a proclaimed meeting of thA
National League at Olonakilty, about
01c
twenty-fivemiles from Cork.
A fire which started in a cooperage LAST HOURS OF THE VETERAN POLIincrease had erroneously been made in
SEVEN INDICTMENTS PRESENTED
TICIAN.
workshopin Lnnebcrg, in Hanover, Gerthe
policy
of
his
brother
Thomas,
who
AGAINST CONSPIRATORS.
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
was then token sick and died in great many, destroyed thirty-six buildings,
ogony.
including several factories,with valuable Pennsylvania'sAged Statesman Has Gone The Names of Coughlin, Bnrke, Cooney,
to Hla Long Hurae-A Brief Sketeh of a
A NUMBER of rolling-millfirms in the machinery, and burned the roof of St.
O'Mulllvan,Hoggs, Woodruff, and John
Kuccessful Political Career-Hls Life and
SchnylkillValley havo advanced the Nicholas Church. Over six hundred
Kunae Included — Nd PresentmentReCharacter Reviewed.
wages of puddlers from $3 to $8.25 per people are thrown out of work. The loss
turned by the InquisitorsAgainst Alexis estimated at 12,000,(100marks.
A
Lancaster
(Pa.)
dispatch
of
June
20
ander Sullivan.
DOINGS OP OUR NEIGHBORS AT HOKE ton. This advance is dne to the better
says: Gen. Simon Cameron died at 8
AND ABROAD.
tone prevailingin the iron market.
A Chicago dispatch of the 1st suys:
FRESH~ AND NEWSY.
o’clock Wednesday evening, after on illThe special grand jury in the Cronin
ness of about a week.
murder case has found indictments
WESTERN HAPPENINGS.
Thc President has made the following
Event* of Interest end Impoc.*bcela
The General's condition during the day
against raven men, four of whom
Every Quarter of the Globe, Religlone
cadet appointments to tho militaryacade- was rather encouraging, and death came
ore now locked up in tho county
The
latest
advises
regarding
the
trouble
Intelligence, Crimea end Canualtlea, Insuddenly during a weak spell. Up to the
my from “nt large:"
jail to await trial for tho murder of Dr.
du* trial Notea. PeraonnlMention.
last attack he was conscious, and had no
with the Flathead Indians in Montana
Hugh D. Wise, sou of Gen. John 8. Wise, to
P. H. Cronin. The men indicted are:
trouble
to
swallow
the
food
given
him
and
say that the Indians Lave threatened to fill the vacancycaused by thc rejection of CanJohn F. Begge, senior guardian of the
didate Dixon at the June examination, and which he appeared to assimilate.Around
wreck the trains ami destroythe truck of John
famous camp 20 of the Clan-na-Gael,who
G. Gilmore, son of Capt. John C. Gilmore, tho death-bed we-e ex-Attorney-General
THE PUBLIC DEBT.
the Northern Pacific railroad, which they Twenty-fourthInfantry, as altoruate. Daria
is believed to know something of the orregard as their foo becanse the train se- B. Stanley,son of Gen. D. B. btanley.is apganizing of the mo k tribunal which conpointed
to
fill the vacancy to occur June, IbvO
R Has Decreased Over 116,000,000 Daring cured the escape of fho sheriff’s party
demned Cronin to death.
Jane.
superintendent Dickinson has tele- by the graduation of Cadet Ituggles.
Dan Coughlin, the ex-city detective,
R. G. Dun & Co.’s weekly review of
The followingis a recapitulationof the graphed the governor and war department
who Is supposed to have found the active
for troops to assist in protecting the trade says:
men for the work and to have been general
monthly debt statement:
pronorty of tho railroad company. The
director of the conspiracv.
It has been a week of considerableexcitement
t pfrERMT-BKAIUXaDEBT.
Indians are reported to have sent their
speculative circlesand of heavy general
Martin Burke, the Winnipeg prisoner,
H *** c?lt ................« lan.cso.ooo women and childrento the hills, which in
trade without material change in conditions.
who is believed to l>o one of the men in
As
all depends In a large measure at this season
means that the trouble is not ended yet.
tbe cottage at the time of the murder
upon crop prospect*,it is most encouraging to
The refusal of the chiefs to deliver up find the report# in this particular unusually
Patrick Cooney, the "Fox,” who was
the Indian murderers is looked upon as a
ravorable,the only noteworthy exception being
Burke's "rmL" He is now a fugitive.
that
some
damage
to
cotton
and
grain
..6 KH, 477, 472 declarationof hostility.
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CAMERON. [CRONIN GRAND JDRY] END

A NEWSY MELANGE.
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10.574,562

........................
$ 003,052,004
DEBT ON WHICH OrRREST HAS CBA8KI) SINCE
HATunirr.
Inteteit.

.

$

1,011,445

.

2,065,474

............................
......................

.

Tot^ .............................

5*”^ hkarino no naxam.
Olddemaml and legal-tendwnotes
346.737,458
.

CerHflcatesof deposit ................ 16 735 two
Gold oertiflcotes.....................
IIo.TW.’tS
SUvtr cwtiflcatcs ......... .......... 237 11X5 445
Fractional currency dess ^8,375,034,
eatiiuated as lost or deetroyedj .... 6.016.600
.

'

Princ,P&1

.....

$

......................

.

TOTAL UEirr.

'

744,284,352

SSfe:r::r:~ra^g

irom frequent rains is reported at Galveston,
in the Northwesttho grain outlookis parDeeds M. J. Bell, of St. Paul, Minn., has ticularly fine, great improvement being reported in quarters where there had been some
discovered that within the last two years apprehension. With crops of uuusualmagnitude highly probable, and with tbo
a gang of real estate sharks and financial
general volume of business so maintained that
agents have filed for record in his office an increaseof 80 per cent, over lost year appears
bogus deeds and mortgages covering hun- in the clearing-housereturns,the prospect is
dreds of pieces of tho most valuable uot gloomy Detroit notes quiet business and
Kansas City and Omaha report fair activity.
property in that city. These forgeries, it At Milwaukee improvement is seen, with
is estimated, havo netted the operators greater activity, and at Cleveland and
1 ittsburg tho iron and other trades connot less than $5011,0011,while the title to a
. Uw,!° mend- Collections are still slow
vast acreage is clouded, and it will cost
at Milwaukee, but at Detroit there is a
tho county a small fortune to correct its
usiblo improvement. The money markets conrecords.
tinue amply supplied. In the iron business
there is a slronger feeling at all points,with
It is reportedfrom fit. Lonis that Mr. quotable improvementin mill Iron. The money
Pierre Lorillard has left that city after market has stiffened to some extent here, as is
OEN. SIMON CAMEHON.
natural after the heavy exports of gold. There
making an unsuccessful attempt to form Is nowhere observable any actual stringency, MacVeagh
wife, Mrs. Haldman,
a tobacco trust composed of the Loril- nor islapprehensionnoticeablyinfluential.Tho
James Cameron, Simon B. Cameron and
businesa failures number 215, as comparedRith
Inrd, Legget & Meyers, Drummond, and “-u the week previous.For tho corresponding
wife, and Mrs. David Watts,
grandP. J. Sorg companies.
week of Iasi year tho figures were 261.
daughter. The funeral wUl be held in

Bv

the merest accident, Register of

and

a

E&United Btatea notes

of

. r

.......... 100,000.000

8

weekly weather crop bulletinis-

Harrisburg.

Q

sued by the Signal Office says:

knocked to the ground by having one of
the temporary supports knocked from
under it by a Stock Yards Company’s
train. Fourteen men fell with the via-

The weatherhas been favorable for all growing crops throughout the central valleys and
Northwest,except In Dakota, where drought
has caused some injury to wheat, oats, and

•

„ . .

&l,lher
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WORTHY LIFE.

THE WIFE OF THE EX-PRESIDENT
PASSES AWAY.
A Stroke of ParalysisProstratedHer, aad

She Never Rallled-Brlef Sketch of the
Life of a Noble and Accomplished

Woman.

A

Fremont (Ohio) dispatch of tha

25th says: Mrs. Hayes died at 6:30 o'clock
this morning of paralyeis, with which sho
was strickendown the previous Friday.

Mrs. Hayes- maiden name was Lucy
Ware Webb. She was born Aug. 28, 183!,
at Chillicothe, Ohio, and was the youngest
child and only daughter of Dr. JamesWebb and Maria Cook, her grandfather,.
Judge Isaac Cook, came from Connecticut
in 1781, and he, together with all of hsr
great-grandfathers,
served in the revola-

P. O’fiullivan, the .Lake View iceman,
whose contractwith Cronin made it easy
for tho other conspiratorsto lure the doctor to death.
Frank Woodruff, alia! Black, who confessed that he hart carried the butchered
body to ita catch-1 asiu tomb.
John KunzS, a young German. His
name had not been mentionedin connection with tho case until the indictment
against him was returned before Judge
Shonlerd.
Kunze was a henchman of Dan Coughlin’s and accompanied the detectiveto
Peoria when the visit was made to Ed
Spellman. He is brought into criminal
connection with the murder through h is
relationswith Coughlin, against whom
some now" and startling evidencewas a idu ed Just previous to the adjournment
of the grand jury, when It was gleaned
that Coughlin had entered the Carlsoncottage on the night of May 4 at just about
HRS. R. B. SATES.
the time the Ynurder was done, he was
driven to the place by Kunze, who«e pict- tionary war. Her father served in th»
ure has been identified fully by Milkman war of 1812, and during the cholera
Merten. The same picture was also iden- aoourge in Lexington,Ky.. in 18.86.
Her mother, Maria Cook Webb, wa* a
tified as that of a man who had lieen seen
Ground the rooms nt 117 Clark street when woman of great force of character and
the flat at that number was occupied by deep religious convictions.She removed
the furnitureafterward found in the Carl- to Delaware to have her son educated at
son cottage. Kunze had been in trouble toe Ohio Wesleyan university,and her
before he became acquainted with Cough- daughter receivedthe benefit of the sam*
instruction and was afterward graduated
lin. and the detective protectedhim and
made him a ready tool in his murderous at the Wesleyan Female reminary at Cinschemes.
cinnati in 1852. Mr.«. Hayes was married
There was considerable surprise ex- Dec. 18, 1852. At thc breaking out of
the rebellioa her husband and both of her
pressed over the failure of the grand jury
to include the name of Alexander Sullivan brothersimmediately entered the army,
in the list of indictments,but despite the and from that time until the close of the
most earn# tt efforts the jurors were una- war her home was a refuge for wounded,
ble to secure any evidence of a nature sick, and furloughed soldiers, going to or
that would justify the return of a true returningfrom the front. Bhe spent two
bill. What was heard was damning in wintersin camp with her husband in Virginia, and after the battle of South MoonImplication, and some of the jurors were
anxious to base an indictment on it. tain, where he was badly wounded, tho
State’s Attorney Longenecker claimed not hastenedeast and jo ned him at Middloto feel dUconcerted over the escape of town, Md., and later spent much dtp* in
Sullivan. There was time to take up his the hospital near FrederickCity.
After the close of the war she accomcase yet, he said. At the same time he
admitted that it would hardly be possible panied her husband to Washington while
to show that the lawyer was a party to the he was a member of Congress. She wa*
conspiracy unless there should come a one of the originator* of the Ohio Soldier*
and Sailors’ Orphans’ home, and wa* on
“squeal. ” *
its board of directors bafore it paseed into
the hands of the State. While her husANOTHER MYSTERY.
band was Governor of Ohio she took an
Dr. John Mclnerny Said to Ifnye Been active interest in all the charitable inLured West and Murdered.
stitutionsof the State. During the four

Simon Cameron was born less than
twenty-livemiles from tho spot where he
died, in 1799, the son of a poor country
tailor. Apprenticed to the printer’s trade
he worked in Washington in J8:il on the
1,032,002,531
barley, but corn is reported fine and Congnssional debates, and there became
Debt less cash in Truasury Juiy
growing rapidly In this Btato and generally
.81,076,646.621 duct, one of whom will probably die.
throughoutthe corn belt. From Minnesota acquainted with President Monroe. He
PnoF. J. H. Snow of the State Uni- reportsshow that the crops are improved, was a Democrat in politics,and in that
Decrmw of debt daring the
but more rain is needed in the Red River year of 1821 he wrote A letter favoringthe
versity, who has taken an active interest \ alley country. Reports from Nebraska,
Decrease of debt since'June 30,' i***
Iowa, Illinois Indiana. Missouri, Kansas, election of John C. Calhoun to the PresiCASH IN TBEA8CHV AVAILABLEVOK BLDCCllON OP in the insects of Kansas, and has given
Kentucky, and Arkansas show the con- dency. Pr or to going to Washingtonhe
^
. THE PUBLIC DKUT.
tho cbinchbug special attention,claims dltlons for the week especially favorable was editor of the Doyleston Democrat. In
Gold held for gold certificates actfor com which has made rapid growth. Harthat a disease known ns cholera, has made
1823 he was elected public printer of
vestingis in progressa* far north as the fortieth
its appearance among chinchbugs which is
Pennsylvania. In 1820 he became adjuparallelin the central valleys. Thrashing is in
thinning their ranks rapidly.
progregf in Tennebnoe, aud the damage to wheat
tant-general of his native fitate.In 1828
excessive rains has been overestimated. he had the contractto build a canal from
The body of Mrs. R. B. Hayes, the from
Reitort a from the tobacco regionsof Kentucky.
OyShelii for matumiiicK.iiJiii. 1C'735'000
Lake Ponchartrain to New Orleans, and
late wife of the ex-President,was buried Tennessee and North Carolina show that the
*«««t unpaid ..................
12,640, 0S6
crop is doing well. Favora de rains occurred relinquished that work at the request of
Fractionalcurrency............
037 in Oakwoou Cemetery, at Fremont, Ohio. over iho cotton region. In Alabama, Northern Gen. Jackson to return to Pennsylvania
All business in Fremont was suspended, Louisiana, Arkansas aud South Carolina thecot- and aid in organizing tho first national
^9fal availablefor reductionof
ton crop is improved by seasonable weather and
Uie <tobt ........................$ 405,271,227 and daring the funeralservices at Spie- well distributedrains. In Mississippithe crop
conventionheld in the republic. At that
BEaEBVE FUND.
gel Grove the Hue gronuds of the house
was not Injuriously affected.In Southern convention, held in Baltimore, he wan
Held tor radempi ron of U. S. notes,
were crowded with the friends and neigh- Louisianathe rice and sugar crops are im- offered and declined the chairmanship.
*' “,d J“l>’ 12- 1H82-« 100,000,000 bors of Mr. Hayes. Fully six proved by abundant rains, but a week’s dry
Unayailabla for raduotion of the
Selling out hia interest in the canal conweather would still further improve the crop*
debt:
thousand people were present, and In *be Middie Atlantic Stales, New England tract he became a banker at Middletown.
00111 ........
25,129,187
every carriage or other wheeled aud Ohio some injury resultedfrom continuous He had placed James Buchanan in the
vehicle in the city was pressed into rains and the absence of sunshine, although the Senate,and when the latter enteredPolk a
oop prospects continue good in rime sections
service in carrying tho throngs. The Reports from Southern New England show all cabinetMr. Cameron, in 1845, succeeded
8 SioSSloM burial services were simple and impres- crops, including tobacoo, improved and in flue him In the Senate. Mr. Cameron was reMet caan balance on band ........... 71,484,042
Bive, opening with the reading of Psalm condition.
elected to the Senate in 1S50, as a Repubxxiii.by tbe^ Bov. J. M. Mills, pastor of
President Harrison has issued an lican, and in the convention which nomiTctal cash In tho Treasury, as
shown by Treasurer's general
the Methodist Episcopal Church, to order prohibiting the sale of liquor on nated Lincoln was Pennsylvania'scandi8CC0,ult”,...................... $C43,113,1?J
which Mrs. Hayes belonged. A Quartette
thc camp grounds of the District National date for the Presidency. \\ hen tho final
choir then sung the hymn, “My .leans as
conflictcame Mr. Cameron's friends voted
Thou Wilt," after which the Rev. Dr. Guards.
for LIpcoln to defeat Seward, and Mr.
APPOINTMENTS.
James W. Bashford,President of Ohio PRESIDENTHARRISON'S CHOICE Lincoln was nominate I.
Mr. Lincoln naiqed Mr. Cameron for
*A Long list of Consu.s and Many Changes WesleyanUniversity,offered prayer. Tho
New York, July l.—Dr. John Mc- years of her life at the White
choir then sung the hymn, “When Pence,
In Minor Positions.
distinguished
Prominent OfficesBeing Filled by Late Ap- Secretaryof War, and he hold that office lnerny,one of tho four men who are alLike a River, AttendethMy Way,” after
until 1802, when he retired ami accepted leged to have been doomed to death by the
tho
graceful cordiality with
The President has made the following
pointed.
which L. D. McCabe, who has known the
The Presidenthas appointed Frederick the St Petersburg mission. The moving inner circleof the Clan-na-Gael.is missing. which she receivedall who came to her.
appointments:
dead from childhood,spoke a brief eulogy.
cause of his retirementfrom the war office His friends claim that ho was killed before Since the retirementof her husband from
Douglass to be Minister Ro-ident and
Arthur MAcArt bur, Jr., Assistant Adjutant
A SOMEWHAT uncertain but decidedly
was his recommendationthat the negroes Cronin was. Shortlybefore he was last public life she has leen an ardentlyintern,tod, Rr,.“yi A* Loudon HnowConsul Goueral to Hnyti. Secretary bo armed, which was considered by Mr. seen in tho middle of April, he received at ested member of the Woman’s Relief
iZSi rJ! fn*1™'1,*1 ^“dsU-r Resident powerful influence yet to be met by the
th8 United States to Sioux Commissionersis Sitting Bull, and Windom has appointed Capt. William Lincoln and Mr Cameron's fellow-secre- tho Catholic Pi elector n telegram from eorpi, and has served during successive
BwnuiU 'i,Kt,r.vla'?.u,1 Grfw3e- Consul s-General
M. Meredith, of Chicago, to be Chief of taries impolitic at ihe time. Mr. Cameron Omaha offering him a good position if ho years as preuident of the Woman's Home *
—William Payton Kdwords, of Ohio, at Berlin: tho wily old warrior seems to have been
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. was granted by Mr. Lincoln the privilege would ccme there irnmediatoly to take it.
Missionary society of the Methodist Episquietlyscheming to block the work of the Other appointments are as follows:
of naming his successor, und upon
____ ___ in
copal church. She has been an honorary
It is assumed that ho started for Omaha
Commissioners. He is at Standing Rock
John G. Watts, of Virginia, to bo Untied nominationMr. Lincoln made Edwin M. time to havo arrive 1 m Chicago en route member of the Society of the Army of
agency, where the most trouble is antici- States Marshal for tho WesternDistrict of VirStanton his war secretary. When in 1864 i <m April 21. His fronds in New York West Virginia.
imted, and, together with a number of ginia; James A. Connelly, of Illinois, to bo
the movement to defeat the renomination ] have written to Omaha to inquire about
other prominent chiefs, ho has spoken United States Attorney for tho SouthernDisof Mr. Lincoln became pronounced tl.o I the telegramand tho alleged position
POISONED AT A PICNIC.
Grm«; William Bow'
trietof Illinois;A. McKinney, of Missouri,
President recalled Mr. Cameron and placed [ « waiting him,
have received
SL^’fSSS?^}7,Rtt*HaTgin'China ; Adolph oat in meeting against the treaty.
SpecialAgent Of tho GeneralLand Office; Fred
S*™*' of I®**, at Bannou, GerFifty
Prostrated, Fourteen Boyond ReH. Nowall, of Pennsylvania,Assistant Hyhis interests in his charge. Tiie veteran replies that after diligent inquiry
u, 8uiil ler,i' of Delaware,,
cover}-.
draulic Engineer of tho Geological Survey; I).
SOUTHERN
INCIDENTS.
politician
immediately
went
to
Harrisburg
«
“?dDi0b'«».Japan; AlexanderC.
no one could l>e found who was
M. Randall, of Indiana, to be Marshal of the
Toronto,
Ont,
June 26.— Through the
Y™.™- Oj. Wert Virgiula, at St. Thomas. West
and induced the Legislatureto petition interestedin Mclnerny’s going to Omaha,
District of Columbia;.1. G. Wright, of Dakota,
Mr. Lincoln to accept a second term. nor had he been seen there. John Devoy, parsimony of a Woodstock druggist,who
I
4 Nashville ,,a8»en- to be IndlanJAgentat Rosebud Agency,Dak.
Harry McL. Hose, to bo Lieutenant, junior
This action was imitated by the legislative who was Mclnerny’s associate in tho Irish is now hiding m the woods in fear of hb
bonneberg. Germany. Blisters of Und I K°r Imm jumped the track at Bledsoe, grade, iu navy.
bodies of tho other loyal States and Mr.
„ MauHRlift. WL, Tennii „od tlw po8Mnger lnJ baggl?e
Nation, believes Mclnerny was lured to life, fifty people were uoisonedat a picnic
Collectorsof InternalRovenue-JohnJ.Hutehnear there and it is thought that fourteen
Lincoln’s renominationwas assured.
his death by tho telegram. All agree that
conches went down about sixty feet. inson, District of Connecticut ; Isaac Moffett,
Mr. Cameron re-outero I tho Senate fin there b just as good ground for believing of them may die. Woodstockis a small
First
District
of
New
Jersey ; Elihu A. White,
ConductorL. B. Back nud Mail Clerk Fourth District of North Carolina ; C. W. Arnold,
1807 and served until 1877. when ho rethat Mclnerny was assassinated ns for the village in the township of Zorra. On
of Montana of the Fort B. lknan Henry Peacock jumped and were badly district of Georgia;Marcus Bogg, Eleventh signed and wax succeededby his son Don assertion that Cronin was slain by the in- Saturday the farmers of that county gave
Jtonevin Montana; (.'harlcs O. Bartholomew, hurt. About eight persons were serious- District of Ohio; John (). Cravens, bixth DisCameron. Mr. Cameron lias never lost ner circle of the Clan -no-Gael, which had n monster picnic in Wi.litt’s grove, about
of Colorado, at the Bouthem Ute and .licarillo ly injured and several children were more trict of Indiana; Julius C. Sum-, Fifth District
interest in politics,and even in his ad- doomed Cronin, Mclnerny, Devoy and Dr. two miles from the town. Ail was jollity
Agency in Colorado;William P. McClure, of or less hurt.
of Illinois.Collectorsof Customs-William.1.
New Mexico,at the Pueblo Agency in New
vanced old age he has wielded an almost McCahey, of Philadelphia, to death. until the picnicker*were about to
Morgaa,for Uihdistriitof Buffalo Crock. N. Y.
Mexico ; William I. Plumb, of Nevada, at the
Wiley Matthews, the escaped Bald- Enos J» Penuypackir,lor the distriotof Wil- autocratic power in the politicsof his own Tho re is evidenceto show that traps were start for piome, when suddenlya Miss
Wertqn Shoshone Agency in Nevada; W. 8.
miugton. N. <J. Philip M. Hildebrand, to be
State. He was a born leader of men, laid for McCahey, just like those that at Shaw, who was dancing on one of the
pynolds, of Wisconsin, to be a Kiwcial Agent Knobber, who is under sentence of death, Surveyor of Customs tor the Port of ludiauaggressivein his opinions; strong in his first failed with Cronin. Devoy has been platforms, fell in a fit Friend* had
apolls.
to mue Motmanta of lands in severaltyto inand has been a fugitivefrom justice for
WilUam T. Borsby, of Mississippi,at Guy- determination;quick to apprehend and to 0) enly threatened, rnd men have watched hardly started to apply restorative*whan
six months, has been captured iu the
act; a shrewd observer of his fellow-men. hb movement*, not knowing that thoir two other young ladies were similiarly
aqull; Edward C. Uoodenow, of Maine, at Ht.
,Jn Ontario. Secretary Busk has made
seized. The sudden interruptionof tha
woods
of
Carroll County, Arkansas,
Thomas, N.B. ; Daniel B. Hubbard at Annamovementswere also watched.
the following appointments: Thomas Taylor
festivitiescaused very general alarm,
^ Masiaehusettsrnkroscopist. *2,500; George day for hanging will have to lie set, as
Since Mclnerny disappeared from thb
STOLE HERJMVN CHILD.
which was intensified to horror when
^“L^1111110,111SWOO-HLE. Vande- I here is no apparent chance for executive at Manchester • John A. Tibblts, of Connecticut,
city on April 0 a letter las awaited him
man of Kansajf pomolorfst, *2.600. The Attor- clemency since the execution of his three
A 12-Year-OI<tGirl Forcibly Abducted at bis address hero in which a young mar- almost immediately others of the gatherat Bradford; Robert W. Turner, of Kansas, at
nay Generalhas appointed John C. Chaney of
ing to the number of fifty were stricken.
from • School Room.
Mi Assistant Attorney in the Depart- accomplices intheGreen-Edenamurders, Johns' N B D' fca,“1,lou’ ot K,kn8a‘- 8t.
ried woman seems to hint at on intrigue
which createdsuch widespread seusation
ment of Justice, rice E. J. May, resigned. *
Chicago, June 27.— A room in the Hayes with the missing man His friends her* Several doctors were with the
MARKET REPORTS.
in connection with the doings of the despublic school at Leavitt and Walnut street* believe that he wa* nr rdered iu the Carl- plcknickew,and these, with others
503,271,227

Total debt Irta available cash
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The main span of the viaduct over
street gt South Omaha. Neb., was
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The VariousBall Clubs That Are Racing tor
the Pennant.
Relative standing of the base- ball

Th
follows:
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to which they be-

SBXKP ............................
3.50 (a

W. L.
Boetcm.. 35 15
Cleveland...80 20
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W. L.

Western. W. L. Pc.| Interstate.W. L.
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23 28
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ACROSS THE OCEAN.
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23 mo
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Theodore Dwight Woolsey, D.
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! Carlotta Patti died at Paris.

«

^
’ Dispatches from Pelagoa Bay say that the
at Paterson, N. J., John Portuguese deny that they fired upon
an old German, four unknown English employee of the railroad corn-
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i
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MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— Gash .....................
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.79
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44^5 !g a
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„

DETROIT.
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3.00 «t 4.25
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4.25 (9 4.75

Wheat-No.

2

Red....

..... *2u2
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® .20
'
.28 (j*

Wheat— No. 2 Red

TOLEDO.
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NEW YORK
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OCCURRENCES.

. Grttlrtod. _

Fork -Mess

per brl . 1.27 w. 1.75
.............. n.50 n 12.00

Oath — Cash ...................

88.
J-‘~i*P

otatokh—Choice new,

She

and

in
They had

one man were found dead

m

1

Coux— Cash

winter.

*a8 the third of the Patti sisters,all of
LL. D.# ex-President of Yale College
were noted for their wonderful
one of the leading thinkersof America, *oi<tts. She appeared last in America in
died at New Haven, Conn., on tho 1st 1883*
inst., aged
} It is rumored that the Portngnese Govemment will agree to submit the Dclagoa
EASTERN
j Buy Railroad question to arbitration.
it

00

Poiut— Mess ...................... 11.50 miSS

Steps oro being taken at tho Treasury
^ePBr*men^f°r establishmentof life45 '.4Ki «»ving stationsat Marquette Mich., and
" •t'° Kewaunee,AVitt., with « Tie. ot Having
i them in operationbefore tho coming
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Governor.Joseph B. Foroker- Lieutenant
Governor' “ L- L*mpson of Ashtabula County •
Judge. F. J. Dick man of Cleveland;
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offered to the railroad men. Traffic
has Uen resumed,
The work of rebuilding
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me of a sensational caw of kid- son cottage before Cronin, aud that the
Hettie, the K’-year-old daughter
arrangements made for th* disposal of the
of John and Celia Thatcher, was stolen by
latter’s body,
interrupted, were
her own mother The Thatchers had been
carried
Mclnemy’a rase.
divorced ten years ago and the father was Dr. Mclnerny was the most secret and
given the custody of the child. Yesterday
most trusted agent of the Irish revolutionMrs. Thatcher called at the school room ary organizations
both sides of
door for the child, who would notgoontto
Atlantic. Mclnerny
the
was the

CHICAGO.

CATTLE-rrime ..................* 4.43 <a 4 60
G”od ..................; 3.50 i l®
Common ................
2.30 rt 3 50
Hoos-I’acklngGrades. ..........4.00 ©4.50

POLITICAL PORRIDGE.

,t
pionahip of their respective associations ti<m
following
ticket:
18 as
National.

„

!

1100

sc

naping.

but

out in

tho
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was

meet her. Mrs. Thatcher then dashed go-between for the triangle cominto the room, seized the little girl around posed of Alexander Sullivan, Michael
the waist and startedfor the door. The
Boland and D. C. Feeiyof the Clan-nateacher made a determined resistance,
Mrs. Thatcher was much larger and more
powerful than tho teacher and succeeded
in getting the door partially open.
Tho teacher called for the pupils to
ass st her aud they came in a body. Just
at this moment a young man wearing a
very heavy mustache, supposed to be
false, entered tho room and throwing
them to one side took the struggling child
from its mother’s arms and rushed
down the stairway, followed by the mother.
The man choked the child so she could
not scream. A cabman stood with the
door of the vehicle open and they entered
hurriedly, Mra. Thatcher applieda handkerchief to the little girl’s face and she lay
perfectly quiet and the cabman turned anl
drove rapidlyaway. Soon after the child
had been stolen a boy rang the door-bell at
Hettie’a grandmother’s homo aud left a
note which read:
“Hettieb is good hands. I have taken
her to the

country.

Her Mother.”

Gael here, and the extremists of the Irish
RevolutionaryBrotherhood in Ireland.He
was the man of all others who had tho key
to many a secret transaction; who was in
full possession of tho underhandworkings
of tho Clan-na-GaelAnd more than all,
it was he who, as general agent, knew just
how much money each man sent across to
tho other side received from the triangle in

America.

who was hastily summoned from
the town, attended the aufferera

Noting the symptoms, the doctors at onca
pronounced it a com of poisoning. An
investigationproved that only thoae who
had partaken freely of the lemonade had
been attacked, and the poisoningwas readily traced to this source. It was discovered that the confectioner who
furnished the drink, in order to save
lemons, had used in its concoction what bfr
believed to be tartaric acid. Some of th*
powder which he had purchased from th*
new druggist remained, and on examina- \
tion it was found to be sugar of lead^
which had been sold in mistake for th*
harmless ingredient. The rage of th* people almost emounted to madness, which
they determined to vent upon Druggist

Alexander, who was a stranger.A
crowd qnickly gather, d and marched
to his store. The shop was locked. A plank
was torn from the sidewalkand used i* *
battering ram. The door was quickly
broken down and the .maddened men entered. There was no one in the store, but

When Mclnernybegan to compare notes
with emissaries who bad returned from
England and Irelandhe found that there
was a screw loose iu the financial department, and then, having found this out, he
this did not decreasetheir rage, and in *
despbed the executiveand made no secret
few minntes the stock in trade of th*
of the fact that somebody was dishonest
druggistwas scattered ail over the street
Here then is a suflicientcouse for believing
Although the majority pf those poisoned
that Mclnery has boon murdered.
are slowly recovering from the effects of
the deadly mineral, fourteen of

mna or divine, rests on the doctrine of
responsibility.

the physician* have so far failed to revive

them.

William Henry Won<t« DanJ.
Abd-el-Kadermakes the profound
Officer Muldoon— Come on wid
New York, June 27. -William Henry
Wood#, president of the Alabama Mineral remark, redolent of polygamy and the yer ! Vendor of Peacock Feathe
Land company, and former president of divorce court, that we can have many What fer ? OfficerMuldoon-Fer
wives, but only one mother. We all in’ cocktails widont'r licker licence.
the Cotton Exchange, died suddenly in hb
office thb morning.
have forefathers,however. *
The bond of society is ot
Scold Ins Frauds Joseph.
Base-ball is achieving success in law, and the obligation of f
June 27. — The Noveo a new direction.It is represented in man or divine, rests on the
the AnstnanEra-

u

.

'

severely

.Ula*

Tl,«

America.

W&mm
pools of stagnant water to collect around *nd wheat Afte.- that I give all tht
meal, corn, and wheat they want. Eggs
That the milk be stirred thoroughly will start chickensto growing quickei
VOUBBOOLD
4OKI0ULTDBAL* during the cooling process.
than anything that I know of. 9nt of
TOPICS DISCUSSED.
Thst in perilous times the night's milk ' niuety-tiveI did not lose bnt three on
be cooled to 60° and the morning’s as this diet. I use a barrel with a board
cool as cold water around the cans will fitted into it for a coop. This is about
A Bvdcet of Um(U Information Relating make it during milking.
li inches wide in the widest part of the
to tho Farm, Orchard, stable, Parlor, and
That the cans must not be. closed till barrel. Leave it back 2$ inches from
Kitchen.
ready to start for the factory.
the front of the barrel to give the chicks
That the oaus of milk be protected a chance to step qp from the edge of the
THE FABSL
from rain by sheds or coverings above, barrel to the board which is about 1$
and clear from the tops of the- cans.
inches high. I put a small yard iu front
Making Farina Valuable.
That the patrons bring milk to the of the barrel, to give the hen a chance
To increasethe value of his land is factory from none but healthy cows, and to come ont, and keep the chickens in
xor the great majority of farmers the not until four full days after calving.
on a raiuy day by putting up boards
readiestand most obvious menus of makThat if in donbt as to the good quali- around the yard with driven stakes. The
ing money. This is commonly attempted ties of the milk on account of iuifamed yard is made of lath or narrow strips 2J
«y securing ^he co-operation of others. udders, curdled milk, bad teats, etc., try feet long. 18 inches high and 20 iuches
In a new country each additionalsettler it on your own tables,and if you do not wide. I put the lath 2J iuches apart on
adds to the \jortk of all the land in his like to try it, you may be sure your fac- tho vertical. I cover rubber bankets
neighborhood, provided he be honest ton- meu do not wish to.
over the coop and yard on raiuy days,
and able and wifline to work. If a railThat all patrons report accidentalor and whitewash tho barrel once a week.
road can be induced to establish a unavoidable variations from these rules This keeps off lice and makes it sweet.
station ou or near the farm, its value ap
to their cheese-maker, that ho may note After the hen weans tho chicks, I
precintes still more. Many a man has the result.
change them to the honse that 1 keep
been made wealthy by the increased
them iu during tho winter, but give
Value of Mature Cowa
value of his originalpurchase of a farm
them pleuty of air and sand ou tho floor.
Maj. Alvord is accredited with having
from the growiug up of a village or city
While in the sjnall coops I leave about
near^t. These facts have to some ex- stated that “as a rule he does not believe two inches at the ton of the board that
there
is
any
profit
in
taming
cows
into
tent diverted the minds of farmers from
covers them at night between the yard
their business.It has brought many to beef that have done long and good dairy and barrel for ventilation.—If. F. Kelconsider the baying of laud as a sort of service. So far as experience and infor- sey, in Farm ami Home.
speculation,instead of for the purpose mation go toward proving anything it is
to tho efiect that the highest possible
of working and improvingit.
Poultry Notes.

DOMESTIC economy.

them.

MICHIG AN HAPPENINGS.
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Yet it is in farm improvement, if
judiciously followed, that good farmers
must look for tho greater portion of
their profits. The farm from year to
jear is expected to afford them a living
and pay cost of cultivation,wear, and
depreciation of tools. If tho farmer
apparentlymakes more thftn this, if he
akms the land, as it is called, to put
money in the bank or in other investments, it is reasonably certain that he is
to that extent depreciating tho value of
his land. His so-called dividends are
in reality taken from his capital. . It
may not seem so at first We will suppose a man to engage in farming with a
•certain amount invested in land anu another certainamouut lu stock and tools
At the end of the year he bus produced
and sold enough to pay a handsome interest on the investment.But he finds
after a littlethat there are unreckoned
offsetsto this. If he sells all the produce from his land, he has little or no
manure, and there is depreciation iu
fertility.In any event his tools and
farm implementswill be depreciated to
some extent by one year s use. Unless
he is very careful about shelteringtools
from the weather, then injury from exposure will take a large share of his apparent profits.
There is besides a reasonablecertainty that coutiuuance iu this course
will impair the farmer’s profit, so that
even the apparent profit must cease.
The land will uo longer be worth cultivating, and though ho still holds his
acres unimpairedin extent the fanners’
capital will bo gone. It is clear that
tbo only safe way for a farmer is to
think lese of present profit, and do his
utmost to improve the fertilityof his
land, to uuderuraiu it, clear it ot weeds,
and in every way increase its practical
value by increasing its productiveness.

net value of a mature cow when she

Minorcas are good summer and wincenses to be profitable in the dairy is the ter layers.
market price of her hide, blood and
Hens should bo given plenty of room
boms. These items cannot bo profitably to scratch for a living.
increased by any known course of feedIf you want good vigorous chicks,
ing." It will require a largo amount of
take good care of your old birds.
argument to convince the average farmer
Doctoring poultry don’t pay every
of the truth of the foregoing conclusions, especiallywith hides selliug, as time. But prevention does.
theyaroinsomolocalities,for only 3
Charcoal aids digestion and should
cents per pound. A majority of older bo kept constantlybefore tho fowls.
farmers, t„ose of years of experience,
EARLY hatched pullets make tho best
will select for fatteningpurposes tho winter layers, but not good breeders.
very animals mentioned, firmly believThe heu is a very superior creature,
ing that tho beef made from a cow in
though she enu never lay a cornerstone.
poor or only moderate condition is more
Hens supplied with plenty of green
juicy, tender, and sweeter than from
younger animals. And so far as fatten- bone will lay more eggs than those without.

EVENTS AND INCIDENTS THAT HAVE
LATELY OCCURRED.

The

gissnssa'a

perhaps, that his way is the best.
“And uow for me to try to tell this
audieuce of intelligent breeders and
exports,how to rear young pigs. First,
quietness about their quarters, as few
visitors ns possible outside of persons

in charge, feed for dam

for first

few

dam. have pens and

lots so as to

only

i*con,td« the vote

robber attempted to escape, but was captThe motion for ^consideration was tabled by a
vote of tt to 32. This Anally dJs“5S of 55
An IntorsstlnKSummary of the Mora Im- ured.
MU *ofar a* the Legislaturewas conoerned.
portant Doing* of Our N«|flibor»->-Wed- —An insect answering the description No other busluesawas transacted in dtber
ding* and Daaths — Crime*, CasualUss, of the green midge has commenced work- 000*9.
and Ganeral Now* Note*.
A niLt for the better protection of children
ing in the wheat fieldsof Saginaw City, unployed In mercantile industriespassed the
—Tho forty-fourthannual commence- and no little uneasiness prevails among Senate
June 35. Both bouses agreed to the biU
sroating a State board of ArWtmtlon to adjust
ment of Michigan Universitytook place farmers.
labor troubles. Tho board Is to consistof threa
at Detroitlast week. More alumni were
members to be appointed by the Governor, and
—Bear* are thicker than mosquitoes in they are to receive*5 per day for actual seiVice.
presentthan at any previous occasion in
Ihey are given power to Issue subpernasfor
tho region of Marquette.The Mining witnesses
and to compel the productionof
the history of the University.Speeches
Journal says:
books the same as a court of record.
were made by President Angell, ex-Gov.
The unnsual nuintwr of these animals at this Both bonnes also passed a bill directing
Jerome, Dr. Currie, Dr. Hurd, aud the season is accountedfor by Kit China, an old tht oonaolldatlonof Fitgintwtud KMt b&Htntw
hunter. He statesthat the speciesof tlsh known under the name of the City of Saginaw. Tha
Bev. Dr. Dickie, of Detroit. There were
new city will Ik» the third largestin tho State.
as the “sucker" is making its way to thuhml.
Tho consolidationact takes effect ninety dan
438 graduates,115 of whom took degrees waters of tho etruams to depositits smwn. i<n
after
the end of the legislativesession.Anthe way tho numerous little tails ami cataraetf
other
consolidationbill uniting tho towns of Au
in the literary department.Yeijero Oho,
arc emsmnterod, aud not possessing the a;ility
Sable and Oscoda luto tbs City of Au Sable
a Japanese, took the highest honors of of the trout, the suckers congregate iu ‘great failed to pass tho Senate. A bill requiring the
numbers in the pools at tho foot of the waterlicensing
of pawnbrokerspassed the House, as
the p ass. There wore 80 medical and 147 falls. Tho bears experience little difficulty !n
catching them there, and consequently frequent rid also a bfll regulating the employment of
law graduates. HonoraryLL. D. degrees those tools, where they are easily trapped oi children and women in factorisaand mercani

tile establishments. The Senate bill providing
for imprisonmentfor evading the Sunday obton of the Supreme Court of Kansas,
—Washington telegram to Detroit Fret servance law was killed by the Honse. The
House adopted a substitute for the Gilmore
Prof. E. W. McKinstrey of tho Hastings Press: “Detroitcame to the front on Mon- railroadblu, amended to provide for the sale of
|£ ths lower and t»25 In
College of Law at San Francisco,aud the day at the National Convent ion of thl 1,000- mile tickets
the upner peninsula, and where, In latter MoHer. M. L. D’Oage, Ph.D., of Ann Arbor. Knights of bt. John. St. Mary's Command. tion, the earnings do not exceed *8,000 per mllSL
three cents per mile may be charged ; and if less
medical faculty of the State cry \vou the silk banner in tho prize con- than *5,000 not to exceed four cents. The
Huebner bill,which proposed to vastly Increase
Universityat Ann Arbor have adopted a test, and thereby becomes the champion the taxation of tho railroadsby imposing a specomuiaudery
of
tho
United
States.
The
cific tax ou thetr rolling stock and a tax on all
resolutionasking the regents to appoint
their other property In the same manner as
a committee of their own body to investi- drill took place at tho lase-ballgrounds that imposed on private property,was killed in
the
House, it being Indeftnitely postponed.The
gate the whole subject of the University in tho presence of a very large audience.
House adopted a Senate resolutionfor Anal adThe
only
other
commaudory
competing
Hospital.
journment July 3.

•hot.

were conferred upon Chief Justice Hor-

for

—The

was St. George’s,of Columbus,Ohio, one

— J. G. Battelle, political editor of the

The Houle bills prohibitingthe sale of adulter* tod vinegar and forbiddingthe employment
of childrenuikUt 14 years of age without the
cousent of thetr pareuts or guardianspassed
the Henate June 98, A bill requiring passenger

of the best-drilledcompanies in tho
Union. Three United States army officers acted us judges. The drilling of
both oommunderioH was excellent, St.

Lansing Republican,has tenderedhis
resignation.

cars to bo heated either with a heater, approved by tho Railroad Commissioner,or else
by steam from tne locomotive, passed both
George Barnes, of Howell, has been reMary's beiug declared tho winner by houses. Tho House passed the anti-trust bill
and
the bill requiringall railroadsto transport
lieved from bis position as superinteneleven points. The Michigandelegation Utate troop* when under militarylaws at 1 cent
dent of tho School for the B1 ml, uftd his
gave enthusiastic
cheers for the commaud- a pdle. when the bill containing the graded
9-oent-a-mlluclause and providing for l,0UO.mlle
first assistant, James E. Kirtlaud, will
ery, which was escorted to their head- family tickets readied tho Governor,It was
found that It repealed an act of two years ago
also go. Mr. Barnes took the place last
quarters,Willard’s Hotel, proudly carry- authorising a railroad to tunnel the Bt. Clair
s
Juno on one year's trial,and while the ing the handsome trophy awarded them River at or near Port Huron. A. large foroo
__
men is at work on ths enterprise,
?rls*. woon tmff
this
board of control is reticent about tho iu a most exciting contest. "
fact was discoveredthe bill was returned to the
matter tho trial has not been altogether
henate, where It was amended,but failed to be
'—A letter from Ishpeming soys that ro-ouactcd.

—A

dispatch from Lansing says: Prof.

is concerned, dry off an old cow
A hen should be set in a dark, quiet
early in the season, and turn her into
good grass feed, and she will take care place, with access to plenty of water,
of the fattening process herself. No, nud corn, and a good dust bath.
Major, don’t ask the farmers to indulge
THE HOUSEHOLD.
in the sacrifice of oelliug their old cows
satisfactory.Robert Barker, steward of
for tho hide, blood, ami horns.— “ Y.,n
CleaningGold Jewelry.
the institution, has been offeredand acin UcrmantoienTelegraph.
A very easy way to clean a gold chain,
cepted the superintendency,and will also
pin,
ring
or
other
piece
of
gold
jewelry
THE STOCK-RANCH.
is with a little ammonia iu water. Dip
continue to hold the positionof steward
the chaiu into the water and move back aud bookkeeper.
How to Roar Young rig*.
The follo wing extracts are taken from aud forth a few times, then wipe it dry
—The annual meeting of the Associaa paper read by Dr. G. H. Grimmell, be- on a soft linen cloth, rubbing gently
fore the American Polaud-ChinaKecord but well until no more black comes off. tion of Michigan Music Teachers was well
Iu case of rings, be careful not to ex- attended at Detroit, aud the very elaborate
Association:
There are a great many breeders and pose auy stoucs that can be injured by programme was carried out to the letter.
raisers of pigs, and each oue has a road them, such ns pearls, to the action of
—Gen. Frank Wheaton, U. S. A., has
marked out tolerably well, aud thinks, water or ammonia fumes.

ing

days nothing but a little bran aud water,
a nice clean bod of hay, not too much so
ns to heat or entangle' pigs therein,but
When he once begins his upward sufficient
for comfort, with good sunprogress, every niter-stepbecomes
light ou warm days, and good ventilaeasier. He has more capital m the same
tion, clean troughs aud good hygienic
acreage, has more to do with, and cun
make the farm as much better as he surroundings, with a good grass lot to
run iu aud out, pen to be occupied by

chooses. Let every farmer remember
that the value of laud is. except for
•peculation, just what it will pay interest on over and above the cost of cultivation. The best farms are seldom for
•ale, because as a rule their owuers are
well able to hold them, and can desire
no better or safer investment.Yet when
buying it always pays to select the most
productive land, rather than be misled
by extra costly buildings that are often
an expense to keep up not warranted by
the present productiveness of the farm.
— Boston CttUicutor.

bed-room and discoveredthe intraderto J m
be Joseph Kuhn, his own cousin.'
??

-

«

-

-

men
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Tuk lower house of ths Legislature was the
scene, on June 37, of a bitter tight between the
representativesof two great mining companies,
domic of diphtheriaiu that city. At pres- the Arctic and Iron Cliff, controlling jointly
4, out) acres of Iron lands near Negounoe. The
ent there aro between twenty and twenty- strumle was over the amendingof a new mining
bill that had been uaased by the Senate, which
live cases in tho city. The physicians
tbs Iron Cliff people claimed was fatal to their
ascribe tho prevalence of the diseaseto title,rrom the sensational speeches made the
House had no difficulty in understanding that a
the cold and rainy weather.
big steal was involved,but could not decide on
w hich side It was located, and, therefore,re—George Sheehy was shot ot Thomp- fused to pass (he hill. Roth houses agnod to
son’s Station,Ogemaw County, by a man thsDamou blfl, making the retail liquor tax
The House passed a bill Axing legal
named bam Wedge, His injuries aro Sleeping-oarrates at #1.30 for tho lower berHi
at d el for the upper.
been
visiting
his
relatives
iu
Detroit.
Taking Cam of 8 lions.
fatal. Cause, liquor.
THE liegjslatureended its six months’ see
Iu nearly all homes, more particularly Geu. Wheaton has been identified with
—At Marquette, Judge Grant sentenced Hioiion 1 May night, Jnne 38. on-i of the last
where there are children, tnero is gen- tho regular army for thirty-nine years.
bills passed was the general approoriatlon bill,
Andrew Giegorie aud Harrison to eight amountingto *1 COA.lJuaThis, w 1th the special
erally an accumulationof shoes of all
His wife is the daughter of Mrs. Morris
kinds, half worn, whole worn, aud very
and five years in penitentiaryrespectively, appropriations,wm make the Btate taxes for
S. Miller. Mrs. Milmr's father was Gen.
aggregate over *3.0)0,000,or
little worn. In the majority of homes
the former for killing his wife and tho about 52 W, 000 less than the total for tbs last two
these are thrown promiscuously to- Alexander Macomb, who commanded the
^/^Theoostof the Lwlskfiva session was
latter for robbery.They were sentenced HU, 00). Thr ghost of the 'Jttitorious Khiues
gether iu a closet or some other recep- army of the United States in 1835, and
viiiing.iuaohtno bill bobbed np in the shape of a
to
confinement
in
tho
brunch
State
prison
tacle, to bo assorted when wanted.
was the immediate predecessorof Gen.
bill authorizingthe cities to adopt the box if the
Some of these are of uo earthly use to
at Marquette, they bring the first convicts
Connells so ordered. The Mil was deWinfield Scott.
the possessors,but are hoarded up with
feat «u overwhelmingly.Both bouses passed
sent to that institution.
bills to apply the marriage licenselaw to nonthe idea that they may some day be
— I he Detroit Dry-dock Company will
recent letter from Ishpemin?hays: residents or Michiganby compelling them to
found useful, yet rarely is this true, for immediately commence the constmctiou
procure a license In the conuty in which the
if put away for auy length of time they
“One hundred and fifty pounds of quartz, marriage is solemnised ; also appropriating
of
two
monster
composite
steamships
at
•To.ooo for new buildings for the Btate Reform
are, when taken out, generally unfit for
carrying gold at the rate of $50,000 a ton,
Hchool,and providing for minority represent*,
use. There are few things that will their yard at Wyandotte. They will be
were brought in from the MichiganGold tion In the legislative delegations from Detroit
collect mold as quickly as old boots or
300 feet keel, extreme
44 feet, and
B«pldi by a cumulativesystem of
Mine to-day. A new shaft was started vMIng. pie House bill creatinga State Court of
shoes, more particularly if in a close
molded depth 23$ feet, nud will carry
receptacle,such as a dark closet. Conon Thursday, and at a depth of four feet Arbitrationto settle labor troubles was passed
bythe Senate. Gov. Luoe signed the local option
sequently. when they are laid away for 2,500 grois tons ou fifteen feet of water.
a pocket of quartz carrying gold was bill and the graded Leant fare bill with the
any length of time, they should be
—John David's baby died at Melbourne, struck. Tho vein at the point where the provisionrequiring the sale of l,000.mlle tickets
takeu out into the light arul air occasgood for any member of the purchaser’s family.
Saginaw
County, and the body was laid find was made is three feet wide— double Tho final act of the Legislaturewas to pass a
ionnlly,to keep them in fair condition.
new general election law. It is a modification
Musty shoes in the home will not tend out with lightedcandles surrounding the the width of the vein at points previons- of
the Australian system. The partiesare retoward the good health of the family, coffin. The mother lay in an adjoining
quired
to send to the Secretary of Btate a party
ly worked. The discovery has earned
Beading
forJH*®
their tickets,
the
and the fewer of such things there are room, seriously ill.
tickets, aud
aud ho
ho prints
prints the
some arcideut much excitement,ami is regarded ns tho ?/’?ri,,«
tickets-all to be of uniform sisa, color and
the better.
Shoes that are worn regularly, if cared one of tho candles tipped over and set fire most imports vet mad. to the I.bpom.
to the coffin trimmings, aud although tho
for will last much longer than if negand
---a gate-keeper.
gate-keeper, Only oue voter Is to be aling gold range.”
lowed within tho railing at a time, One or
lected. as is too often the case. A
mother made earnest effort she could not
—Mrs. George H. Maxwell, wife of a more Ixwtha are to be providedat each preFrench kid shoe, if carelessly cared reach the place to extinguish the flames.
cinct for the voter to prepare his ballot’ in
for, will not look as well nor last as
theatrical manager, lives alone in Detroit, secrecy.
Her
cries
brought
assistance,
but
the
long as one of an inferior quality that
and keeps a Siberian bloodhound in her
is looked after properly.Wheu
When'sshoes woman had fainted, aud all attentionwas room for protection. The other morning
Their Common Names.
are takeu off they should be thoroughly directed to reviving her. She was carried
Aqua
fortis is nitric acid.
she
awoke
and
found
the
dog
lying
on
her
brushed, to remove the dust that ininto the open air, and when Mr. David
Aqua regia is nitro-mnriaticacid.
variably collects
creases,
lied. She tried to drive the brute away,
Blue vitriol ia sulphate of oopper.
smoothed out with the hand and placed underiook to return to put out the fire he

parents and physicians aro greatly
alarmed over the breaking out of au epi-

1

Comm

—A

admit those of the same age to the same
hem
run.
“Increase the sow’s rations as the pigs
increase iu age, by giving ground oats,
bran and a small portion of oil cake, till
the sow supplies milk for the litter,
never feeding any sour swill to sow, as
that will impair the young pigs’ digestive organs, and you will have diarrhoea,
white scours as called, from the de^
By
ranged condition by the fermentation of
the sour swill, through the sow’s milk.
“When the the pigs are large enough,
HH
_
Farm Not, in.
I commence to encourage them by feeding
in
a
separate
trough,
from
the
dam,
Never feed hard boiled egg to chicks.
It causes bowel troubles.A raw egg, sweet milk, soaked corn in small quiutibeaten up, and then Soaked up with ties aud oats, aud as soon as they will
bread crumbs, generally corrects such take hold of same, I give them a liberal
ailments. We have also found boiled supply of ground oats, bran, oil cake,
and soaked corn, never losing a minute
rice, fed cold, to be excellent.
Prop. L. B. Arnold said at one time to see if they are just loose enough to
in the
that the best flavored butter that he be good hearty eaters and at six weeks
but he sprang at her face, tore her nose
old.
by
that
time
I
have
them
learned
found war made from cream that had
Cream of tartar is bitartrate potasaway in a shoe bag or box away from found the house wholly enveloped in
been “spread ont pretty thin in temper- to do without the dam, which I turn out, the dust and when wanted for use they flames aud the body of his dead baby nearly off, and lacerated one cheek in a sium.
and
leave
them
their
old
quarters
to
ruu
ate air, which is free from foreign odors,
frightful manner. The lady will probably
can be taken out ready for wear. Where
Calomel is chloride of mercury.
currents, and unusual dampness. Uay in and out at will, theu I feed them just there is not a box or a bag for this pur- burued to a crisp. Mrs. David will die recover, but she will be permanently disChalk is carbonate of oaloium.
fixty degrees and thirty to forty hours what they will eat clean from one feed- pose, a closet is the next best thing. fiom the shock.
figured.
Salt of tartar is carbonate of po•xposure, at two and one-half inches ing to the next, and increase feed as Shoes will last much longer if, when
—A letter from Ann Arbor says that
'i
their appetite increases’ and they digest
deep.
new, they are rubbed with castor oil.
Thomas B. McCartney, an old Midthe same, never allowing their feed to
“Prof, F. W. Kelsey, who has been called
Caustic
potasea
is
hydrate
potasIt takes the same kind of food to rebecome soar, mixing my swill fresh Hold them In front of a fire and rub the to tho position vacated by the death of land County pioneer,died at Midland a sium.
•iet opld weather as is requried to add
morning and evening, which they relish oil well iutothe leather. Theoilmakes
fat to the body. As a consequence,it is
the leather pliable, tills up the pores, Prof. Elisha Jones, is a scholar of estab- few days ago. He locatedin that region
Chloroform is chloride of formyle.
with an appetite fit for a king. Always
almost impossible to fatten an animal
and prevents It from cracking.When lished reputation, and will bring to the nearly half a oentury ago, when the counCommon salt is chloride of sodium.
keep
appetite good, bowels regular,
•xposed to the cold Blasts of winter.
Copperas, or green vitriol, is sulclean quarters and above all allow no boots are worn every day, once a fort- university strength not only in the de- try was a howling wilderness.
This winter being particularlymild, it
night is not too often to oil them. At
phate of iron.
constipation in your pigs."
—The
wet
weather
has
greatly
injnred
partment of Latin, but is a man of broad
is to be expected that cattle will be well
first the oil after standing will give
Llvn .Stock Note*.
tipened when properly cared for.
them a gray look, but when dressed it character and high ideas of education. com md ont, in Sngion. Joont,'. Or...
’nbUm*‘e " bichI<>rid*of
— A few extra hours of care given the gives them a nice soft finish.
Thh fanning of the future must be
He is said to be. a teacher of unusual and wheat are doing
|
Dry alum is sulphate albummum and
Never wear a shoe unbuttonedif you
gradually contracted in the namber of lambs and ewes may save you much
—East Saginaw is to have a 920,000 potassium.
care at all to have it shapely. Never power, and the universityis fortunatein
acres. Less hard work over broad fields loss.
securing him."
Epsom salts is, sulphate of magnesia.
clubhouse.
put
a
wot
shoe
close
to
a
tire
to
dry,
for
and closer attention to special paying
The MichiganFarmer says the letter
Ethiops mineral is black sulphateof
crops on the fields that surroundthe F is like a cow’s tail, because it is at when dry it will be difficult to get on.
— Under tho excellent management of
When taken off the foot wet, smooth into
mercury.
house. More pasture,more stock, and the end of beef.
Aphorisms.
Prof. Sill the Normal School at Ypsilanti
as good shape as possible,then put in a
plenty of ensilage,this insures the purFire damp is light oarburettedhyA DuPage County, Illinois,cow. rePolitenessis as natural to delicate
chase of less commercial fertilizer and cently gave birth to six calves. The cow medium warm place and let dry. To bo is making remarkableprogress,the comdrogen.
the very best results from the contents is doing well, though the calves are sure, it will take a longer time than if mencement exercisesof which were held natures as perfume is to flowers.— Z>e
Galena is sulphide of lead.
Pinod.
dried at the fire, but it will be in a much
of the barnyard.
dead.
a few days ago. It never had so large an
Glauber’ssalt is sulphate of sodium.
better
condition
when
wanted.
Shoes
Shun
idleness;
it is the rust that atIp taken in time, black knot in cherry
Glucose is grape sugar.
It is probabletho scrub will live as hardened by being dried at the fire can attendance ot any time in its previous taches itself to the most brilliant mettrees can be cured by an application of
Goulard water is basic acetate oi
long as human nature is depraved and be wonderfully . softened by using a history. There were’ enrolled this year als.— Kotoa/rs.
coal oil, taking pains to see that none
lead.
man
is perverse.Yet every successful little castor oil well rubbed in. When
1,07'J students as ogiinst 948 last year,
of the oil is allowed to get on the unThosp who seek happiness in ostentafarmer will have done his best to rid the throwingaway old shoes, cut off all the
Iron pyrites is bisulphide iron.
affected spots of the trees. When it can
tion and dissipationure like those who
showing ou increaseof 131.
world of him.
good buttons and put away for future
Jewelers’ putty is oxide of tin.
be done, catting off the deceased limbs
prefer the light of a candle the
Hogs give quick returns on on in-•We print below the text of the new
wi»l answer. But either of these cannot
King’s yellow is sulphide of arsenic.
splendor
of
the
atin.—Napoieon
.
core, as a rule, the quicker the tree is vestment of small capital. It is importlibel law, as passed by the Legislature:
Laughing gas is protoxide of nitroHints to HouMkoepAi-A.
The
surest
way
to
plqase
is
to
forget
pu
ant.
however,
that
a
good
sire
be
used,
cut down the better.
Section L In aotlona tor libel, tt there la no
Sprained ankle has been cured in an
and there is tho mating, too, which
proof of express malice, or the Court or Jury
hoar
by
showering
it
with
hot
water
THE DA1KV.
0t otller*- ) * lime i, oiide ot calcram.
should be studied.
shall find there was uo such malice,then no expoured from a height of a few feet.
emplary or punitive damages shall be awarded
N^xt
year’s
breeding-stock
of
pigs
Nothing
sharpens
the
arrow
of sar- 1
Butler und Chemn Factories.
To polish a copper kettle rub with but such malice may be inferred from the naU
.uvrou.v gl/.U
ISUUUjJUUieOI
UU.
should be selectedfrom the litters under
casm
so
keenly
os
the
courtesy
that
gold^iajnsnlphide
of tin.
ure
and
tone
of
the
statement*
claimed
to be
The following rnles for the governlemon and salt. Cut a lemon, dip in libelous.
Muriate
of
lime
is chloride of
six weeks old, and when weaned, separpolishes it. No reproach is like that
ment of butter and cheese factory paSec. il. No exemplary or punitive damage*
cium.
ated from the rest of the herd and fed salt, and rub over the oopper surface.
trons in the care of their cows and milk
be recovered unleas the plaintiff sbaliTbe- we clothe with a smile and present
Telegraph wire of galvanized iron ii •hall
upon
very little of fat-forming material,
Niter of saltpeter is nitrate of potrote brinrfnKsuit, give notice, by mail or other- with a bow.— Chesterfield.
have been adopted by the Sheboygan
much better to bang clothes on in win- wise, to the defendant, to publish a retraction
such as corn is.
ash.
Falls, Wit., dairy board of trade:
If we had no defects we should not
, L •i
»
.
ter than rope, as the clothes will not of the libel,and allow the defendant a reasonThat the patrons give their cows free
THE POULTRY- YAKD.
freeze to it. Have it hung by a lineman able time in which to publish such retraction take so much pleasurein discovering of yttnol in sulphunc acid,
access to salt, or salt them regularlyas
make such amends as are reasonable and those of others.— Xa Rochefoucauld.Potashis oxide of potassium.
and it will never “give,”no matter what and
possible under the clrcumstanoee of the case;
often as once or twice a week.
Tonng Chickens.
the weather may be.
proof of the publicationof any such retraction
Thinkers are as scarce as gold
^5
ft™«mc.
That they provide them with pure waMy hens for 0 grass run have an or
oorreeflon shall be admissible In evidence he whose thought embraces aU
^ oxide ot lead.
Many hoisekeepers need warning or
ter, and as far as possible prevent them chard of severalacres. Grass and a free
under the general issue ou the question of the
against the frequent use of feather dus- good faith of the (Tlendant, and in mitigation subjects, who pursues it uninterruptfrom using any other.
ters. These dusters simply chase the and reductionof damages.Provided, that the odly aud fearless of consequences, is
of *mm0IU*That their cows be fed no whey or any
particles from the furnitureinto the air, retractionshall be published in the same type
similar slop.
ww- — J Mvuv A MOV U VUCCOO-UVACUII.1UK
where they ore inhaled. A soft cloth is and In the same editions of the paper as the
That they must not allow their cows to it so the hen can get off and on without
originallibel,and so far as Is practicableIn the
good, and a chamois skin is sometimes same position.
wpitiw*oi uarwsuorn is ammonia,
or XSti? bd d°88 orotherbrQteB» biped breaking the eggs. I whitewashit in- better, for a duster.
quadruped.
side and out, and use straw well
can
ot 8a^t “ hydrochloride or mu*re
-—The Legislature having passed the
lel weapons man can emIp a new broom be immersed in boilcanem mticacid.
That cowg in heat should be separated broken, for nests. After placing the
ploy to wounid his fellow-man. — Baltac.
Consolidation
bill,
making
Saginaw
city
ing water until it is quite cold, then
from the herd as far as practicable.
•eggs In the nest, I put some sulphur on
Stucco, or plaster of Paris, is sulThat they see that their pails and cans them and when it is dark place the hen thoroughly dried in the air, it will be and East Saginaw one, hereafterthe twin
•w clean, and use no rnsty or wooden on the nest, and give her whole corn far more pleasant to nsq, and will last cities will be known as Saginaw, and will
nugar ofkwl
ui wau is
is aceiace 01 lead.
acetate of lead,
«nes. '
and water in her coop. I part off all much longer. Frequent moistening of be the third city in population in the physique is forgotten; the mind passes
the
broom
is
conducive
to
its
usefulThat they keep all foreign aubstances my setters so that they cannot get on
through it to sec the soul.— EomfliuState.
ness, and also saves the carpet.
villc.
one another'snests. At the end of nine
Vinegar is acetic acid diluted.
And wash the cow’s udders before milk- days I look at the eggs, and take ont
In using a rough leather to touch up
—A Kalkaska man has a rare curioaity There is no better excess in the
ing, rememberingthat no strainingwill those not tertile. Wheu they begin to too highly polishedsurfaces, it is freworld
than
the
excess
of
gratitude.—
Hottest Place ou Earth.
in the form of a duck with four feet.
Oleonse milk onco dirty.
hatch I do not disturb the chicks, for quently observed to scratch the work.
La
Bruy
!
—
wio tract
vmubucbw
Belzoni
considered the
between
—A
Lansing
dispatch
sayi:
“The
weekly
That the milk candk^setin water at twenty-four hours. It is better to let This is caused by particles of dust, and
»»af ft
A.. __ 1 _ L
_
It is never the opinions of others that the first and second eataraot of
the commonoement of milkufg, and let them alone, as they are stronger for it. even hard rouge, that are left in the crop report bulletin gives the temperadispleases us, but the pertinacity they Nile ao the hottest on the globe, ^
the water in the cooling tdus always be If stormy, I do not pat them oat of leather;and if removed by a clean brush
ture and rainfall both slightly above the
display in obtruding them Upon us.
to there being no rain. The, i
[her tnan tho milk in the cans.
doors for the first few day*. The first containing rouge, it will give the brightaverage for the past week, and the averj do not credit the phenomenon *
night and mortfng’smilk must week I feed them hard-boiiedeggs, est and best finish.
age amount of sunshine, and all crops
tixed unless in case of small bread and crackerssoaked in milk, and
He who thinks himself good for tailing from above.
A teaspoonful or more of powdered
. short distances to be carried, all the milk they can drink, and feed
monuments are so
borax thrown into the bath tub while but corn are making rapid growth. Cut everything is often good for nothinc
e morning milk cooled before them often. It is a great deal of work, bathing will communicate- a velvety worms and the pototo-hup/iare working
| Buckinghamfound a
cans.
but it pays to do it.
softness to the water, and at the same vigorously,and the grain aphis is work—
| finished about 4,000 3
be at a good dieThe second week ,1 give them corn time invigorate and rest the bather.
Some
people’s
idea
of
a land of lib- chalk marks on
meal we
Persons troubledwith nervousness or ing in wheat in Berrien, Jackson and
1 find this kind of a Ottawa counties.Fruit prospects eon-
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The Law Makers.

Resort Rumblings.

Tte HoOand City News.
After a session of 183 days, the

JOHN

C.

bers of

POST, Editor.

the

mem-

legislature packed their

trunks, (and boxes of State stationery)

f:r

M

1889.

6,

cigars.

laws upon the statute books.

But aside from tiiese minor details of
The following comprise the most imthe great day, the American citizen portant measures passed at this sesshould consider the history and true sion:
meaning of the Fourth of July. The
A libel law, which recognizesthe
celebration just passed was the one fact that even an editor may somehundred and thirteenth,since the event times make a mistake, and righteously
occurred which made the day the most
measures the financial damage to the
importantin the American calendar.
party libeled, as in case of slander or

partici-

pated in the opening at “The Ottawa.”

1CACATAWA PARK.

A Grand Rapids gentleman stopping The Ashland Club of Chicago took in
tbeBeach the Fourth.
at MacatawaFark,has been so affected
Mr. Amos Musselman and wife of
by the cool air, fine fishing, Mrs. Ryder’s
Grand
Rapids, are among the many
excellent dinners, and the general good

and returned to the bosoms of their
families and constituents to celebrate
the
glorious Fourth and lay their wires
The Day We Cclcbratc-d.
times there, that he has become a rival
for the next campaign.
to Bret Harte and Tennyson, as a poet.
Another day of ringing of bells, pop- The citizen will now be obliged to.
The following extracts are taken from
ping of “crackers”and waving of flags, wait several months before the volume
one of his recent poems.— Ed.
has parsed. The small boy will now be of laws, made during the session, will
"MARIA AND 1.”
bankrupt until Christmas, while the appear.
’Twus July the first and brixht were the skies,
large boy will be obliged to work for
Not withstandingthe harsh criticism When Marla and I, to our pleasant surprise,
several weeks to make good the outlay which the city press has administered Haw Maoatawa’s thermometer at 80;
for his girls’ ice cream, lemonade, his to the late assembly of statesmen, the With no Inclination to rise.
own Fourth of July suit and Havana legislaturehas placed some excellent As we sat on the porch, after dinner was done,

Saturday, July

m

down from Grand Rapids and

To take our cool ease and laugh at the sun.
We sorrowed for poor city people;
Who sweltered while we had our fun.
• * It costs extra money to get In the gate,
For Ouvett’s been raising old Harry of late,
And booming some sand hills of hlseu*
On the other side of the strait.
But Marla said : "We wont he co-eroed,
Let the C. A W. M. do Its worst;
We’ll go where the air Is the coolest
On this trip of July the first."
• * Ho we came from Holland right over.
On the “Mac" which runs straight to the place.

guests at “The Ottawa.”

Major Long,

of

Grand Rapids,

is

rus-

“The Otfawa.”
A hop will be held at “The Ottawa”
on Wednesday and Saturday evenings.
ticating at

Bert Hall, of the Telegram-Herald,
last Saturday
evening, picking up beach notes.
Mr. Geo. H. Becker, of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R., spent the
Fourth at “The Ottawa.”
Mr. F. W. Rood and wife, of Grand

was at “The Ottawa”

!

Rapids, are spending their

honeymoon

“The Ottawa.”

at

Mr. J. A. Taylor, wife and sou, Mr.
J. I. Cowgell, wife and daughter, Hon.
J. J. Morels, and Mr. S. 8. 'McConley,
wife and child, all of Kalamazoo, cefebrated the Fourth at “The Ottawa.”
In May 1770, the second oontinenta •libel by “private citizens.”
Landlord McDuffee says that business
congress met at Philadelphia,to conMrs. J. M. Shipley and Miss Vena B. is rushing, and the prospect for a big
Another local option law lias been
sider what should be done by the colo- passed. This makes the board of su- Crothers, of Bloomington, 111., were season's business is good.
nies to bring to an end the oppression pervisorsthe body to call the election, among the arrivals at the Macatawa
Besides being landlord at “The
they were enduring from the British when it is petitioned for by a majority Park hotel on Thursday. They contem- Ottawa,” Mr. McDuffee is also postgovernment
of the voters.
plate remaining there the greater part master at the beach.
Through June and until July the A railroad fare bill has become a law, of the season.
“The Ottawa” seems to draw the
band of resolute men, who composed under which a two cent rate per mile
Thomas Hill and wife, of Grand scribes.M. T. Ryan, of the Allegan
the congress, discussed the questions will be enjoyed by travelers upon sev- Rapids, have moved into their attract- Democrat, and A. B. Turner, Grand
at issue. They soon, however,resolved eral of the railroadsof the State. The ive cottage on Interlaken Avenue.
Rapids Eagle, registered there on the
to fight for their freedom from the rate per mile, being based on the earnThe bathing season has opened in Fourth.
mother country. On the second day o: ings of the railroad. This was bitter- earnest, the warm weather of the past
About three hundred passengers
July, Richard Henry Lee, of Virginia, ly opposed by railroad men, hut the week having made the water quite com- from Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and
moved that the United States are anc bill has received the authograph of fortable*.
Allegan, spent the Fourth at Ottawa
of right ought to be free and inde- Cyrus G. Luce.
Captain Morton and the crew at the Beach.
pendent states. The motion|wassec.
A new tax law has been approved by Life Saving station sighted a flag of
Reward for a Brave Child.
onded by John Adams, of Massachu- the governor. This is a return to the distress the other day, but as it was
setts. A committee,consisting oi court proceedings of the law of 1882, only a dry land signal, they were not ‘ The New York State Court of ApThomas Jefferson, John Adams, Ben- with changes suggested by the deci- muen
decided a case which
1,81 «eciuea
much alarmed over it. Some man, peals has just
jamin Franklin, Roger Sherman, and sions of the supreme court.
heroprobablya foreign subject, had run u*
°f
Robert R. JUvingstone,was then apA new liquor tax was passed. This the stars and stripes on the Ottawa [ In the summer of 1884 Ethel A.
pointed to draw up a Declarationof puts the price of selling beer only, or Beach hotel upside down. ProprietorSpooner, a lovely child of 8 years, acIndependence.
beer and whisky, at *500. instead of McDuffee ordered a change instantly
“to
Thomas Jefferson wrote the entire *300, for the beer merchant, 'as at pre- when his attentionwas called to the ha hr\t mswiflia
-a. •
document, although some changes anc sent. Some other important changes mistake.
interlineations were made by Adams
J. W. Roche and wife, of Sparta, are
have been made, notably,additional
and Franklin. On the moruing of July restrictionsupon saloon drug stores.
among the familiar faces to be seen at
One day little Ethel wandered
4, 1770, people crowded the streets o:
A new election law was rushed the Macatawa Park hotel this week. road.’
near the tracks, and as she approached
Philadelphia to learn what the congress
through during the closing hours of the They are frequent patrons of the park, she saw three little children playing on
would do with tie report of the com- session.This will do away with the and always enjoy themselvesthere.
the ties. Looking up the road Ethel
mittee, in favor of the present declaraswarms of ticket pedlers clustered George Long, Harry Bedell and J. A. was horrified to observe a train approachingat high speed. She called
tion of independence.It is related that
about the polls, and the bogus ticket B. Meade, of Grand Rapids, will all
to the children, but they paid no attenan old bell ringer stood at his post, at
dodge. The State will print the tick- have steam launchesNm Macatawa Bay tion to her, and after hesitating a
Jhe old Liberty bell, in the tower of
ets, at all general elections, for all the this summer. They will be used for moment the brave little girl stepped
Independence Hall, Philadelphia, wait- parties. The voter will select his own pleasure by their owners.
between the tracks, and, taking two
of the children by the hand, dragged
ing for a signal from a boy below. The
“Dolph” King, who has been quite them out of danger.
ticket and be permittedto fix it up to
congress agreed to themeasure,the boy
seriously ill, is now recuperatingat
suit himself, in a private room.
The train by that time was within a
shorted to the old man, “Ringl Ring!”
The above include the bills of most Macatawa Park, in company with his quarter of a mile of the children, and
With eager hands he sent the joyful
thundering along at great speed.
general importancewhich were passed. wife and daughter Calla.
Nothing daunted, Ethel again stepped
message to the waiting multitude, who
Charles
B.
Scott
and
wife,
who
have
The re; eal of the mortgage tax reportupon the track to secure the other
ewelled the peals of the bell with their
nglaw, which has proved so unpopular, been tenting at the Park for a week, child, but as she did so her foot caught
shouts of joy. Cannon were fired, flags
was killed after passing both houses, left for the home of the latter at Ann id a “frog,” from which she vainly
waved and grand Uleminationsushered
Arbor on Wednesday^ They will return tried to release herself.Finding her
by Gov. Luce with his little veto.
efforts uselessshe called to the child,
in the first Fourth of July in American
On the other hand, Governor Luce's again later in the season.
who realized its danger in time to get
history.
E. C. Westervelt, president of the off the track.
pet measure to send the insane into
Tip number of people then in the
Ethel instead of fainting as many an
theodunty poor houses, in order to Holland Steamboat company, arrived
magnificent territory now included in
older girl might have doae, shouted
ower State taxation was slaughtered from his home in Indiana on Tuesday,
and waved her hands at the engineer
the great Republic, was less than can
In the house.
and feels at home with his family in of the oucomng train, but the h. tier
to-day be found in a single state. But
The citizens of Ottawa County may his cozy cottage on the beach.
paid no heed. Nearer came the train,
they included men whom Providence
James A. McLane, P. M. Heron, A. and at last it was almost upon her
well feel proud of the work of their
had chosen to lay the corner-stone of
whet the little heroine threw her body
representatives. Hon. G. J. Diekema, N. Marquis, A. E. G. Goodridge,G. R.
outside of the rails and the train thunthe temple of Freedom, in a land which
rom tire first district, was honored by Daley, A. J. Nichols, J. Le Missurier, dered by, crushing her foot and ankle
they consecrated to Liberty. Historians
his election as speaker; and in this im- W. G. Barfleld,C. E. Durborow, N. W. into a shapeless mass.
tell us that the body of men who comIt was found necessaryto amputate
portant position he has acquittedhim- Birkoff,W. H. Seefried, all members
her leg just below the knee.
posed this second continental congress,
self in a manner which won the praise of the Ashland Club of Chicago, came
On her return to Brooklyn, A. W.
gathered as they were from tliirteen
of all the members of the body, over over on the steamer Pilgrim Thursday Tenney, who was engaged as her coun“colonies,” could not have been equalwhich he presided, regardless of polit- morning and spent the Fourth at the sel, began an action against the rail-;
led in patriotism, political wisdom and
road company for *50,000 damages: alresorts.
ical affiliation.
devotion to the cause of liberty, had
leging negligence on the part of the
Crook’s orchestra, of Battle Creek,
Hon. J„ V. B. Goodrich, as chairman
engineerand of the company in the
the whole world been traversedto seof the judiciarycommittee, the most now furnishesmusic on the steamer construction of plankingat the crosslect a similar congress. Every young
mportant committee of the house, re- Macatawa and at Macatawa Park and ing where the accidentoccurred. The
man and woman in our country should
'ftafi was tried beforj Judge Bartlett
ceived the approbation of every mem- Shady Side. This orchestra is composed
read, not only the immortal Declara•nd a jury in the Supreme Court ini
l>er of the legislature. In addition to of a gentlemanly lot of fellows, and
Brooklyn in 1880 and a verdict was
tion of Independence,but the proceedtheir excellent work in these positions, their music which is excellent, will be rendered for the plaintriff for $20,000
ings of this congress and the lives of
an examination of the record shows among the attractivefeatures at these and $-500 additionalcosts. The comthe men who composed that historical
pany appealed to the General Term,!
that both these gentlemen have voted, popular resorts this season.
assembly.
which aflirmed the verdict,and thedein every instance, in favor of the measD. L. Campau and family, John fendant the took the case to the court
The prevailing form of the celebraures which their constituents approved. Brennan and E. G. Studley and family, ot appeals, which has just affirmed the
tion, by the firing of cannon, ringing
There has been no “dodging,” or votes of Grand Rapids, are among the guests
of bells, and general “racket,” dates
Now Ethel will get her damages,
in favor of the whisky interests,or of at the Macatawa Park hotel.
back to the earliest celebrations.Daniel
which will amount together with interthe railroads and other monopolists,
Editor Schram and family, of Grand est, to over $2o,000. The case, outside
Webster, in his speech, ih which he profrom either of these members.
Rapids, took dinner with Mrs. Ryder of its romantic incidents, is of interest,
duces what he supposed John Adams
as $20,000 is the largest amount ever
Hon. J. Den Herder, in the Senate, at the Park hotel on Tuesday.
said in that first congress,uses this
awarded for the loss of a leg, aod it
has also proved an excellent represenA.
Gaylor,
of
Mishawaka,
Indiana,
language:
defines the law regarding the proper
tative of this district; and his vote has began work on his newcottageon Mish- constructionof planking at railroad
“Through the gloom of the present,
crossings.— iVcic York Star.
always been recorded in favor of the awaka Avenue this week.
I see the brightness of the future. We
measures which were beneficitfl to the
Clarence E. Barber, of Grand Rapids,
shall make this a glorious,an immortal
Peculiar People.
whole body of the people, instead of while Ashing in the channel near the
day. When we are in our graves, our
some selfish corporation, or “trust.”
entrance to the piers on Saturday last^
?an who eat8 lnince Pie at hotels.
children will honor it. They will cele*! The hotel clerk who don’t own the
caught an eel that measured 3 feet, 2 earth.
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L

brate

it

The

in thanksgiving, with festivity,
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Fourth.

with bonfires and illuminations.” This
is

based upon similar words in

a

letter

The day we celebrate came

this

inches in length.

year

The cottaKe8

imagin-

^

Ht

The young lady

Macatawa are

who

scorns sealskin

filling sacanes.

The man who never goes out between
G* Niles and family,
written by Adams, the day after the with the most beautiful weather
the acts.
Mr. W. J.
Beatty and wife,
wife, of Misha
able. The air was cool and exhilarating. ilrJ. Beatty
Minim.
Declarationwas made.
The Democrat (especiallyin Buffalo)
Several events in our history since the sun shone, and the rain of the third waka, Ind., L. S. Provin and family, of who doesn’t want ollice.
Grand Rapids, Hon. E. B. Humphrey
The gambler who doesn’t say “I win
1770, have oscurred on Jujy 4th. Adams had laid the dust and made everything
fresh
and
green.
and family, of Springfield,HI., Mr. L. so-and-so,”for “I won,” or “I did win.’’
and Jefferson,the authors of the imThe young lady who can’t skate betNo celebration being held at Holland, G. Stowe and family, of Grand Rapids,
mortal document, both died on July
ter when she has a wad of gum in her
4th, 1820.
many of our citizensvisited Muskegon, are all enjoying cottage life at the Park. mouth.
OTTAWA BEACH.
James Monroe, fifth president of the Grand Haven and Grand Rapids, but
The man who don’t know how to run
“The Ottawa” under the manage- ft newspaper and freely acknowlUnited States, died on July 4th, 1831. the majority, of those who celebrated,
edges it.
In the civil war, it is said that our took their families and enjoyed the de- ment of Landlord McDuffee, was forThe roller rink Professorwho isn’t
lightful
lake
ride
and
the
pleasant
mally opened last Saturday. The day
armies always fought best on, or about,
positivethat lie i8 irresistiblewith
the Fourth of July. On July 4th, 18G3, scenery at the resorts.
was a beautiful one, and a large num- every lady who sees Mm.
Of course the crowd went to Macata- ber of people from Grand Rapids, KalPemberton surremTered Vicksburg to
The average drug clerk who wouldn’t
Grant, and on the same day Meade wa Park, but Ottawa Beach and amazoo, Allegan and other points, die of mortification"if he were obliged
Btopped the northern progressof Lee Shady Side were also well patronized were present. The dance in the even- to carry a sack of flour through the
at Gettysburg.
and every body had a good time. No, ing was a success, aud the music, streets
The BuXula man who di la’t vote for
With the emotions of patriotism accidents of any kind occurred to mar which was furnished by Cormany’s
great day re- the day’s pleasure.
orchestra, was excellent.Everything
In addition to home people, Grand about the hotel is in first-class ’shape.
cn\h to every patrioticheart, it should
be a matter of duty for every commu- Rapids and Allegan sent large delega“The Ottawa’’ was completely filled
tions to the resorts. About sixty per- with guests last Saturday night, every
sons also came from Chicago, on the room being occupied.
Steamer Pilgrim.
Den Henderson took in the hop at
which the history of

this

/SSStt-aas
government pure and avoid the
which have wrecked the mighty
of the past, it devolves upon
“n to endeavor to make the
one of the people and for
in no- manner can it
in to keep alive the
every heart, andcon- the citizen the exthe great men

ita

1

i

Bed-room
. ever

j

ROCK BOTTOM

ill#!

i

proud of.
The dry-goods Store floor-walkerwho
wouldn’t try to impress upon all customers that he owns the whole establishment.

. -

We

also have on

hand a

full line of

Wall Paper and Carpets,
And an

elegant assortment of

"-IEvLTJ"
as

W: '

PRICES.

!

low in

GrS—

price, or lower, than they

can be

(purchased elsewhere.

Meier, Broower & Ce.
DOUBLE STORE,

""'•-•••j «~;-aasg;ls7i>t{a

Mm.

sold in this city, all sold at

!

uffttTuUdJ*
9

THE FI±TEST

Cleveland, who doesn't boast that Buffalo has fu.nisheda Presidentto be

r0°““ °f tlle friend of Horace Greeley, deceased, and
ine man who walks a mile to save a
to 11 a. m., and he is the best dancer In Allegan county.
five-eent car ticket and stops to buy a
Game Warden Smith, who is also atton-cent cigar on the way, and thinks

all descriptions.

I

The person who doesn’t look allround
“The Ottawa” Saturday night. Don to see how many are laughing at him
A Summer School.
is editor of the Allegan Journal, and when he has the misfortuneto fall on
INSTRUCTION IX THE HOLLAND LAN- an authorityon penmanship. He is the icy sidewalk.
The man who, after straining every
GUAGE.
also a veteran of the late war and a
point to secure a job, does not, after
M°nday, July 8, I will open a bachelor. . But his principal fame rests
getting it, have the interestingintellischool for the study of the Holland
upon the fact that he was the bosom
from

Fancy Hookers of

'

'•V.V

W’K

A Boat Raw.

[•
\Uy

The marshal reported the

collection of

I1C2.50 water rent from the C. A W. M. R’y Co.,
for quarter ending June 3, 188U, and receipt or

Zeeland.

5.

city treasurer.— Filed.

Miss Jennie Kolvo, of Muskegon,
spent tbe Fourth visiting lier relatives
and friends here.... Most of the boys
from the country took their best girls
to the Park yesterday and treated them
to fourth of Julypeanutsand lemonade.

The Clerk reported contract between the
City of Holland.Micb., and tbe Globe Light
A Heat Co. of Chicago. 111., to light the street
lumps for one year, properly signed and on
file fu the clerk's office.— Accepted.

Messrs. Iv. Schaddelee,H. Walsh and W. H.
Beach, city members of the Harbor Board
being present, Mr. Schuddeloe by permission
....The funeral of Dirk Poest, who vtrbafly stated that by requestorthe busidied last Wednesday, at his home, in ness men of the city there had been a meeting of the Harbor Hoard durlngtheafternoon
this village, will take place this after- .for tbe purpose of advising what action
noon. He was 34 years old and leaves a should be taken towards furnishingaid
wife and two children to mourn his loss. towards the removingof the bur at the
mouth of our harbor. That the attention
... . .Mr. Fairbanks, of Holland, passed
of the Board had been called to the fact that
through here this morning on his way there was only about 5U feet of water and
to Borculo, where he is looking after that a bar of UuO feet had been formed.— That
the Colonel in charge of the work at the hurthe interests of his clients. . .Mr. Moes, lK»r had Informed them there was a balance
harness maker of Holland, is in town of only about four hundred dollars of the
visiting the craft. . .Mr. and Mrs. J.E. governmentappropriationfor this harbor
left, that an estimateof the amount of earth
Benjamin attended the.Beggs-Osborneto ho dredged out was six thousand cubic
wedding at Holland Tuesday evening. yard, which at twelve cents a cubic yard
would cost seven hundred and twenty dol“Stepandfetciiit.”
lars. leaving a deficiency of about three hundred and t wenty dollars to be provided for.
West Olive.
That at the meeting of the Harbor Board the
July 3.
following preamble and resolutionwas
.

.

•

We have had several days of hot
weather ranging from 90 to 94 degrees
above zero, in tue shade.... The rain
and this morning is timely
and will do good, besides making it

of last night

pleasanter for the glorious fourth....
The family of Wm. Avery, living about
1 3 miles from Holland, have invited a
number of families of this vicinity to
meet them at Port Sheldon, to-morrow,

adopted, viz.:

By

>Jr.

Marsllje seconded by Mr. Walsh.

IF/irmw. u necessity exists for the Immediate expenditureof the sum of KOI for the Improvement of our hurlior. and whereasthere
are no available funds under control of this
Board to make said improvement.
Therefore rmdptd. That the Secretary of
this hoard communicate these facts to the
Common Councilof the City of Holland and

the Township Board of Holland Township
with the request of this Board to have this
sura of money appropriated on the p in of
where thev expect to have a pleasant said City un:f Township and placed at the
time.... Miss Eunice Avery, is spend- disposal of this Board tola.* expended for
ing a few days herewith relativesand said improvement.
fnends....Miss Nettie Cherry, one of On motion of Aid. De Vries.
Rt*iletd, That the city advance KKJl of the
our former school teachers,from Grand
required to finish the dredging at our
Haven; was here yesterday,accom- IttLOO
harbor,according to the pro ratio divisions
oaniedby Miss Cora Cairns, who she of the Harbor money's paid Into their genintroduced as an applicant for the next eral funds.— Carried.
Council Adjourned.
• term
of school here.... A number of
Geo.JI.Sire, City Clerk.
/ applications have preceded hers, all of

_

ahead a little.
“Then the folks would say to the
Cap’n:
“ ‘You ain’t goin’ to let that ’ere old
machine pass us, air you. Cap’n?’
“An’ the Cap’n would say
“ ‘No; I think we’ll walk by her, fur
:

a change.’

on steam, and we’d go
waltzing past. Then the other boat
“An’ he’d put

would sling on
catch up agin.

a little

more’n us an

Cap’n would say,
'shall we put on a little more ?'
“ ‘Oh, yes, jest a mite more. Don’t
Board oT Education.
let her pass us. you know.’
July 1, I889.
“An’ then the Cap’n would pile it on
Meeting of Board of Education. Present: again, the other boat would jam it on,
Pres. Htcffens. Members, Mabbs, Kremers,
too, an’ we’d all git excited an’ yell out
Ballard. Keppel. Post.

THE PUBLIC!

TO

yoifrtxa,8sm^intoor
when
--------failure
return of purchase price. On

Mississippi, in the good days
cotton was king, before the war.
“On most lines it war agin the rules
to do any racin’, but the (Sp’ns would
race all the same, jes’ as lively, and
bilers would continue to bust and folks
git killed, jes* as though it was nat’ral
course of events.
“When the folks would start on the
trip they’d go up. one by one, to the
Cap’n, an’ they’d say :
“ 'Now, Cap’u. you ain’t goin’to race,
air you?'
“An’ the Cap’n would swear that all
hell should go slow ’fore he’d try to
beat so much as a fiat-boat;and then
the wimmen would sidle up, an’ they’d
say:
L‘Now, Cap’n; don’t race— please
don’t, will you?’
“An’ the Cap’n he’d swear by the
hull of Kentucky he’d never dreamed
of sech a thing.
“But bimeby come dd puffer’dcome
along behind an’ then all the folks’d
get out on deck and laugh at her shape.
But pretty soon the other boat would
sorter catch up with us an’ begin to go

no?

a

can buy from our
advertisedDruggist a bottle of Dr.
King’s New Discovery for Comsumption. It is guaranteed to bring relief
in ever)’ case, when used for any affection of Throat. Lungs or Chest, such
this safe plan you

ever before.

b

Slits

as Consumption, Inflammatiopof

and can always be depended upon.

-

Trial bottles free at the drug stores of
Yates & Kane, Holland, A. De Kruif,

-

Zeeland.

^

Bids will be receivedfor painting
church and parsonage of the II. C. It.
church Market st. on or before July 10.
Sjiecificationsmay be seen at Meyer,
Brouwer & Co.’s furniturestore, River
st. The committee reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.
By order of Committee.
J. A.

Brouweb,

Sec’v.

22 2w.
Coffee always fresh.

will

buy

From
a full sized

in the
$125 lot
town.

w
WWwW
^
$

A

A

The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores. Ulcers. Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, $
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no 0*7
pay required. It is guaranteedto give J) /
perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. For
sale in this city by Yates & Kane, and
by A. De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich

A

of

A

A

UU

Br Hubert How* BANcaorr.

-

l

n

jz*

Sarfirtito:

work,-

l$5.00 to $20.00 a day

buy8 something else, which
is a Rood investment for
your money.

BSSS-S

'the book to

8w

THE HISTORY
20

CO., 72S Market St.
San Francisco, Cal.

$1400

house and call up :
Motion. Post. Resolved, That salary of Miss
“ ‘Think she’s goin’ to pass us, Cap’n ?
Subscribe for Grand Rapids’ best Anna Pfunstlehl, teacher, be fixed at 1325.
Roasted (by
paper the Daily Democrat. It contains Motion. Ballard. Resolved, That salary of Don’t you think we’d stand jest a leetle
Coffee.
all the news. Arrives in Holland on Miss A. Cunninghamlie placed at 1375.
mite more pressure?’

$1800

Something Nowl
Non

new process)Durham

Explosive, Reliable

GASOLINE STOVES!

Also farms, fruit orchards, and, in fact,
everything in the line of real estate.
Wealso rent houses and stores in the
city.

morning train. Sent by mail at
Motion. Post, Resolved, That salariesof
“Till, finally, we’d git on sech a pace
Don’t forget the fact that P, De HoHani! Real Estate Eicha ne,
60 cents a month. Postmaster will re- Misses Reamer, Verbeek and M. Pfunstlehl that it was jest hell’s mercy we weren’t
be f325 each.
Kraker carries a fine stock of boots and
ceive subscriptions.
J. C. POST, Manager.
Adjourned.
blown to heaven.”— r/ie Inglenide,
shoes. You will save money by pur^ ^ ^ J. C. Post. See’y.
Holland City, Michigan,
chasing footwear of him.
The Chief of Swindles.
first

Jones

&

Hickok,

Dealer* in

_

is

i

that wonderful country
of Nr. Bancroft have met
with remarkable aneceat,having acquired agreafe

.

Coffee

1

lot

$1000

made.

Durham

-

usalan sources

Agents Wanteo

some new cottage and
on River Street.

^

!

EDITOR.

ALASKA

A vivid narrative of moat pecullar

---

First Ward.

is the price of the hand-

wOWw
®OAA
iDwwU

:

JP A GEORGIA

PaqiiM

the earliest period to the
present time,

=Aja»xa, The

w AAw

_

BM8,

Thie book, complete in one7 volume, with togives you your choice of two dex. U now flrat leaned eeparate from the eomL Bancroft’* hr famed historical
beautiful lots, ou which to
Herie* of thirty-ninevolume*. Thousand* In
build your home.
°* our tend will avdl themielve*of
buys a house and two lots thl* privilege, and’ bay and read with
nvldltythl* book. The knowledgewhich It qob0,1 a graded street, with taln* it of interne interestand importance ami
good sidewalk.
much of it l* found nowherecite.
takes a new house and lot

A

OOU in

_

L,

WJU payfof a housendlot
in the Third Ward, suita
ble for a small family.

VV

*

city

west part

,

GiAHE
|b^ / D

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve. $

•“ ‘Wall, boys,’ tbe

mi,

HISTORY OF

$ ^ £

Durham

CM MS
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Notice.
i

l,a>'8 for a pleasant resiHave you tried Durham Coffee?
uence on one of the best
which will be turned over to the new
ut roc
streetsin town.
Brector, who is to be elected next
Parasols.
Monday evening, at the annual meetng of this school district No. 8 ____
The finest line in Holland at
kmool closed here June 28th; there
^^D. Behtsoh’s.
are the prices of beauti>vill be a vacation of about two months.
to th’ Cap’n
ful homes which we can
....JackHovis has gone to Clinton- Communication presented from Prof. J. B.
W. L. Douglas’celebrated $3.00 shoe
Humphrey, accepting the position offered
“ ‘Let her go, Cap’n ! Let her go
sell you.
ville, Pa., where a big celebrationis him us superintendentin the schools.
at Van Duren Bros. This is the best
expected on the fourth ____ Miss Anna Bills allowed: J. De Boer KCOO: J. Flxter, J am on th’ steam ! J es’ give it to her !' shoe for the money
tf
“An’ in a minit both boats would be
Morrisey,is visitingwith her parents •0.12.
now near here. . Young peoples meet- On motion Ballard. Raolved. That Secretary pilin’ on an’ pilin’ on steam, till th’
Embroidered dress patterns at D.
advertise for bids for janitor for central and
ing, Sunday evening at 8 o’clock p. m. high school buildings, in the News, until race would be as fa 4 as they make ’em; Bertsch’s.These goods cannot be exIf none of the these bargains suit
an’
the
folks
would
stand
by
the
wheel“L. 0. D.”
Julf mb. reservingthe right to reject any
you, we have many more on the list.
celled. Call and see them.

Of all the swindles ever devised and
. carried to a successful execution,that
of the Louisiana Lottery is the most
stupendous. Under the pretense that
it is a legal organization, sanctioned
by the laws of Louisiana, this company
has levied tribute on the whole country, and lined with gold the pockets of
its stock-holders,its operationsare
confined mainly to the large cities, Chi

CHr

Icd, 8ojs aid

elegant.

PARSONS’

Quality guaranteed.Durham Coffee.
Conipl -te Succena.
Also Tinware, Kerosene and G&sottnft
Stoves of »11 kinds.
Young Mr. Waldo (to Miss Breezy)—
Bright and breezy, with sails all spread What are your views. Miss Breezy,' in
He Sent Eighty Bile* for It.
General Repairinff of Stoves and Linand our co.ors nailed to lie must, we regard to the question."Is Marriage a
ware a specialty. Satisfaction
Milo Page, of San Bernardino, Cal.,
bear down upon you th s morning.
Kalamazoo,
Michigan.
guaranteed and chaeges
on Sept. 9, 1888, writes as follows:
Here is news for the one who wants to
Miss Breezy 'of Chicago —Why. I can't
Tbe only CollageId th« U. 8. that runa a regureasonable.
In
1858
1 was taken with bilious colic,
keep up with the times: social chit-chat •peek from experience, of course,Mr.
lar Bank of Beal money in connection with the
for the gossip lover; politics for the pub
Waldo, but I have a very dear friend wh# being then seventeenyears old. Yearly Cjllege. Tb* practical •iitom on which the In*
lie-minded;facts and fancies lor tue was married a year ago, and she has found attacks followed,and at length they Btltutlon ia conducted la increeeiDgits patronage
became more frequent. In 1872, while every year from all parte of ibe countn. Shortfarmers; fun for the frolia-ome, and It a delightfulsuccess.
cago,
York, Washington and pathos
Howard Building,
residing in Oakland, I sufferedseverely hand and typewriting thoroughly taught by exfor the poetical.
Mr.
Waldo — She is bappv, then?
perienced teacher*. Send for Journal. ttlyr
New Orleans being the heaviest contriIt is climk full of readable matter and
Miss Breezy-Oh, very. Mr Walla from this disease, and was informed by
buters. Chicago’s assessmentis about he must be un unappreciativecuss who
River St., Holland,
Dr. Pinkertonthat it was chronic and
Clara draw*- *50 a week alimony.’’
15,000 a day. It is paid by people who
incurable.
fails to be amused and entertained,
in
can least afford to squander their structed and intere-tedby perusing the
While prostrated by a severe attack,
money. Street car men, carpenters, columns of the Handiest weekly in the The Ottawa County Building a friend induced me to take a large
mas ms and small wage earners throw crackingesttown in Georgia.
and Loan Association.
dose of Walker’s Vinegar Bitters, Old
away 110 to $60 annually in foolish
The childrencry for Hand the old folk* Kantedh’ Block, Holland, Mich.,
Style, probably four wine glasses full.
attempt to obtain an unearned fortune. are puckering up their meuths for a regu
In less than half an hour I was free
June 2-5, 1889. *
The history of swindlingcontains no lar boo boo becau -e they haven’t got it.
The stockholdersof the above as- from pain. I followedthis up with
more singular chapter than this. That
Along next spring wueu you get bi.ious
are hereby notified,that the three wine-glasses a day— one, half an
a great and enlightenedcity should and wake up in the morning feeli.ig sociation
first annual meeting will be held at the hour before each meal— until I used up
contain thousands of people anxious to •well-eyed anJ hateful this paper will
Lyceum Hall in this city on Monday, the bottle.
give away their money to any one who come tovou with its sides bulging out
For over seven years I was perfectly
July 15, 1889, at 7:30 p. m., at which
Street,
asks for it, almost surpassesbelief. withkugh and soag, and you will gria
the fourth quarterly report will be free from bilious colic, but in the fall
Assuming that thelotteiy paid the tick- so loud and so wide that you will have to
!
presented. The sum of $1000 will be of ’79 1 was engaged in mining in Neet-holders every prize named in the list, carry an umbrella to keep the suu from
offered to loan, and the electionof four vada, and the coarse food I ate brought
shining
down
your
throat
and
warping
It equals any 5 or 6 dollar
and that every ticket was sold for each
Directors, in place of those whose term on a sharp attack. I was far from any
drawing,the company would gain in a your ribs.
drug store, but I despatched a courier shoe for style, durability and
j
We don’t mean to claim that mis is n of office will expire.
•1,000,(W0 drawing $760,000. In other
Also
- the
__________
following
ring amendments
a
to eighty miles for a bottle of Vinegar
humroous
paper;
stilt
it
is
a
numerous
p
•
Other advertised O&tlSfaCtlOn
words, for every $1,000,000paid in by
the Constitutionand By-Laws will be Bitters.
the dupes only $250,000 is drawn out. per after all, but there is a heap of xolemu
When
he
returned
I was unable to $3.00 shoes are full of
submitted
for
adoption
or
rejection,
to
a r>Ai i
This is assuming something which is features connected with it iVVe put tu «
speak, but I put the bottle to my lips,
in
to
catch
the
hypochondriacs
who
dou
t wit: Art. 4, Sec. 3, to be omitted; Art.
which
hurt
the
feet,
but
these
untrue, viz: that the company pays its
9. Sec. 1, after the words Loan Asso- took two swallows, and in twenty
know any better )
advertised < prize. It is a well esThere’s many a laugh that sounds wihl ciation, omit the rest of that section, minutes the pain left me. I finished shoes are entirely free from
tablished fact that in the vast majority
and add “in such Bank as the Directors the bottle as before, taking three doses
of classes the prizewinner is a stool ly hilarious that, if you but knew it. (ms may appoint,and all moneys shall be daily, and for nine yearn afterward I them.
as discordanta ring as wuensome unsem
pigeon in the employment of the comband strikes the cold iron railing ar uad deposited as soon as the Bank is open, was perfectly free from the dreaded
pany,— C/ticofloHerald.
disease.
ft tomb.
after the receipt of said funds.”
We will take almost anything except Art. 13, Sec. 2, after the word mort- A month ago it returned, but trying
Try package Durham Coffee.
contumely or cussing in payment for sub- gage, insert “or trust deeds”; Art. 15, the old remedy, Vinegar Bitters,I was
you will wear no other.
scription—corn, cotton,potatoes, syrup, Sec. 4, on the third line, omit the words cured, as before.
[official.]
cattle,hogs, horse i. farm lands, city lo
I
write
this
because
you
do
not
es“one year,” and insert the words “six
For sale by
Council.
or general merchandise.Come in and see months,” and at the end of that clause pecially recommend Vinegar Bitters
us, whether you want the paper or n«»t, insert, “And whenever the fees and for bilious colic. Only those who have
Incorporatedunder the law of the State
Holland. Mich., July 2, ItsSU.
for we are worth looking at. Then you fines shall amount to a sum equal to suffered the agonies of this disease,
of Michigan; approved
The Common Council mot in regular sesmight give us sonic \ nluable information the aggregate of installments paid into can understand what a boon a sure
March 29,1887.
sion and was called to order by the Mayor.
Present. Mayor Kremers,Aldermen Keppel. and suggestionsas to the best way to run the Association, the stock on which cure Is, and in Old Style Vinegar Bit- who always keeps on hand a
l)e Mere!]. L. Van Putten. M. Van Putten
Authorized Capital, $200,0011.
iinru f .
Bucb flues may have accrued may be ters you have the best, and perhaps the
and Habermann, and the Clerk.
large assortment of all
,5?.
”r?
forfeited, and the owner only real remedy known.
Stock taken from June, 1888, (the time
Minutes of lust meeting read and approved done and you can go ahead with your
In reply to Mr. Page we will say that
kinds of footwear.
of organization) to April 20, 1889,
Aid. De Vries appeared during the reading rat-killing, but don t forget that we aro thereof cease to be a member. Vinegar Bitters cures hundreds of disBy Order of the Board of Directors.
of the minutes and took his seat.
1135 shares of $100 each.
your friends and will love you when you
Henry Martin, Secretary. eases; wehave not the space to cataHolland, .1 une 2d. iswi.
If you want a good pair of
are old and ugly and everybody else haiei
The
subscriptionto stock is open
logue them, and perhaps if we pubT» the Honorable the Manor and Common Coun- you.
22 2w.
every Saturdayand Monday at the ofcil.
lished them those unacquaintedby ex:
Adieu— ta ta— nix cum arousel
fice of the association,in Kanters
Gentlemen: I would petition yCv« Ron'./perience with our valuable remedy,
A F‘-m i't, Itiv-i i«,r
Block, and the Secretary can also
able body, if In your power to do so. to
might
doubt
its
efficacy
still, •as so
The wife or
Tora bank'-: h s inme the privilege of the use of the west end of
be found ut bis residence corner of
CHEERFUL for the prince. tented
For a reasonable price call at
many worthless preparations are thrust
Sixth street and east of W. M. K. R. Dock, on
a machine for making wire rope,
River and Thirteenth Streets on all
the 4th day of July 18M*. for the purposeof
on
the
market,
and
puffed
in
so
many
other hours.
Commxn ler Who Ob 7- the patent of which she has sold to a Sau extravagantways.
keeping a stand there on that day to sell all
Franciscofirm for t2*>.00u cash and •
klnas of eatables and temperance drinks.
Shares of stock are sold on install«d HI* *Ur#|4»r>» LI tern 1*.
The
fact
remains,
however,
that
royalty. Tue way she come to hit upo»
Jacob Furman, Jr.
ments of 25 cants, payable every other
Jean Bart, a French naval commnnA’ci this was from a device she used to twlat those who have been accustomed to
Petition accepted and laid upon the table- of the seventeenth century, was at on«
Corner of River and Eighth Sts.
Saturday evening, horn 7 to 9 o’clock,
i take Vinegar Bitters for any length of
her worsted.
The following bills were presentedfor pay- time ordered to convey the* Prince de
at the office of the association.Mem| time, are hale and hearty, whether they
ment. viz:— J. FHemun, material and labor
Conti, a candidatefor the throne ol
are young or old. Those who doubt Repairing done neatly, subsanttially, bership fee is 25 cents per share of
for gun carriageI1H.75; j. Flleman. material
stock.
•x Notice.
and labor repairingand painting hose cart Poland, to Dnntzic.a voyage fraught with
and on short notice.
and fail to take it, are likely to fall into
no. 2128. <0; Kanters Bros., pike poles, pick
From $600 to $1,000 are loaned to the
danger, as his vessel must pass througu
all
manner
of
ailments,
great
and
axes, wmiches. etc. for 11 re department fls.hl ;
P. DE KRAKER.
members every month. Loans are
the waters where were cruising the hostile
Sealed proposals will >»e received by small. Vinegar Bitrers, both Old and
O. Sehaftenaar, la days labor In parks HU.25:
Holland,Mich., Aug. 13, 1888. 27-ly made on first mortgages on real estate
J. A. Ter V roe. 2714 days team work fckl.40;J. fleets of the English and Dutch. During the Board of Water ComlK.isrioners,of New Styles,keep those who take them
De tenor, team worn for lire department the passage the little squadron was the City of Holland,Michigan for the
only, and each loan is to be approved
fresh,
fair,
healthy,
and
younglooking,
«•&; Glolie Light & Heat Op., lighting street chased by the enemy, and Bart, as soon as
by the Board of Directors, at their regbuilding of a well 16 ft.diameter* inside and when we once gain a customer, we
lampsJiineIkMitMhSO; J, A. Hockwikmi, buryular monthly meeting.
ing dead fish along shore of Black Lake, tlJB; they were reported,called his little son to measurement, and 80 feet deep, to the keep them always, like Mr. Page, who
Geo. H. Si up, one mo. salary as city clerk him and gave him whispered Instructions. clay, from there 6 feet diameter, Rk
All moneys paid in aremade producsent eighty miles for Vinegar Bitters,
VJ1.6<;W.Verbeek. one mo. salary ns city The pursuit continuedfor eight hours,
tive by being immediately invested so
side measurement and 33 feet deep, to and it was almost a ride for life.
treasurer£2. ii2;l{. Van den Berg, one mo.
and at the cud of that time the enemy the gravel.
that no capita) is allowed to remain
salary as city maraliul WMM; M. De Feyter,
The New Style Vinegar Bitters is a
one mo. salary us street commissionerfcSuo. was no longer in sight. Then Bart went
idle.
U nroposalswill be received for beautiful, clear, dark reddisli color, and
Also
Claim of J. Flleman for material and labor down into the ca jin, where the Prince the building
For further infonnationapply to the
ildingof a well 6 feet in diam- extremely, pleasant to the taste.
on gun carriage referred to the committee on had been silting in ignorance of the day s
Secretary.
eter,
inside
measurement,
63
feet
public buildings and property, all other excitement.
Only Tem’paranceBitters Known.
Henry Kremers, M. D., President,
deep.
claims allowedand warrants ordered Issued
"You vo had a narrow escape, Monon the city treasurer In payment thereof.
Henry Martin, Secretary,
Well
to
be
built
water
tight, in
•eigneur,’’ said he.
The committee on poorreportedpresenting
A. M. Kanters, Treasurer.
order to exclude surface water.
"What do you mean?” asked the
the semi-monthly report of the director of
All persons bidding on well must
tbe poor and said committee, recommending Prince.
THE FINEST STOCK
furnish their own plans and specificallthfio, for the support of the poor for the two
"Why,”
answered
Bart, "that we’ve
weeks ending July 17, 1880. and having rentions
a copy of which must accompany
dered temporary aid to the amount of W.5U.— beeen chased by three eighty-gun ships
Approved and warrants ordered issued on and nine frigates;we've run thorn out of their proposals.
Bids will be received until 7. P. M.
the city treasurer for tli« several amounts as sight and there's nothing to fear.”
recommended.
"But, Monsieur Bait, if they had taken July 15, 1889.
The following claims approvedby the usr
The Board of Water Comissioners
-AND
Board of Water Commissionerswere certified
“Oh. Monseigaeur, that was quite im- reserve the right to reject any and all
to the Common Councilfor payment, viz.:
bids.
J. Beukema. one mo. salary as engineer possible.”
•50.00; P. Winter, one mo. salary us engineer
By order of the Board of Water Com"Eh?
What?
Why
impossible?’’
t
130.00; J. R. Kleyn. 12 ft. pine lupiber 10.30.—
Because,”answered Burt, "I have sta sioners.
Allowed and warrants orderedissued on tbe
Honed my brave son, ray Cornil, In the
Geo. H. Sipp, Clerk
city treasurer in payment thereof.
IN THE CITY
22— 3w.
The clerk reported having corresponded gun-room with a lighted match and strict
with
Mr. J . K. V. Agnew,
......
Agnew. regarding the
tin ex- orders to put it into the powder if wc
tending of platform at passenger depotto should be overpowered."
You will never regret it if you subconnectwith sidewalkon Seventh street aud
v £
Wehavexjust received from New
"What,” cried the Prince, ’you would scribe for the News.
the widening of crossing at Sixteenth street
never have done such a thing?"
and the following reply to same.
York a larger stock of Millinery Goods
"CerlalnlyI would have done it," said
< Grand Rapids,Mich., June 24, 18W).
than ever before, which includes Lace
Furniture Stoi
Bart "It shall never l e said that 1 al If you want good Coffee buy Durham The only non-AlroholIc Vege. H. Slw, CUy Clerk. Holland, Mich.
Dear Sir: 1I u*«<7
have ,vu.
your wiuiuuuivttwuM
communication u.
of lowed you to he taken when the King ortahle medicine put up In liquid
relatlon to widening the crosulng dered me to bike care that vou were
vxiuvcu
mov a
Babies cry for it. Durham Coffee.
A FIXE LIXE
form eVer discovered.
and the extension, or the platform not.”
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods and Under.have .h.con Perhnpi the Prince himself might have
wear.
Beautiful card in Durham Coffee
preferredprosiac surrender to tae doubt
tyHli fiMlotfitory to
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Doyt tbon rememlwr, love, how paleand

conceivable to her that she should fee
timid in his presence.

wan

iir«T

“Consuelo I" cried the artist, forget*
TO
ing his visitors for a moment.
The grave, gentle face of the artist
But they were smiling at him pleas*
had won her confidencecompletely. antly.
DR. TALMAOE 8AY8 IT IS A 8 ACRED
Accustomed to rough looks and some“Pardon me," he said. “Somefancied^
AND DIVINE ART.
times blows, the chud seemed in the resemblance oompellodme to utter that
atmosphere of this elegant studio to name.
breathe the air of paradise.
The lady approached nearer to Frlnndiihlp an Altogether Different Thing
from Genlnllty— Throwing the Mantle ol
But the look of icrrow did not leave him.
Charity Over the Defects lu Others-The
her face; it was too deeply imprintec
“Do you remember me, then?" she
there.
Aalue
ofNoble Frlenda— A DUroune Desaid, softly.
livered In the Drooklyn Tabernacle.
Geoffrey was soon busy with his penThe artist looked pnzzlcd and per-

HOW

MAKE EMENDS.

.

thon remember, love, that starlessnight
When the winds cessed their sighing,in ail right
And birds were silent under cottage oaves ?
I>o«t

,

and show ma the bird cages, the caiiAries
in the bay window answeringthe robins
m the tree tops. Thouk you! I never
enjoyed myself more in the same length
of time. Now, why do we not do that
way in regard to the charactersof
others, and show the bloom and the
music and the bright fountains? No.
We say come along and let me show you
that man’s character. Here is a green
scummed. frog pond, and there’s u filthy

a plant black or blue. I never eaw i
black flower, and there’e only .ere and
there a blue bell or a violet; bat the
blue is for the most part reierved for
the sky, and we have to look np to tee
that, and when we look up no color can

do us harm. Why not plant along the
paths of others the brightnesses instead
of the glooms? Do not prophesy misfortune. If you mast be a prophet at
wt7»B!?^E?thw!?k*now,n tho Rammer light,
all be an Ezekiel, nud not a Jeremiah.
Wnlle driftlng lilies, goldon-hutxland white,
collar, aud I guess nuder that hedge In ancient times prophets who foretold
Jrling back a kindred splendor to the sun
there must be a black snake. Come aud evil were doing right, for they were
cil. An artist, his soul was in his art. plexed.
Ere that great darkness awed us Into fear,
let us for an hour or two regale our- divinely directed; but the prophets of
The silver nioon soared slowly,full and clear,
To him the animate beauty was only a
“Surely it is Consuelo; but, pardon
selves with the nuisances. Oh. un- evil iu our time are generally false proTo skies where night was oudod, just begun.
Abont the sacred and divine art of
stepping-stone to the inanimate, every- me, you have changed your name.”
friends, better coveriupitho faults and phets. Some of our weather wise peothing lovely created that it might bo And he glanced significantlyat her making and keeping friends I speak— a extol the virtues, nud this habit once ple are prophesying wo shall have a
So^nayost thou know how gladly I saw afar
subject
on
which
I
never
ueurd
of
uuv
Thy own sweet face shine like a splendid star ; copied on the canvas and immortalized.
companion. “Ah ! and you are no more one preaching— and yet God thought it establishedof universalfriondlineis summer of unparalleled scorch. It will
What peace closed round me when the prize was
Consuelo’ssitting was ‘not a long the ‘Augol of Sorrow’; you might now of enough importance to put it in the will become ns easy as it is this morning not bo that at all. I think wo are going
won.
fora syringe to flood the air with sweetone.
pose for the ‘Angel of Joy.’ ”
middle of the Bible, these writings of ness, as easy as it will be further on iu to have a summer of great harvest and
Ho thought it best not to tiro her too
Consuelo seemed to enjoy his per- Solomon, bounded on one side by tho the season for a quail to whistle up universal health;at any rate I know as
much the first day, and at the end of plexity.“And have you not found a popular Psalms of David, aud on tho from tho grass. When we hoar some- much about it as they do. Last fall all
the weather prophets agreed iu saying
the third hour rose from his easel and, true Consuelo also ?” she asked, laugh- other by the writings of Isaiah the great- thing had abont somebody whom wo alwo should have a winter of extraordinest
of
the
prophets.
It
seems
nil
a
matthanking her, dismissed her till the ingly.
ways supposed to ho good, take out ary severity, blizzard on the heel of
ter of haphazardhow many friends we
morrow.
your
lead
pencil
and
say:
“Let
me
see!
The artist shook his head sadly.
blizzard. It was the mildest winter I
have, or whether we have any friends at
The Story of a Picture.
Ion will come again, won’t you?”
“Papa, this is Mr. Vail, * said Con- all, but there is nothing accidentalabout Before I accept that baleful storv *ver remember to have passed. Indeed,
against that man s character,I will teko tho autumn aud the spring almost
said Geoffrey.
snelo, turning to her companion,who it. There is a law which governs the
off from it 25 per cent, for the habit of
The girl’s look answeredhim.
It is about 10 o’clock p. m., the hour
offered his hand to Geoffrey with a accretion aud dispersion of friendships. exaggeration which belongs to tho man shoved winter out of the procession,
Beal troubles have no heralds running
They
did
not
“just
happen
so”
any
more
•hen life in its lightest and most frivoFor the first time that she could re- pleasant smile.
w- bo first told tho story; then I will take
ahead of their somber chariots,and no
lous form is on parade in the upper part member Consuelo went to her miseraYou are wandering what it all than tho tides just happen to rise or off 23 per cent, for the additions which one has any authority in our time to anfall,
ortho
suu
just
happens
to
rise
or
ble
home
happy.
A
new
vista
had
of New York’s great artery of traflicmeans,” said Consuelo, also smiling;
tho spirit of gossip in every community nouuee their coming. Load yourself
sot. It is a sciouce,an art, a God given
B roadway.
been opened to her. She had caught a “but it’s a long story; papa will tell you
bus put upon the original story; then I
regulation.Tell me how friendly you will take off 25 per cent, from the fact up with helpful words aud deeds. The
Madison Square is brilliant with a glimpse of another world with which while I look at some pictures around are to others aud I will tell you how
hymn ouce sung in our churches is uufit
thousand lights; the great hotels are she seemed to feel some strange kin- the studio, and if you wish to repeat friendly others are to you. I do' not say that tho man may have boon put into to be sung, for it says;
*
We should suspect some danger near
thronged with idle groups, while up
the question you asked so long ago, you will not have enemies; indeed the circumstancesof overpoweringtemptaWhere we iiossoss delight.
How gladly those days glided by while which I never answered, repeat it to best way to got ardent friends is to have tion. So I have taken off 75 per cent.
and down the sidewalkscontinues the
But I have not heard his side of tho
In other words, manage to keep misardent enemies, if you got their enmity
steady stream of foot passengers which the angel of sorrow, half real and half lim.”
story at all, and for that reason I take erable all the time. The old song sung
in doing tho right thing. Good men and
wi}l not diminish much before midnight. the creation of the artist’ssuperb fauev,
The story was briefly told.
off the remaining 25 per cent." Excuse at the pianos a quarter of a century ago
The crowd upon the pavements and in grew upon the canvas.
Consuelo had been kidnapped from women will always have enemies, be- mo, sir, I don’t believe a word of it.
was right: “Kind words can never die.”
The last sitting came. Artist and her home in Italy and shipped to New cause their goodness is a perpetualre- But hero comes in a defective maxim, Such kind words have their nests in
the hotels is frequently augmented for
buke
to
evil;
but
this
nutagouinm
of
foes
a few minutes by persons leaving model wore to part.
Tork. After many years she had been will make more iutensc the love of your so often quoted: “Where there is so kind hearts, and when they ere hatched
Geoffrey, who had grown familiar traced ami retimed to her parents. adherents. Your friends will gather much smoko there must be some fire. out and take wing they circle rouqd in
the theaters in the vicinity during the
entr'actefor au airing, refreshments or with the child, took her hand in his own She had fled from Geoffrey’s presence closer around you because of the attacks Look at all the smoko for years around flights that never cense, and sportsman’s
cigars.
when ho bade her adieu. Suddenly because ashamed of her humble origin ! 0^.y°ur assailauts. The more your eue- Jouner, the introducer of vaccination; gun cannot shoot them, and storms canand the smoke aronud Columbus, tho not ruffle their wings, aud when they
The crowd on promenade is a motley Consueloburst into tears.
and parentage, believing the pardoneto 1 f“C8 °^Be y°u the better your coadju- discoverer; and the smoke around
cease flight iu these lower skies of earth
The
artist
himself
felt
'Unexpectedly
©no, composed for the most part of wellbc her father, and had been rescued im- 1018 wil1 think of you. The best friends Martin Luther, and Havounroln, and they sweep around amid the higher aUiappeared at some juncture (raliloo, and Paul, and John, and Christ, tndes of Heaven. At Baltimore a few
dressed men and women, and from the and strangely moved. Even, to him mediately
animated tones and gestnres, the gay tho parting seemed painful. Why?
and tell me where was the fire. That is days ago I talked into a phonograph.
lu Italy she had been educated pro- |
one of tho Satanic arts to make smoko The cylinder containing tho words wore
jests and light laughter, dintinguisli- Blind egotism! unknown to himself he
nrnrn L *xactlug froni her father a unjust assaultmultiplied ray friends,as
able above the steady tramp of feet, the had learned to love. . Only at this crisis promise that as soon as her education near as I could calculate, about fifty a without fire. Slaudor, like the world, sent to Washington, and the next day
rattling of cab wheels and the jingling did the truth dimly dawn upon him. was completed he would bring her to minute. You are bound to some people may ho made out of nothing. If the that cylinder, from another phonoChristian,fair minded, common sensical graphic instrument, when turned, gave
of car bells, one might think that care But why these tears of hers? Strange New
| by many cords that neither time nor
spirit in regard to others predominated
rested but lightly upon the shoulders infatuation ! Then the child must love
Such a story could have but one eteruitycan break, and I will warrant in the world wo should have tho millen- back to mo tho very words I had uttered the day before, aud with the same
him also.
of most who are here.
sequel— a happy marriage. It was as- that many of those cords were twisted nium in about six weeks, for would not
intonations.Scold into a phonograph
She thon turned away to weep.
Among the crowd of busy talkers,
suredly u happy one, nud soon after it by L??dH malevolent. Human nature that be lamb and liou.^cow aud leopard and it will scold back. Pour mild words
“Consuelo,” he said gravely, “come
thoughtless idlers and devotees of pleaslying down together? Nothing but the into a phonograph and it will return the
Geoffrey commenced the twin picture.'
grace of God enu ever put us into such gentleness.Societyand the world, and
ure, walking at a leisurely pace and here.”
a habit of mind and heart as that. The the church, are phonographs. Give
Consuelocame at his bidding."
with a thoughtful air, pomes a man
Largely Their Own
„d*ou’ aTeagYn it
whole tendencyis in the opposite direc- them acerbityaud rough treatment, and
“Look at me straightin the face.
whose genius has already made his
It may bo a divine decree that the i Biver Hiddekel; but there was at least tion. This is the way the world talks: I
acerbity and rough treatment you will
“I cannot,” she- sobbed.
name a household word in many lands.
farmer should eat his bread in the sweat one- ?ood.tmit of human nature that put my name on the back of a man's get buck. Give them practical* friend“Consuelo, why do won weep?"
It is Geoffiery Tail the artist. The
of his face, but it is a human invention waded safely ashore from that ship- note, and I had to pay it, aud I will never liness, and they will give back practical
The face could be dbubted no longer
handsome, scholarlyface, with its deliwreck, and that is the disposition to uyuiu
again punuv
put my uumu
name on me
the duck
hack or
of any j friendliness. A father asked his little
of questionable utility that he should
take the part of those unfairly dealt man s note. I gave a beggar ten cents, i daughter: “Mary, why is it that everycate white complexion,its large, soft, except by Hie blind.
also support all the rest of mankind,
with.
When
it
is
thoroughly
demonGeoffrey folded her tenderlyin his and, and especiallythose who eat their
black eves and sweeping black musaud five minutes after I saw him enter- I hotly loves you?" She answered: “I
stratedthat some one is being prosetache which fringes his sensitivemouth, arms, unresisted. The lovely head rested
bread without the perapiration that cuted, although at the start slanderous ing a liquor store to spend it. I will j don't know, unless it is because I love
never again give a cent to a beggar. 1 1 everybody."“A man that hath friends
his carriage and the plain but faultless upon hss bosom. His lips were pressed
comes from honest toil.
this
is an
- Yet
-------tongues were busy euough, defenders helped that young man start into busi- must show himself friendly." We
style of his attire, stamp him ea-ily as to the blushing cheek.
da custom and has the sanction of ecu- ^na^.v gathered around as thick as
“Consuelo, would von like to stav furies. The complaint that the pro- ^one''^ee8 ouutre^'8°^)ru>sod honey- ness, aud lo. after a while, he came and | want somethinglike that spirit of sacria man of superior type even to those
who do not recognize in the lone in- here always— to be my wife?” he said ducer, the creator of wealth, is allowed BUcklc‘ If’ whcu set UP0U ''N the furies, opened a store almost next door to me, | lice for others that was seen in the Enand stole my customers. I will never , glish Channel, where in a storm a boat
dividual the well-known figure of met- rather nervously, half frightened himagain help a young man start iu busi- containing three men was upset, aud all
self.
ropolitan life.
ness. I trusted in what my neighbor three were iu the water struggling for1
Above the jargon of sounds in the
promised to do, and he broke his word, their lives. A boat came to their relief,
The girl looked at him and seemed
a and tho Psalmist was right before he
au^till t|ait if t°
“^toeracy | win find yourself afteT'awhilVwith°U
streets rise occasionally from a side to make some sudden resojve.
and a rope was thrown to one of them.
and fill the pockets of millionaires,and whole cordon of allies. Had
-- not tl
the correctedhimself, for “all men are and he refused to take it, saving: “First
street the tones of a piano-organ, acWithdrawing herself from his em- then beer the burden of taxation with world given to Christ on His
arrival at liars." So men become susmeions and
fling it to Tom; he is just ready to go
companied bv the voice of a person brace, she wiped her eyes, and then the little strength and substance left Palestine a very cold shoulder there
saturnine aud selfish, and ‘at every ad- down. I can last some time longer." A
singing some Italian songs. The artist without another word or look fled from him, is by no means new. It caused would not have been one-half as many
ditionalwrong done them they put an- man like that, bo he suitor or landspauses for a moment to listen to the the studio.
historic troubles and disputes at aucien*- angels chanting glory out of the hymn other layer on the wall of their exclu- man. oc he in upper ranks of society or
unusually pathetic ring of this voicej
“She is frightened,but I must follow Rome, great wars in the middle ages, books of the sky bound in black lids of siveness,and another bolt to tne door lower ranks, will always have plenty of
and as he approaches it is struck by the her, ’ said the artist. How soon she and more or less dissatisfactionalmost midnight.Had it not been for the heavy that shuts them out from sympathy with friends.What is true manward is true
larance of the singer. It is a young had become infinitelyprecious to him ! all the time since. But in spite of all and jagged and torturous cross, Christ the world. They get cheated out of a Godward. Wo must be friends of God if
abont sixteenyears of age, with a He hastened to the door, but no trace the kicking and twisting, the farmer would not have been the admired and thousanddollars, or misinterpreted, or we want Him to be oar friend. We canloved of more people than any being disappointed, or betrayed, and higher
not treat Christ badly all our lives aud
lonna-likeface touched with a look of Consuelocould be seen. He paused still “works and pays."
who ever touched foot on either the goes the wall, aud faster goes another
expect Him to treat ns lovingly.I was
of most exquisitesorrow. It is possible to reflect. He did not know even her
As a proper subject of taxation,real eastern or western hemisphere. In- bolt, not realizingthat while they lock
rending of a sea fight, in which Lord
that the coarse-looking Italian yonder address. The Italian had already estate is bound to play an important stead, therefore, of giving up iu despair
others out, they lock themselves in; and
can have any connection with this called for his money. How should it) l,art, aud there should be no special because you have enemies, rejoice in the someday they wake unto tiud them- Nelson captured a French officer, and
when the French officer offered Lord
lovely child? It is not of this that the find her? What strange impulse had objection to it. But there is a limit to tact that they rally for you the most selves imprisoned in a dastardly habit.
Nelson his hand, Nelson replied: “First
helpful and enthusiastic admirers. In No friends to others, others are no
artftt thinks as he lingers, throwing caused her to turn and fly so suddenly?
indulgence aud there should be no taxagive me your sword, and then give me
other words, there is no virulence, hucoins into the old man’s hat. It is of It was inexplicable,but he must find a
tion. To make a man pay taxes on real man or diabolic, that can hinder my text friends to them. There’s an island half your hand.” Surrender of our resistway between England. Scotland, and ance to God must first precede God’s
how that lovely face would look on can- key to the mystery. How? Would she estate which he does not own is against
from coming true: “A man that ’ hath Ireland,called the Isle of Man. and the proffer of pardon to us. Repentance
vas!
not return to her old avocation,accom- common sense, against common justice, friends must show himself friendly.”
seas dash against all sides of it, and I before forgiveness. You must give up
Suddenly the girl sees his ardent gaze panying the organ? If he searched the and against common decency. The
It is my ambition to project especially am told that there is no more lovely
your rebellious sword before you can
and her eyes droop to the ground, while streets for a few days he would soon interest on the mortgage is sweat upon the young u thought which may
place than that Isle of Man; but when a get a grasp of the Divine hand.
a color like the first blush of sunrise find her again.
money, the tax on mortgaged property 1 benign*y »hnpe their destiny for the man becomes insular ip his disposition, How refreshing is human friendship,
mantles her cheeTi. The artist is yet
But days, weeks, and months rolled is blood money. This taxation is nn.her®*fter- Before you show and cuts himself off from the main laud and true friends, what priceless treasmore charmed, although he diverts his by; and no trace of Consuelo or the just ami oppressive, and the victim is
Lf'611 y’ y°U T*' 7 frlemll-v: of the world’s sympathies, ho is despica- ures! hen sickness comes, and trouble
gaze, still following the couple from Italian rewarded his anxious search.
ble, aud all around him ia au Atlantic comes, and death comes we send for our
Oceau of selfishness. Behold that Isle friends first of all, 'and their appearance
street to street
So his passion died away into a vague
The query is, tending to be en rapport with others of Man!
in onr doorway in any crisis is re-enFinally the organ is closed up and and hopeless regret. Nothing remained how to do it. Legislatures seem naturwhen we are their dire destrnctants,and
Now, supposing that you have, by a forcement, and when they have entered,
the two performers prepare to go home. of Consuelo but the blending of her ally inclinedto take sides with the
talk against them and wish them calam- divine regeneration, got right toward
we say: “Now it is all right!" Oh, what
Geoffrey Tail approaches the Italianos beauty with his own dreams in the pic- holders of mortgagesaud against hold- ity. Jndas covered np his treachery by
God and humanity, and you start out to would we do without friends, business
le is abont to go and touches him upon ture. So he devoted himself with re- ers of mortgaged property, with the rich a resoundingkiss, and caresses may be
practice my text, “A man that hath friends, personal friends, family
'the shoulder.
newed ardor to his favorite pursuits. against the poor, and the latter class demoniacal. Better the mythologicalfriends mast show himself friendly." friends? Bat
want something
. Mlfl ifc jour daughter?" he asks, point- The “Angel of Sorrow” was completed; can only hope to make their lawgivers Cerberus,the thres-headed dog of hell, Fulfill this bv all forms of appropriate mightier than human friendshipin the
barking at us, than the wolf iu sheep’s salutation. Have yon noticed that the
Jug to the girl."
extravagant offers were made for it, but enact laws that will effectivelycorrect
great exigencies. When Jonathan Edclothing, its brindled hide covered up head is so poised that the easiest thing
. The man nods his head.
wards in his final hour had given the
the picture was not for sale. Money this shameful abuse, if they find means
by deceptive wool, and its deathful howl on earth is to give a nod of recognition?
i fl am an artist and would like to could not buy it.
last good-by to all his earthly friends,
to compel them. The individual can cadenced into an innocent bleatine.
To swing.the head from side to side, as he turned on his pillow aud closed his
paint her picture,"said Geoffrey.
It was hung in the artist’sown stu- do nothing. But a farmer’s organiza- Disraeli writes of Lord Manfred, who,
when it upwagged in derision,is unnat- eyes confidentlysaying: “Now where is
The man shook his head in disappro- dio — his greatest achievement — and tion in each town can easily compel one after committing manr outrages upon
ural andMupleasaut;to throw it back, Jesus of Nazareth, my true and never
val.
many wondered as they gazed upon the or the other of the candi'dates,before the people seemed suddenlyto become invites vertigo; but to drop the chin in failing friend?" Yes, I admire human
“If yon will allow her to come to my sorrowful face whence came the inspira- and election is held and a vote de- friendly,and invited.them to a banquet. greeting is accompanied with so little
friendship as seen in the case of David
After most of the coarses of food had exertion that all day long and every day
studio every day for a month I will pay tion for it.
livered, to give the desired promise and
and Jonathan, of Paul and Ouesiphorus,
been served be blew a horn, which was you might practice it without the least
yon liberally."
of Herder and Goethe, of Goldsmith
Geoffrey Vail received many visitors guarantee to secure redress by proper
“How much?” asked the man, gruffly. at his studio. Wealthy visitors and legislation. The matter is important in those times a signal for the servants semblance of fatigue. So, also, the and Reynolds, of Beanmont and
to bring on the dessert, bat in this case structure of the hand indicates hand“One hundred dollars,"answered the personal friends brought others often to enough to be vigorouslyagitated.If
Fletcher, of Cowley and Harvey, of
it was the signal for assassins to enter shaking; the knuckles not made so that
Erasmus and Thomas More, of Lessing
artist after a moment’s reflection.
see the great artist’s works, often sadly farmers allow themselves to be not only and slay the guests. His pretended the fingers can turn out, but so made
“She would earn me more than that interrupting him when he wished to be shorn of their wool but skinned besides, friendliness was a cruel fraud; and that the fingers can tarn in, as in clasp- and Mendelssohn, of Lady Churchill
aud Princess Anne, of Orestes and
with the organ."
alone, but always courteously received. it is largely their own fault— Farm there are now people whose smile is a ing hands; and the thumb divided from Pylades each requesting that him“Then we will say two hundred.”
falsehood.
Before
yon
begin
to
show
and
Fireside.
and
set
aloof
from
the
fingers,
so
that
Five years had gone by since his brief
self might take the point of the
yourselffriendly you must be friendly. while the fingers take your neighbor’s
The man’s greed was satisfied, and he love dream had its sudden birth and
dagger
the other might be
Get
your
heart
right
with
God
and
man,
Kiss ’Em This Way, Boys.
consented to the terms.
hand
on one side,
side, the
the thumb takes
takes it-ou
nanrt on
it-ou spared, of Epaihinondasand Pelopidas,
tragic finale.
and this grace will become easy. You the other, and, pressed together, all tho i who-lockedtheir shields in battle de“ When shall we commence ?"
Said a young friend to me the other
His gentle face had grown gentler,
may by yonr own resolutionget yonr
“To-morrow,if it suits you,” said the and perhaps a tinge of sadness crept in day, “I am getting tired of having my nature into a semblanceof this virtue, raculties of the hand give emphasis to] Cermined to die together;but the grandthe salutation. Five sermons in -eVery est, the mightiest,the tenderest friendartist.
between the handsome lines ; but he hair upset, and my corsage bouquet but the grace of God can sublimely lift healthy baud urge us to handshaking.
ship in all the universe istho friendship
M cry well," answered the man, and bod little to complainof so far as suc- torn all to pieces by beginners, and I , you into it. ______
0
__ the River
Sailing
on
Besides this, every day jetien you start between Jesus Christ nnd a believing
Geoffrey handed him his card.
believe
if
the
dear
boys
were
only
told
Thames
two
vessels
ran
aground.
The
cess was concerned.
out,/ load yourself np with kind soul. Y'et after all I have said I feel I
Geoffreyturned homeward,pleased
He is busy in his studio when some how to go about it they would not make owner8 of one 8ot one hundred horses thoughts, kind words, kind expressions have only done what James Marshall,
i ond pulled on the prounded ship and
with his discovery.For a long time he callers are announced.They are for- such a mess of
and kind greetings.When a man or themiuer. did in 1848 in Californio, behad meditated painting a series of pic- eigners, evidently, from their names.
I tell yon candidly, bovs, that there ! PFai)led^ to p!ec,e8’ Tbe
ihe woman does well, tell him so, tell her fore its gold mines were known. He
so. If you meet some one who is im- reached in aud pat upon the table of his
tures representing the emotions.
Geoffrey glances carelesslyat tho card, is no necessity of grabbing a girl
“Here in my ‘Angel of Sorrow’ ideal- and, and not recognizing the names, is though she had stolen a pocketliook, ont of all trouble../ So, we may pull and proved in health,and it is demonstrated employer. Cant. Sutton, a thimbleful of
in girth aud color, say: “How well you gold dust. “Where did you get that?"
ized all ready,” he said to himself as he about to excuse himself, but suddenly and making a lurch at her as though haul at our PVounded human nature,
look!" But if on the other band, under
pursued his way throagh the still changes his mind.
you had accidentally stepped one foot and try to get it into better condition; the wear and tear of life he appears said his employer. The reply was; “I
got it this morning from a mill-race
crowded thoroughfare home.
in
a
coal
hole
while
walking
rapidly
but
there/
is
nothing
like
the
oceanic
His visitors are shown into the studio.
pale and exhausted,do not introduce from which the water had been drawn
The pretty Italian found Geoffrey
God’s up-lifting grace to hoist sanitarysubjects, or say anything at all
A gentleman, refined and distin- along the street. There is no actual
off." But that gold dust which could
Vail in his studio awaiting her visit on guished in appearance, and a lady some necessity to get a clutch on her
tbiB kindliness l am eulogizing. about physical couditions.In the case
have been taken up between the finger
it
when
under
the
flash
of
the
Holy
the following day.
of improved health, you have by your and the thumb was the prophecy and
years his junior. A white veil partly ami try to tear it off, or turn her over
Ghost
we
see
our
own
foibles
and
Rewordb
words givoc another impulse towards the specimen that revealed California’s
Tho strong light in the studio, where secludes the lady’s face.
inside of it. There is no necessity6l
fects and depravities,we will be very
iu tho
the case of wealth to allnations. Aud to-day I havo
the curtainswere purposely drawn Geoffrey bowed politely, and ad- pulling her head forward with suth in- lenient and very easy with others. We robust and jocund; while in
tho failing health you have arrested tho only put before you a specimen of the
back, revealed to the artist that he had vances to meet them as they are an- tensitythat her eyes are endangered by
will look into the character for things decline by your silence, by which he
value of divine friendship,* only a thimnot been deceived with regard to her nounced. The gentleman, speaking in scarf-pinsand long pencils^ Protruding commendatory and not damnatory. If
concludes: “If I were really so badly
appearance. The face was delicate, re- French, apologizes for their intrusion from upper vest pockofe,:’There is no you would rub your own eye a 'little off', he would have said something abont bleful of mines inexhaustible and infinite, thongh all time and all eternity go
fined and indescribablysad.
and asks permission to look at some of use firing a kiss promiscuouslyat her more vigorously you would find a mote it." We are all. especially those of a on with the exploration.
Bhe had evidently put on her best the artist’s work, and the lady, who has eye or ear or neck,/ To begin with, the in it, the extraction of which would nervous temperament, susceptibleto
clothes— a dress of some soft black stuff, observed the artist’s favorite picture, girl u not trying to get away. Keep keep you so busy you would not have kind words and discouragingwords.
The Turkish government, as every
and a shawl of the same sable hue leads her companion toward it. After cool ; beat ir, niind that you have the mnch time to shoulder yonr broadax and Form a conspiracy against us, nnd let
one knows, is over head and ears in
wrapped round her head and shoulders. viewing it for some minutes and ex- soulfulsyu^Jatliyof your victim, and go forth to split up the beam in voar ten men meet us at certain points on our
heighbor’i eye. In a Christianspirit way over to business, and let each one debt, and yet the idiotic sultan is abont
“Yoii have posed os a model before?" changing remarks of admiration in their your ainvs are identical—that she has at
keep on exploring the characters of say: “How sick you look,” though wo to expend a large sum in building, decasked Geoffrey, noting the artistic effect own tongue, the gentleman,turning to much /at stake as you have. Keep por- those yon meet, and I am sure you will
should start out well, after meeting tho orating and furnishing a palace within
of this simple
^ Geoffrey, asks him if the picture can be ie<#Iy cool and collected; gently insert find something in them dolightfaland first and hearing his depressing salute,
the grounds of Yildiz, as a residence
“No,” said the girl, “never before."
/ ^four right coat sleeve about her Direc- fit for a foundation of friendliness. wo would begiu to examine our symp- for Emperor William when he visits
•What is your name?" asked the ar“Ob no consideration,” replied Xlie toire costume, aud turn her gently You invite mo to come to yonr countrv toms. After meeting thesecoud gloomy Constantinople in October.. This crazy ^
seat ond spend a few days. Thank you! accosting, wo would conclude we did
tist. artist. “It is reserved at a price ^hich toward yonr manly form. Place your
I arrive about noon of a benntiful Ham- not feel quite as well as usual. After extravagance is the more reprehensible
“Consuelo.” .
even the most extravagant wouljfinever other aud as yet unoccupied arm in snch
mer day. What do you do? As soon ae meeting tho third, onr seusatious would inasmuch as Jhe shores Of the Bosphorus
“Consuelo," repeated the artist, “and care to go to.“
a positionas the exigenciesof the ocI arrive you take me out under the bo dreadful, and after meeting the are almost lined by the magnificent palyou look inconsolable."
“ Which means that you do, not
demand, and give a : ihadow0 o^the gleat oTm8.OUYountrtekro me fourth,unless we expected a conspiracy, aces which were built by the last two
The girl did not understand his re- to sell it? ’ replied his
gentle and soulful pull, as Amelie Rives down to the artificiallake, the spotted we would go home and go to bed, and sultans,most of which are marvels of
‘ Vat her large, dork eyes were
Chandler calls it By this time the trout floating iu and out among tho Uio other six pessimists would be a use- orientalluxury and splendor. Several
The ariiat bowed in acquiescence.
'Upon him
“Aud did you ever see a .*ace which “rosebud month," as you see tit to call ^hite pillars of tho pond lilies. You less surplus of discouragement.My palace officialsare to be sent to Paris to
welt, Consuelo, we must make the | suggested such beauty ?" asifod his via- it, is turned toward you. Lean over *nko me t0 tbe "tails and kennels where dear sir, my dear madam, what do you
select furniturefor this new residence.
Best of our time," said the artist “Come ' itor, adding: "Pardon me/but I have gently— and let Nature do her work i y°a keep your fine stock, and here are mean by going about this world with —London Irnth‘
dasheartenments?
Is
not
the
supply
111 ‘
TUat'a
all.
Girl,
don’t
like
it
4ny
other
;
Gordon
,et.
I will arrange you m I wish you to sit," I a purpose in inquiring."
gloom and trouble and misfortune
and he placed a chair for her, arranging “I have seen one," r<
way
boy*-—
Clara
LcuU,
in
replied the artist,
Postmaster—What are all those
enough to meetHho demand without
winsome care her attitudeaud drapery. “with which this creation mine could
—
they can speak, asking for harness or your running a factory of pins aud postal cards here for? They should
but feebly compare."
Is the natural course oi events the **ddle* ftnd * •hort turn down the road. spikes? Why should you plant black have been sent in last mail.
As he said this his ete caught the green applevmd the green melon and Th»en
Female Assistant— Yes, I know they
the boose, andyqu and blue in the world when God so
• " answered the girl,* looking
face of the lady, who hl& removed her the small boy will soon come into
nnd "how “e seldom plants them? Plenty of scarlet should, but I was ou^to the meetii
t wonder again.
It wa» ifi- veil
colors, plenty of yellow, plenty of tke sewingaocietj, and da not get
wall^wd takt
°r“oot
green, plenty of pink, but very seldom read in tune to neni— Omn/ifl
Remembering,strive

a moment, love, to guess
The woe of hearts unloved, their lonellnes.
Their deathlesspain no hour of rest relieves.
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TROUBLE

IN

THE HAREM.

HOW WHISKY SAVED

“autocrat” has been blocked in his little

The Saltan Find* Three Hundred When
Too Many.
There is a screw loose in Turkey.
Some plot or other has been discovered, and the consequences are being
seen in a number of mysterious at rests,
and in wholesale measures of puuishnjent against the press. The Times
has been three times confiscatedwithin
a month, and the Daihj Chroniclehas
lieen interdicted altogether.The fact
appears to be that a serious palace
conspiracyfor deposing the Sultan
was detected in the very nick of time.
The Sultan was so unnerved by the
discovery that he sent for Sir William
White and asked for his advice. ' Sir
William answered that the Sultan

game. So obnoxious had he become,
and especially in his animadversions What
upon -women, that a bright little dame

head to give him a “set
down” in original style. She called a
parlor meeting and ’unfolded her idea.
As most of the Itoarders had suffered
from his sarcasm, they fell into the
scheme with ardor. The plan was simply to ignore all of his attempts at argument, all his flings at women, all of
his sarcastic remarks. They were to
be left to fall into a dead silence.
When he attackedany one there was
to be no reply, and the subject was to
be changed by some of the conspirators immediately. The plan, it is said,
has worked well. The moment he procould only live in safety if he put down jects an argumentative assertion into
the general talk, no reply is made, and
his harem, not us n question of morals
the weather, or the text, or some subbut as a matter of policy, seeing that
it was impossible to exercise super- ject foreign to his remark, is brought
vision over an establishmentof 300 into play. Any failureto carry out this
ladies. The Sultan, who is praeticallv plan of squelchingan autocrat put a
a monogamist, would be glad enough tine of twenty-five cents into the fund
to buy euchre prizes. The poor fellowto get rid of his 200 brevet spouses,
having
everything his own way, and
but the customs of his dynasty forbid
him to do this. On his birthday and no excuse for falling upon anybody
on twenty other days in the year he with ’an avalanche of words, is proinvariablyreceives from his mother foundly puzzled and deeply disgusted
the present of a beautiful slave, and at lie know s not what.— Bcss/e Bram- |
ble, in riltshurg Diapalch.
j
this young lady has forthwithto be
took

it

into her

A

LEO.

• Jersey City Man Owe. to a “High
Old Npree" iu Hultlmore.

During one of the terrible battles of
Spot tsyl vania on May 10, 1804, in
which the Tenth Regiment New York
Volunteers were heavily engaged,
Theodore Luyster, a member of Company B, hud a foot shot off by a piece
of shell. He was taken to the rear,
and what was left of it was amputated
at the ankle joint by the field surgeon.

General John Sedgwick was wounded
at about the same time, and both
chanced to be taken off the field in ‘the
same ambulance. The latter died soon
after.

Goad Literature*
Did you ovsr stop to think of the vast
amount of good literature given away in
this country?This inquiry is suggestedby
a few facts relative to the Books, circulars,
etc., issued by the proprietor*of the wellknown medicine,Hood's Sarsaparilla. Over
12,000,000copies of cook books have been
circulated within a few years by this concern. Hood's book of parlor games ha*
also contributedto the enjoymentof perhaps millionsof people, as four or five
million* of the books hn\> been published,
'ihu new book of home-made caudles, also
issued by the famous Lowell medicine
house, has been in ureat demand the past
winter. Thounanda of Hood's placques
have decorated a* many homes, and the
popularity of Hood'* Calendar is fomeUiiug
wonderful.In all. the annual output by
C. I. Hood A Co. loaches the enoimous
quantity of 05,000,004 pieces, or one lor
every man, woman, and child In tho United
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The Boardiug Moose Autocrat.
One of the prevailingtypes in almost eve-*-1
---L ---- ‘is the antoiry boarding
house
crat, not onjyof the breakfasttable
mt of din
jmwt and luncheon and tea as
well. He lays down the law on every
subject. He pronounces the dictum
in every case. He dominates by power
of voice, length of tongue and gift of
gab everybody who ventures to utter a
word of dissent from his views. He is
usually much
of a •mugwump,
and
»
—
*
0 Rej;
hence
Remiblicansand Democrats are
alike held
del up to scorn and derision on
occasion. He assumes to be an oracle
on every subject. He takes pleasure
in belittling-everybody’s arguments
*

m

m
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t how
theaa seemingly opp»*ito egeuto eo aa
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llhol ecto so, a lennaclde.
rtno force Rtlmulatiugthe
o wt.**ouvuserves
dlneeaed parts Uto healthy
ful hading power, therebys

wall all attachment*and warranted for 8 reare tor only ftls.
hend for circularand «e«fiiUde-

wain** i*

any tarUtw depredations.
The fumes whaaTokaiedare
lag, and for tha immediato nU>
catarrh, cold lu tha head, nay 1
rslgla,catarrhal deafness, etc.. Util
It cures headache In live min,.,
one of the diseasesimmediately
haler. OomiuenclBf colds can L
hours by a few InspIraUonsfrom
ter. To dear the throat aud head, i
and refreshing sleep at Bight, tt h

i*t(itwiu.
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REMEDY

In tha world
that Instantly
stops the

of

^tSTMas

The most certain and aafe
pain

I

the Interior ef thie battery fi sto,., . «
imported meathol, The eudi of the tube

*S45.HWmt5

UlNTION THIS TAPEa

...

‘

before.If* price la moderate.. ..
vt'lou*, and no family eon afford to

moat

EXCRUTIAT

WAY'S a*

Rf.ady
Relief

IRQ pains.

It

Is

thtgrsat Instrument
BnegrtH

truly

CONQUEROR

If

you ore afflictedwith

OP PAIN, and

hatdonemore
good than any

known ram-

CHICHESTER’S ENGLISH.

edy.
For

SPRAINS, BRUISES, BACK-

ACHE, PAIN IntheCHESTorSIDES,
HEADACHE, TOOTHACHE, or any
other EXTERNAL PAIN, a few aoplioationsact like magic, oaualng
tho PAIN to INSTANTLY STOP.

pnif
At
uagfsU.
bst.

CONGESTIONS. INFLAMMATIONS, SORE THROAT, BRONCHITIS, COLD In the CHEST, RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, LUMBA-

Or

*thsr. XITpiiu
blskvtu
pink

For

bo*f4 boit*.

•a#****:.""
P*»UtkUr* and
Mitr, br rrlurti smL

>mi*a»wUBIII*to>bo«(uMdihm.

GO. SCIATICA, PAINS in the Small
of the Back, etc., more extended
applloatlonaare necessary to effect
a cure.

Chick «st«r Chemicalt’o..Madlsoi

ADWAV’S
argsotylyaaW*

havs sold Big G to*

'"‘"vsrkSV.Jff
.KlVlD

_
Ohio.
I

CRAMPS. SPASMS, SOUR STOMACH, NAUSEA, VOMITING, HEARTBURN, DIARRHtEAjCOLIC, FLATULENCY, FAINTING 8PELL&, quickly

by taking Internally aa directed.
M’Hold by Druggists. Price, 60 c«uU.

JOSEPH

H.

t

faction.

D.B.DT

isriVSl.Ot.Sold by
No-

37-fO

VyHF.N WHITING TO ADYKRTimtS,
ta tk&pSRr* you •aw

HUNTER,

03301
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the condition of things in Mongolia today as foretoldin the prophecy of Jeremiah over two thousand years ago:
“They shall die of grievous deaths:
they shall not be lamented, neither
shall they be buried, but they shall be
as dung upon the face of the earth.
And they shall be consumed by the
sword and by famine, and their carcasses shall be meat for the fowls of
heaven and the beasts of the earth.”
Although this describes a state of things
begun in Palestine, it does not end
there. The Mongol puts the corpse of
his friend on a cart or other conveyance, to be dragged with great speed
by horses onto the plains, and when it
is thrown there the dogs and wolves
may make a repast. Both Chinese and
Mongols explain the differencebetween
their customs in this way : Earth returns to earth, flesh to flesh— that is,
the Chinese, whose bodies are fed by
the grains of the earth, return to it as
a natural recompense ; while the Mongol, who lives on the animal kingdom,
must, as a natural result, feed the animals In tetom.— Shanghai Mercury.
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and in controverting everybody’s views.
In one case we hear of, however,the

ally still his wife, and, according to the

with that

weapon in camp. There

is

Hungarian law, his guardian. Ho had a mystery about Nell that nobody has
an uncomfortable habit of walking yet been able to fathom. She i’s, apabout carrying loaded revolvers and parently, about twenty-threeyears of

“No, William,”she said, coldly,with
sidelong glance to note the effect of
her words, “I cannot bo your wife.
You smoke and you sometimes drink. I
have registered a vow not to marry a
man who has either of these vices.”
“All right, Maria,” was the humble
reply. “And now will you please ask
your younger sister Lulu to come downstairs a moment? She said, when she
kissed me good-by last night, that she
would gladly have me if you refused.’

a

age. and she gives her’ name as Nellie
Smith; but when questioned as to her
former home, her antecedents, and the
w hereaboutsof her parents she resolutely declines to answer. She lias
staked off a claim, and is working it
with excellent results. She has the
respect of every man in camp, and is
One on His Sister.
made a friend and companion by all —Pniladelphia Inquirer.
A Stevens avenue young lady was the best women. There is not a miner
much pained and shocked as she here who would dare to offer the* ’ Sncx to your business,"Is very good
advice, but still there are a great many peowalked down the street yesterday, to .slightest
..0 .... ......
...... .v to Nell, wt
tUKlc
familiarity
for there
ple Iu the world who have no regular and
see her young brother sitting astride is an indescribable something in her profitable business to stick to; and there
the prostrate
**“**' body of another boy and
' manner which tells one instinctively are others who are following a lino of busiraining down blows upon his strug- that it would be dangerous to presume ness which is manifestly unsuited to them.
Now. when such Is the case, you had better
gling victim.
upon its frank cordiality.
write to B. ¥. Johnson A Co., Richmond,
“Johnny,” she almost screamed,
Vo., and ses if tJiey cannot give you a
“what are you doing ? Come hero this
pointer. They have helped a great many
Served Him Right.
men and women alonz the way to fortune,
minute. Aren’t you ashamed of your“Is it true, Angelina,”said a young aud now stand ready to assist you, too.
self, fighting this way in the street ?”
lady, addressingan ndquaintance,
The boy reluctantlyarose from his “that there has been a rupture between
‘Things are coming to a pretty pass
vanquished antagonistand faced his you and Clarence, de Johnes ?”
in tliis^ blooming Republic,”growled
indignant sister. Then he explained.
the criminal “When
When they
thevccan arrest
“It is quite true.”
“Well, I don’t care. He said you
“Gracious! What was the cause?” a Chicago policeman for murder it
wasn’t good-looking.I don’t think you
“He was addicted to the use of seems as though there was no such
are, either, but it ain’t none of his slang.”
tiling as safety here. Why, if it keeps
funeral. So I licked him.”— Aftmieon in this way therell be no induce“Oh!”
apoli* Journal.
“Yes. I begged him to discontinue ment to be a policeman at all.”—
threatening to take the lives of his w ife
and servants, aud it was thought best
to restrain him. I am informed that
the Prince’s escape was accomplished
through the help of one of his former
mistresses,a Hungarian, fifty- two years
old. — Paris letter.
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FROM SAVAGE TO CIVILIZATION.

1

trouble in prohibition States is the habit, but he persisted in it.”
“And the result?”
not the lack of supply or the means to
“The result is, he is in the soup.”—
get at it, but the feelingof the driuker
Boeton
Courier.
that he is a sneak and the horrible
quality of the poison.— Judge.
“Are you going to the game to-day,
*«. a
» irpuuuu
Self-government in
republic i Browner” asked a traveling man of a
which opens its gates to all the world ^en<^- “No; there’s no reason why I
is not self-governmentbut eelf-sacri- should.” “Why not?’^ “I’ve got a
bawl match at home. Twins 5 months
flee.— Puck.
old and an even score up to the presAmong the “solid men” of the coun- ent time.”— Merchant Traveler.
try should be included the ossified speIt will be said of Sitting Bull after
cimens at the dime museums.
his departure that, outside of his flreIt is better to give than to receive- I water, he was never made to ruII in
especiallyin a personal encounter. his homs.-Judge.

The

York Herald.
L

L

Chaqin A Ca.

BWIFT’S SPECIFIC

is

a simple

vegetable'compound prepared from
roots freshly gathered from the forests.

The formula was obtained from

Creek Indians by the whites who hod

diseases

Swift's Specific cured nreof torrlbtoTetter, fro*
which I hod suffered for twenty long mre. I hnv*
now been entirely well for fire yean, and do sign of
any return of the diaease.

Kogere,Ari.Mayi,m W.H.Wioht.

the

witnessed the wonderfulcures of blood

made by that tribe. It has

One

my son of boils and
resultedfrom malarialpoison, and
tffr cted him all the summer. Ha bad traatttMt
from Ove doctors, who toiled to benefit him.
Cavanai. Indian
j, b. Wui.
bottle of 8.11.8. cured

rising*, which

Tar.

been used since 1829, and has been the
greatest blessing to mankind in curing

bare taken Swift's Specificfor secondary blood
tnd derived great benefit It acts much battor than fotaoh, or any other remedy that I have ever
B. F. WisorixLD, M. D* Blchmond. Vo.
I

diseases of the blood, in many instances
after all other remedies

Phlla..the mfrs. of
Dobbins’ Electric Soap, say they would rather
close up their immense works than to put
one grain of adulteration in their Dobbins'
Electric Soap. Would that all were as honest

had

failed.

rolson.

ased.

of

Wife — John, what’s that unearthly
noise upon the roof and the flatter of
boot-jacks and kindling wood? John
(drowsily)— <Fm not positive, but I reckon they are holding a National Skat
Convention. —Pioneer Press.
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Chronic

Luyster was taken to the hospital at States.
Fredericksburgw here he hud to lie on
It may bo said that they wouldn't do this
the floor of the Episcopal Church for If It didn’t pay. That is just tlio point. The
three weeks, for want of better accom- proprietors of this tnedlclnocminot afford
to he purely pbllunthropio,
aud they oermodations. The wounded were soon talnly cannot afford to advertise a poor arremoved to the more commodioushos- ticle. There must be merit In the medieine
pitals at Washington, Baltimore and to secure the continued Inereuunff sale
which It has, and also to wnrrant ex pondother places North, and Luyster found ing such a vast smount of money for the
himself at Baltimore. Here begot the purpose of spreading its fame In territory
Is unknown. No
sobriquet of "Stump” on account of his where Hood’s Sitrsr.paillla
of advertisingcan lone sustain an
leg, which was causing him great amount
articledevoid of merit The numerous testrouble and refused to heal. The sur- timonials show conclusively that thousands
geon soon made a careful examinatfon, of people have Ixyn beneUlod by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, ami no one can deny that a
and it " u* found that, gangrene was (Trent
deni of Rood has also been CIO
done hr
setting in, and poor “Stump” was told this high class of advertising.— flu/a/c (.V.
I that the next day the leg must be re}'.) Express.
transferred to his establishment in the
How Mutes Lenrii to Talk.
' amputated nearer the knee.
capacity of harem dame, with a houseBringing Him to the Scratch.
To those who are interested in the : This had a depressingeffect, and to
'
olrof‘ her
'
hold
own. consisting of at least
She (laughing)—What do you think
four eunuchs and six female servants, education of young children, a very cheer himself up he resolved to have
to say nothing of horses, carriages instructivevisit can be had at the Hor- one “good old drunk.” as he expressed papa Rays, James?
(interestedly)— Well, I don’t
and grooms. Multiplythe number of ace Mann School for Deaf Mutes on it, before the operation. Accordingly Ho (hit
and mime
made aa know.
uirciium street,
street. a
A strangers
stranger’s first he got out of the
me hospital
uunjmHi »uu
these households by 300, and it ceases Wnrrenton
shop aud
She (laughing contagiously)— Well,
to be astonishing that the expenditure thought is of the difficultyin begin- j ^ee‘^ae^,r^ieneareH^'biHky
well, I never
of the Sultan’s civil list should amount ning with these children w ho can hear : ut'arlv ‘l,ll»k the bar dry.
------------ — i
i The effect was to make him un- He— What does ho say ?
to 4,000,000 pounds a year. A large no sound whatever,and it is most wonShe— Oh, you know he is so full of
item in this sum represents the dowers derful to see how they learn to articu- steady on his crutches, and on his way
which the Sultan pays to his slaves late. The finger of the pupil is placed hack, while stepping from a sidewalk fun, and hoHe— Yes?
when ho marries them. To favorite at the throat of the teacher, and the curb to the rough pavement of the
street,
his ........
crutch slipped and
fell
She— He said you’re afraid to propose
........
».m he
neieu
officials,about one hundred girls are vibrations of the vocal chord are felt,
l°rce upon his wounded leg. to me ; that von* dassent ask me to be
married from the Palace yearly, and which the child imitates as well as
not only burst open the wound, your wife. He! he!
each of them is entitledto receive sible. After that the different posiHe— Ho said that ?
10,000 pounds. Unfortunately, the tions of the tongue and lips are taught, but also the bandages, It bled freel
hospit
She— Yes, and I said to him, “You
bridegroom who takes a wife from the which gives them an idea of the let- and be was taken to the h
just wait. Ill tell James what
t you
Sultan’s hands must, at his earliest ters. and in a very short time simple where it was carefully dressed.
To the astonishmentof the surgeons said, aud I’ll see whether he’s afraid to
convenience, make a present of a slave words can be spoken, although the utlilias there
v
is no idea the stump commenced immediatelyto propose to me or not.”
to keep the staff of the imperial seragl- ternnee is peculiar,
He-Oh! You did?
io un to its proper figure. The Sul- of modulationand there seems to he a heal and in a short time he was out of
She (giggling)— Yes.
tan loathes the whole thing, but what tendencyto lengthen the final sound. danger. “Stump” was a happy boy aud
desses the day he got drunk in haltiHe— Then, I suppose, I’ve got to
is he to do? There are too many vested As the scholar advances,these things
more. He is at present a horse-car projiose ?
interestsengaged in keeping the im- are less noticeable.
She— Why, certainly,unless yon
The youngest child at this school is conductor in Jersey I’ity. and beyond
perial harem supplied with wives, and
a slight limp no one w ould suspect’ that
want me to be contradicted by papa.
if the Sultan were to cashier his entire not quite four years and a half old, and
He— Never, my love. Be mine!
female establishment ho would cer- she is remarkablyintelligent. She has his foot was in Virginia.
With his pension from the governShe — I am yours. — Boston Courier.
tainly be deposed or murdered. Sir learned to write* a long list of words
William White is said to have advised and can speak them all and i>oint out ment find his pay as conductor' he
Or or the Pathlwaa Ocean,
his Majesty to reduce his establish- the object. It is surprising to know- makes out a good living. He is au arment by not tillingup the vacancies, how much time and patienceit takes dent Grand Army man. aud has served Athwart vast oontlnanti trararaed by mighty
Iron thoroughfares,many-armed lika the fabled
but this is not easy, seeing that every to teach all these little things and how- several terms as officer of the day and
Brlareui,myriadsset forth dally to encounter
junior
rice
commander
of
Henry
WilCabinet minister and pacha of note many repetitionsare necessary before
the vicissitudes
of travel, change of climate,unlooks to passing his daughter through they can understand one word, as they, son Post No. 13, and never misses a reaccustomed food, and au atmosphere possibly
union
with
the
old
veterans
of
the
galthe Sultan’s harem as a simple means have only the eye and the memory to
miasmatic, yet with a oalm confidence that
of securing her a marriage portion, guide them. Where a hearing child lant Tenth.
their h*al?h wiU be preserved. When this eonwith the title of Valide, which may be picks up and acquires the use of
fidenoe <> eased upon the possessionof ths suEvolution of California.
many new words every day, several
construed as princess.
preme medicinal defsuso, Hostetler'sStomach
California from 1848 to 1888 passed Bitters, it is indeed well founded, otherwise not.
The man who would come to the hours are needed to give them the
Brackish water, bad food, the wearying and oththrone if Abdul Hamid were deposed idea of the sound as well as the object through all the phases of civilization
er bad effectsof railroad 'Jolting, sea alckness
is his brother, Rechad Pacha. This before the lips can form themselves which England did in the past thouRechad is virtuallya prisoner in Yil- into the word itself. The children are sand years. In 1848 it was an outly- aud uervouaness, ag<ravated by a Journey and
ite attendant dlacomforts, are shorn of their
diz Kiosk, for he cannot go outside the always on the lookout for new words, ing Mexican province. At that time
garden gates without leave, and he and nothing escapes their notice. They there was not a shod horse in Califor- perniciousinfluenceby tbis sterling alterative,
pacifier and onmpenAatiiifi
medicine, invaluable
never gets permissionto take a walk understandeverythingthat is said to nia. not a tavern, hotel, or even a eomfor dyspepsia, feebleness,uervouaness, constior drive alone. He must always be them by the teachers,simply by watch- mon wngon-rond. We traveled by
pation,malada! disorders,rheumatismaud kidsurrounded by guards and eunuchs. ing the movements of the lips. The trails, on horseback,sleepingby the ney complaints.
Rechad, however,is a man of modern first object lessons are on the kinder- roadside, eating jerked meat or game
They Are Respected.
ideas, and lately he fell in love with garten plan, and the primary-room shot with our rifles; and now California
Tho family who buy what they need,
an English girl whom he met boating looks like a veritableplay-house,with has better hotels,better markets, more
on the Bosphorus, and to whom he its shelves of toys and books.
convenient appurtenances for travel paying for it, alilionglitho husband
In the class above they are aide to than London, Paris, or Vienna, and as works by tho day, stand high in the
proposed marriage after a week’s acquaintanceship.The Sultan, hearing read from a primer, work in numbers, good stores, factories, and machine- estimation of every one. The husband
can borrow money without security on
of this affair, lias nipped his brother's and speak more easily. The higher shops. When I tirst rode into Yerba
suit in the bud by ordering the young grades study arithmetic, history and Buena, now San Francisco, in 1847, I his own time, for the hankers are not
lady to leave Constantinople.— (rfa*- geography from the text-books which could not command a roof, a common afraid of his family interfering with
their oxtravaganee: he. is a man of his
are used in all public schools.— Boston meal, or even buy oats, barley, or hay
gow Herald.
word, and his wife wouldn’t he tho
Traveller.
for my tired horse. Now, anybody can
means
of his losing his reputation. She
obtain
a
good
carriage,
hotel,
and
room
A Land Without Graves.
Prince Snlkowski’s Eccentricities.
as luxuriousas can be found in the could never rest if he was obliged to
That vast region of country lying
The escape of Prince Joseph Sul- world. By the law of virtual velocities pay hills for her which ho cannot
between China and Siberia,known ns
afford. She tries to help him to keep
kowski
from a private insane asylum is this transitionhas been sudden, violent,
Mongolia, presents this striking conout of debt, and doesn’t care a snap
The existence
still a subject of much discussion in and
. - necessary.
-------------- - of San
trast to the middle kingdom, that while
what one thinks of her appearance.
the latter appears like a boundless Vienna upper circles. The Prince had i Irancisco on the Pacific coast was de- But she would not lose her husband’s
been
for six years in the care of Prof, j manded by the civilization of the whole
cemetery, the land of the Tartars has
love and respect for the world.
not a grave or a memorial stone. The Leidesdorf, aud w as pronounced to be ! world, a necessary link between Europe,
inmirnliln Sulkowski’s
Sin L-nu-u
AlUfirlPn .lillinn
("iiinn ,it/i
r.%Japan, China,
etc. Mexico
incurable.
eccentricities America,
Mongols are living in constant exjiectaWhy They Lend.
are well known in all European capi- was not equal to accomplish this task,
tion of returning to their old home far
Dr. I’ierco’smedicines outsell all others,
tals.
He
is immensely rich, his for- and we of the United States hove the
off to the southwest, and they want
because of thoir possessing such supnrior
tune being estimated at thirty millions right to claim the perfect fulfillment curative properties as to warrant thoir
nothing to keep them from undertaking
of a noble task in the grand march of
manufacturers In supplying them to the
the great emigration. The intensity of gulden. His ambition was always
people (as they arc d dne
dng through
all drugthro
to do the contrary of what others did. civilization which must encompass the
of the desire to be led back to the land
gists) on such conditions as no other mediIn
his palace the order of the hours globe. — Gen. II'. T. Sherman.
of their fathers is most suggestive of
cIiihs are sold under, viz.: that they shall
cither beuollt or cure the patient,or all
the prayers and wailings of the Jews was reversed. Everybody,master and’
“Winchester Nellie’s” Exploits,
money paid for them will be refunded. The
because of the desolation of Palestine servants, got up at 4 in the afternoon,
"Golden Medical Discovery"is a specific lor
dinner
was
served
at midnight, the
Santa
Clara
camp
abounds
in
and their agony of longing for its rescatarrh in the head and all bronchial,
invited
arrived
at
two
o’clock
iu
strongly
marked
individualities
and
throat, and lung diseases, if taken in time
toration
_________
). When they are punished
and given a fair trial. Money will be reenough and reduced to a remnant, they the morning, and eight at night notable life histories. One of the most
funded If It does not benefit or cure.
say, then will their Messiah return was supposed to have arrived striking figures here is that of a tall,
again. The Prince first married the graceful girl, known as “Winchester
Dr. Pierce’s Pellets— gently laxative or
from heaven and bring back their disactively catharticaccording to dose. 25
persion. What becomes of the Inxlies governess of his sister, who was about Nellie,” from the remarkable ability cents.
of the dead in this graveless land ? eight years older than he. After a di- with which she handles a Winchester
Tito Striuga to Hit) Hon.
You can read an exact description of vorce lie married n little actress,actu- rifle, being by all odds the best shot
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Treatise on

Blood and Skin Diseases mslled free. The Bwirr Bracrrxo Co- Drawer
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Go.
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Good Understanding

l<'emliiliicJocularities.

A Sensible Ulan.

Id a girls room all roads lead to the
looking-glass.

m

is

To

desired by ail.

Would use Kemp's Balsam for the
Throat and Luugs. It is curing more

obtain

it

call on

1

IlGeorge— Amelia, I have a question.
Amelia — Pop it.
v
c wes
ises ui
of Aligns,
Coughs, luius,
Colds, Asinnm,
Asthma, nronBron*
Mrs. Quizley (calling)—Does your S!18^’, Oroop and all Throat ana Lung
eervant read or write? Mrs.Shawily—Troubles, than any other medicine.
Tho proprietor has auteorized any Eighth street. He will you out with
O, no; she's not at all literary.
the very best
A maiden desirous of a swaying fig- druggist to give you a Sample Bottle
Fne to con\ince you of the merit of
ure can easily attain the same by brisk
this remedy. Large Bottles 50c and*$l.
«xercise with a swinginggait.
Two lovers at parting: He— Shall
Consumption Surely Cured.
you remain true to me, my love, till I
To the Editor— Please inform your
return? She— Ye-e-es; but come back
readers that 1 have a positive remedy
soon!
for the above named disease.By its at reasonable prices. An exjaerienceof
Paterfamilias- Clara, I see that the timelv use thousands of hopeless cases
many years enables him to select the
front gate is down this morning. Clara have been permanently cured. I shall
(shyly)— Yes, papa, you know love levels be glad to send two bottles of my rem- best stock and to suit all classes of
all tilings.
edy free to any of your readers who customers.

Gebrge.

E.

.
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heroldJ

A

fine lot of

at D. Bertsch’s, a large

Top Buggies

stock of Spring Shades

just received at

ot Henrietta and other

Dress Goods, direct
from New York.

BOOTS and SHOES J. FLIEMAIT’S.

sSS-J

The average young man is never so have consumption if they will send me
disgusted with the opposite sex their express and post oflice address.
Respectfully,
as when a girl beats him three straight
games at tennis.
T. A. SLOCUM, M. C., 181 Pearl St.,
Ella— How did your husband propose? New York.

These buggies

cheap.

will be sold

Come

and see them,

and get yonr

first

much

-

Josie— Be simply said, “I have $5,000,
and if you don’t accept me I’ll shoot
you.” 0, how he loves me.

-

Parasols.
Parasols.
A Connecticut man who died the Parasols.

D.
D.
D.

-

have just received a
bran
new
stock, and it will
^ »
Bertsch. Parasols. money in your pocket to call

Bertsch. Parasols. on us and inspect these goods.
Bertsch. Parasols.

"

’

Co.

mar^

choice.
royalty to pay, as there

may be 0"

The

We guarantee satisfaction.

other day left nearly all his property to
a widow
refused to
The City Bakery turns out all kinds
him. This was a substantial way ofl ofi!ie8a“dother pastry work on short
— — »-•
-j^otice. ssatisf action guaranteed.
showing
his
gratitude.

who

be

We

Literary critic (laying

down a new

Janitor

.

ot"er

Also a large stock

h*"“™

of all kinds of Dry

Joseph Manufacturing
Plows and Repairs. These
St.

Goods.

arc the best.

/

«

^

I

Wanted.

Gray Bros.

Shoes

cheaper than any

My shop is the best place in Holland
Applications for the position of ianiA Specialty.
>r for the central and high school
re»aire(i
to the effect that that l>ook is one buildings,for the coming year, will be
E. HEROLD.
which no woman should be allowed to received by the undersgned until Mon^lecnew.T,rac?Brace anii Common
bense Sand Band is now used on mv
;;
day July 15th. at noon.
CHEAPEST
Right reserved to reject any and all
tod BEST Id
iS “ g00,1 thin«- C'a11
bids.
THE WORLD
J. C. POST
uron i oe maa,
you, darling? I
Farmers and other good citizens are
Sec’y Board of Educatio’n.
wouldn’tlet go till you did, only some
« at
work3 and
July
2nd,
23
2t
• Until rd. full alie, rr*uUr edition*, Sold at 10c
sort of a bug is crawling down my
examine the fine stock I have on hand.
each. Specialrate* to teacher*, or on order* of 3
^ •*
back, and I can’t keep my mind on you
ah
goods
sold
are
warranted.
piece* or more. All mn*lc publicationiat cut
Dress Goods at D. Bertsch’s.
price*. Mention thl* paper. Addrew
and bugs at the same time.

£te:wagonor bw

house in the

see.

m
m

Billings— Tbat’s a shining poll you
wear, Mudge. But you have the consolation of knowing that a bald head
-denotes wisdom, eh, old boy? Mudge
—I am afraid it is just the contrary in
my case, Billings. If I hadn't married the woman I did I might have had
iall my hair yet.

“Why

do you keep that phonograph
Amder the sofa, Miss Bilkins?” he inquired. “0, you see I am a member of
the Young Ladies’ Anti-Breach of
Promise Protective Association. Don’t
be in a hurry, ” she added, for he had
suddenly ansen and remarked, ”1 must
be going now.”

Oldflan Plunkett on Marrying.

Some

to

aj

Consumption Incurable?

woman when she gets mad at her

2A'

-

-

^

& Bos,

Steketee

_
1-

Special line of

dock, foot of

as
POTS
ruib,

Earthern Ware such

FLOWER
^

hunting. •

pa'n gone er
To cateh a little rabbit
Pa

hIcIii

To wrap the Baby Bunting In.

U

'‘And then you’ve got to take the litfUe thing on your lap and pet it till the
wife|fixes supper, and you’re mighty
•fflad when it gets fixed, sometimes.
One’s enough you will think— you both
think— but never mind, the day will
come when that plump young mother
will have er lot of ’em swinging onto
her skirts, and it’s all right, ft’s natur,
and you wouldn't be satisfied without
’em, and children never kept folks from
dohig well any more than manbing
•did.

“Uve seed Brown’s wife with seven
erround her helleringand following
her wherever she would go, with one
laying on er pallet in the middle of the
kitchin kicking up his heels and crowing till the hound pup would grab the
piece of fat meat from its hand and set
it to bellowing too, and I wouldn’t er
been m their place for all they had, I
thought: but another stage has come,
and now I look upon the same children,
Hen and wimin, and as the old
go down the hill, at every rough
stands one of these, who reach
eirhandsand jump them over,
would give the world to be like
•

know what is best, and

e than ant to he dissatisfied

ver
i

supiu

i3 Lie:

hut the start that
in their early mar• heap to do
with their
liould keep on courting
I wives should pet their
hugs and kisses be’ wife is like sweet
children—they wont
it, and if er young
' - ----- of thei?
(

come

f^^ulSd'

I

and

S P R

N

1

lias

a

NEW STOCK

&

"Ayer's Pills are in general demand
among our customers.Our sales of
them exceed those otall other pills compined. We have never known them
t<> give entire satisfaction."
W right & Uannolly,San Diego, Texas. •

—

Pills,

do repairing of

finest

sell

all

Call on U8 and examine our goods,

^BREYMAN
^

^

0.

atonca tj

sell

tbo only

with vlewiof all sorts concectod with ths terrible

scenes of the mighty Inundation. Price fa.

_

Palestine pub ishinoco.,

_

E'khart, Indiana.

mean

When I soy Cche I ib rot
to
atop them fur » lime, uml then hnve them
return again. 1 mean A RADICAL CLUB.
1 have wado the uiscuve of

EPILEPSY or
FALLING SICKNESS,

FITS,

Allfe-longetndy.I waupaNT ny remedy to
Cuke the wor^t casen. Ittcnusoother* Lave
failed U no reason for not now receiving a
cure. Sendatoiicekoratreaiweanda
Free
Bottle of mv Infa llidle Remedy. Give
Kxpre**and Post Oilioo. it costs you nothing for a trial,and It will cure you. Address
H.O. ROOT, M.C., (83PEABLSr.,NE«YoflK

Get your

COnuinced-

Job Printig

& SON.

Holland. Mich., March 15, 1888.

assortmentof

Chicago S West Michigan RY

TIME.

TABLE.

Family Groceries

Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN,

li*00
nig'l

#3

r At

a

COUHTT OP OTTAWA . f88*
Senlon of the Piobate Court for the Coun-

5 00| 9 35 ty of Ottawa, boldeu at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven. In said ooauty, on WednesFor Muak„„
day of Jnne in the year
8 JO, 9 36 day, tba~Niuetrenth
Grand Hat
P-m. p.m. one thousand eight hundredand eighty tune.
t Preteat, CHARLES E. SOULE, Judge of ProFor Hart, Peutwater,
bate.
Id the matter of the eatate of Jan E. Bos. deFor Big Rapid* ......
ceased.
On wading and filing the petition,duly veriFor Allegan .........
fied, of Libbe Ho*, eon and heir at law of said deceesed. representingtbit Jan h Bos. late of the
Township of Zeeland iu said county, lastlydied
ABBIVF.
InloaUte. leavingEstate to be adininii.t red, and
From Chloago ....... 4*50 2 10 9 35 10 85
appointmentot himself admluita.m. p.m.
Thereuiton It is Ordered, That Saturday,the
From Grand Rapids 9 fa 2 35
11*50
a.m p.m
Twmtpfourth day of August next
From Muskegon and 0 20 8 06
r.%
Grand Haven. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. at eleven o’clock in the forenoon,be assigned for
the bearing of aald petition,and the heirs at
l«0f aald doceaaod, and all other peraons Ini
FromHartPentwater 920 5 00
reated in aald eatate ere required to appear at a
a.m. p.m.
ae«*lon of said Coart, then to be holden at the
From Big Rapids.... 230 ll 40
Probate Office in the City ot Grand Haven, in
p.m. p.m
aald ooaoty, and abow cause, if a-.y there be,
From Allegan ....... 0 BO 6 15
why
the prayer tf the petitionershould not be
a.m. p.m.
granted: And rr
porthku Ordrrrd, That

!os.

pm. p.m.

KEPT IN STOCK.

a Call.
Title.

have the only set of Abstract books in Ottawa county
and am prepared to furnish

land titles in
the county, promptly and at
abstracts of all

reasonsble prices. I also

For Grand Bsplda....

8 84

DOUGLAS
SHOg

W. L.

:

DP.PART— Central Standard Time,
For Chicago .......

sell real estate,

Office.

"

Traloa Arrive and Depart from Holland aa below

Yonr Land

done at this

Taking Effect June 10, 1880

A FULL LINE OF

and

CURE

History of Hie Johnstown flood.
Profusely Illustrated,

^igns and novelties in Jewelry

I

in the city.

Us

Soli by Dmggiata. Also
colon.
PecrleMLaundry Bluing.
PeerlenInk Powder*— 7 color*.
Peer ess Shoe A Harneu Dressing.
Peerleu EW Dye*-V colors.

and Plated Ware.

BTJTTOITS

Gt-lve

BLACK STOCKINGS.

VAN OORT.

Libersi terms. Thouaand* want it. Demand is
immense. Bend qnlcltly 4Pc for outfit to

goods cheaper, than

-1-

PEERLESS DYES best
Fop

Stove.

to our stock all the latest del

Sons.

buy

and draw

up deeds and mortgages for

^orthe

ft ft
ft ft

u

parties at my office. Call on,
or address,

JACOBJAAR,

m

We

,

The largestand

till*

1888.

ACTHKSTID AND COMPLETE

watchmaker and are
to

DE KOSTER.

&

Peerless Bronx# PainU-6

ever and are constantly adding

and Caps, Neckties, &c.

.

Oort’s

call.

F.ivsr Street

DE KRAKER

Otve Me a Call and Examine

a

laud on short notice.

inCl8M^fSnai^MieCmff^Ha^^^e

—

from which I was long a snfforer."
Keyes, Hubbardston, Mass.
"Whenever I am troubled with constipation, or suffer from loss of appetite,

have in our employ

first class

Gents Furnishing Goods,!

Emma

Choice Steaks and Roasts

The “Grand” gives perfect satisfaction
and is the best oil stove

AGENTS STRIKE

We

Also a large stock of

me

Parties desiring

kept op sale at

J. B.

kinds in a satisfactorymanner

G. Van Patten

Headache,

FRKPARXD BT

-

At the store of

derived great relief from
Ayer’s Pills. Five years ago I was
taken so iU with

Ayer’s

OF

meats-

Eighth Street.

prices and courteous treatment,

GINGHAMS,
damasks,

“I have

“ Two boxes of Ayer’s Pills cured
of severe

is

J. B. Van

And be assured of good goods, low

COTTONS, ETC.

appetite and imparting energy and
strength to the system. I always keep
them in the house."-B. D. Jackson,
Wilmington, Del.

the

SMOKED

Holland, Mich., Aug. 8,

first-class

G|o. breyman & SON

;

" I have used Ayer’s Pills for a number of years, and have never found anything equal to them for giving me an

is

in

FRESH, SALT, AND

HARDWARE STORE,

Dress Goods, prepared

that I was unable to do any work. I
took three boxes of Ayer’s Pills and
was entirely cured. Since that time I
am never without a box of these pills."
Peter Christensen, Sherwood, WIs.
“Ayer’s Pills have been In use in my
family upwards of twenty years and
have completely verifiedal> that is
claimed for them. In .attacks of piles,
from which I suffered many years, they
afford greater relief than any other
medicine I ever tried."-!. F. Adams,
Holly Springs, Texas.

market

manufactured.

SATEENS,
PRINTS,

Rheumatism

the thing to do ull kinds of
cooking in the summer.

Dealers

It is just

best Oil Stove in the

fete l Dp Ml!,

JeW3fy, Silverware.

JEWELRY STORE

|

also, for Rheumatism,Jaundice, and
Neuralgia. They are sugar-coated ; contain no calomel ; are prompt, but mild,
In operation ; and, therefore, the very
best medicine for Family Use, as well os
(or Travelersand Tourists. |

k
!

OIL STOVE Mirkst cn

buy

to

Clocks,

But everything kept in a

(

__

sicians recommend these pills for
Stomach and Liver Troubles, Costiveness, Biliousness, and Sick Headache

Constantly kept instock.

Are especiallyinvited to

|

10i*.

—

this remedy, attest the world-wide reputation of Ayer’s Pills. leading phy-

made ky

GRAND

!

!

But dou-t wait when yon want

Watches,

A

Prince and Peasant,the Millionaire and
Day laborer, by their common use of

is

first-classline of

Family Grcceris

PllItlJir Act,„,jltlIll!

WATCH

hpi ui witd iiJ

-

is,

make

InglnUme toy^ect

which

Has arrived and so

|

m- on Tuesday, Tburaday

“p
E|ljm

Counter Goods.

c«^iye your wife in nothing as you

*

A

Baj aa OIL STOYE
Wabaab

at 8 P-

and 25c.

5c., 10c.,

Suits.

Rich and Poor,

and

all about it

JoUyTdR

[{ft, ill

!

m Georgia can have er good time then.
Bat tHs marry ing business ain’t for er
few months, it’s for life. The pet
words like my little petsy, sugar, apple
dumpling, sorghum lasses, and rich
-huyetogiveway to sich as I’m not
safole to get you a fine pair er shoes, or
dress, or hat; I’ve not got the money.
“Alter the honeymooncomes er season of a more substantial love. The
love songs of the young days greet your
ears as you approach the house and the
Bret thing you know you hear:
“Bje-o-Baby Banting,

Know

it

GROCERIES,

Cheap Cassimeres for Boys’

fine line of ladies' kid shoes always
kept instock at P. De Kraker's.

E. I. HARRINOTON’S.

anyl/iind e_Ue.

2Ve triea

ust received at

J

And Idorifvfont

A complite line of

_ ^r- ^0®as' the eye doctor, from
Grand Rapids, treats alltli.se.asesof the
eye at Blom’s bakery ever)- Thursday
afternoon.Many are having their eyes

money

CUMMINGS, Master.

WALLACES. GRIFFIN. Manager

,

--

The first few months of married life
wmighty nice, very nice, and any fool

D.

hare on hand a completestock of roods
consistingof

he s got er good wife and will
Parasols, cheaper than ever before at
Men’s
make the right start. Tliere’smore in D. Bertach’s.
^ iM
the first year of married life than in
anv ten years arter that. The big P. De Kraker. the shoe man, is always Mea*e cal! and examine our Goods bi-fore buyltw
ctatwhere.
thing is to think. Study your own ready to furnish you with all kinds ofi
footwear. His line of ladies shoes canC. STEEETEE A BOS.
not be heat. Give him a call.
Holland.Mich., Jnlr 5,
g*..

to not deceive you.

for 1f\e

“KALAMAZOO”

GENERAL

CLOTHING

Saugatuck and Chicago

The

if

hope her

-AND-

NSW AND STAUNCH FAiMNOEB STEAITEB

ChildrenCry for Pitchers Castoria.

can do

kinfolks character, and end it all up
'Wwwwg'nght out there by vour•jerf and the log, that you will go to er
home of yomrowu if its er rail i>en covered wheat Straw, and that you won’t

Holland, Mich.
Holland,

Ladies try the “Tricora” corset.For
sale at D. Bertsch 's diy- goods store.

i

well

DKESS GOODS

JACOB FLIEMAN,

MERRIOTT,
Fifth A*« UhlCAZO, 11.1

-

of

L.

Dry Goods,

old man. for it’s natur for ’em to think
they could er married any fellow they
wanted, and they’re mighty apt to not
mention any fellow in this connection When Baby wu lick, we gave her Caitoria.
but what has got to the Legislature When ihe wm a Child, she cried for Cotoria,
or done some other big thing— that is When the became Min, the dang to Caitoria,
when they’re mad.
When ihi had Children,ihegare them Caitoria
“Polks that marry do well (sometimes), but folks that don’t many do
er mighty sight better— sometimes.
Bui itTs my honest notion that no man
“’.r.
uoy s snoe, tne
'ever got worsted by marrying. The best article for boy’s wear in the mar•wunan are the ones who suffer, if there ket. For sale at VanDuren Bros, tf

“W^rokripg. Any man

JAMES

MEBCHANTS,

»
“Sarge” in the Atlanta Constitution:
•‘Every time me and my old ’oman has
P. De Kraker has the finest line of
er quarrel she swears that she could er boots and shoes in the city. Corner
married SSOfellows that’s er heap bet- Eighth and River streets.
ter than me, and I’m keen to swear
that there wasn’t that many unmarried fellows in the whole of Pike in
in her raising, but you needn’t talk to
'er

,

Read the following: Mr. C. H. Morris, Newark, Ark., says: “Was down
with Abscess of Lungs, and friendsand
physicians pronounced me an incura- C.
ble consumptive.Began taking Dr.
King’s New Discover)- for Consumption, am now on my third bottle, and
able to oversee the work on my farm.
It is the finest medicineever made.”
Jesse Middleware Decatur, Ohio,
says: “Had it not been for Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption I Always
would have died of Lung Troubles.
Was given up by doctors.- Am nowin
best of health. ” Try it. Sample bottles free at the drug store of rates &
Kane, Holland, A. De Kruif, Zeeland.

Young

People Just
-St&rtlntfOut In Married Life.

>:.y

Advice

Is

-

u‘y

1889.

citv.

New Stock

aXe J"U

Sheet Music

-

wm

will sell them

to

all

points la the United States and

1

order to

»

copy.)

OJC.

BY

FOR SALE

Van Duren

Bros.
HOLLAND.

CURES FILM,

.

•ALT RHEUM,
Jitter, burns
\tCALD», tORES.

WOUNDS, INFANfS SOSES
f

AMD CHAPINS,
SONS NIPPLES. ;
AN INVAUi-

'
Attest.

1

M

